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MAY,
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THE ETUDE
FOR! THE TEACHER STUDENT AND LOVER: OF MUSIC

$150 PER ANNUM

PIANO

AND

ORGAN For Vocalists, Teachers, and Students
The Standard Graded
Course of Singing

FIFTY CENTS EACH

COLLECTIONS

By HERBERT WILBER GREENE

Music of the better class, although popular ;
nothing more difficult than the second grade

In four grades: four volumes

FIRST PARLOR. PIECES

LITTLE HOME PLAYER.
A collection similar to First Parlor Pieces, containing easy
Compositions, with the one advantage that the pieces, though in
1 Afew oft he co“l eet ioi ist! re “ 'The Gaily Chanting Waltz,
Young Recruit,^" Little MostessWaltz,’' '^Sunset Nocturne,' : • a

MUSICAL PICTURES
For Viano or Organ
A most select collection of musical gems. All pieces are as well
adapted for the organ as the piano, and are the choicest Medium
Grade Pieces of over thirty of the greatest composers. The com¬
positions are not longj—few occupy oyer three pages; but for
m begin to
in the
, and shou1J 1
, This olume
by.
sf&ome Player "coUectiot

a rmtnniinfinn and arrangement of selected and original
etudes^?aded to meet the needs of students in all stages ol
advancement from the point of correct tone production to
finished and artistic rendering.
J ,,
,
as
For use in Conservatories, Schools, and Vocal studios
a Standard of At
pupji of s;nging should make himself
acaS-S with Standard Graded Vocalises, byP. W. Greene.
The work consists of four books, each representing approximately
a year's study, an advantage of the greatest kind to all teatners
who are carrying on a graded system of vocal instruction. Tills
feature is of special value to schools and conservatories ot mi sic,
as it provides a systematic curriculum in this class of study
Every composer of note in the line of vocalises has been drawn
upon, yet it is not at all a compilation of old often-used vocalises.
The very cream of literature in this class has been selected by the
editor. Each study is annotated and full directions are given, so
that young teachers will find it a safe and an indispensable guide
Grades II, III, and IV in press.

THEODORE PR.ESSER.
1712 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, Pa

Majestic

By H. ENGELMANN
For the Viano
As a writer who mingles the pleasing with the educational, none
in be compared with Mr. Engelmann. Several of the pieces he
is written especially for this work, and all are intended for
udents in the first and second grade, though it is invaluable as
i addition to any collection.
If bought separately these compositions i
10 beginner i afford to be without them.

Collection

By Richard L. Weaver
^ONCEDED the finest collection of this riass of music
Geibei; 1' Willow Grove/^y™; "Melody of Love!”

THE CHILDREN’S FRIEND
By LOUIS KOHLER.
Op. 243. Two Books. 50 Cents each
nd°teachers.^The/' mclude*/bf^tSorite afre^Erom^the
ieras, and the titles are calculated to catch and stimulate
r of the child. Kohler’s works have always been the
>n which all complete music study courses have been

A COLLECT'JN OF DANCE
MUSIC OF MEDIUM DIFFI¬
CULTY FOR THE PIANO

Dance
Album

Price, 50 Cents
'

'HIS book has been made to fill a demand
IJJ. for a collection of good dances more
difficult than those contained in “ The
First Dance Album.”
Every piece is a gem—the choice of our whole
catalogue between the grades of 2 and 4.
The book has been expressly designed to meet
the demands of the modern ball-room, being rich
in captivating waltzes and dashing two-steps, as
well as a numbei" of various other dances.

Me,^0„ugthAn.*nhdT^Xer“te

THE
We Publish all the Best=known Songs by

KATE VANNAH
Good-Bye, Sweet Day. 3
keys.
Cradle Song. 3 keys.
Three Red Roses. 3 keys.
Over the Hills to Sunlight
Town. 3 keys.
’Tis Home Where the Heart
Is. 3 keys.
Parting. Low voice.
Never to Part. 2 keys.
Separation. Low voice.
There’s a Little Nook. High
voice.
The Singing in God’s Acre.
Medium voice.
When Love is Told. 2 key*.
The Way I’d Go. Low
voice.
Bid Her Dream of Me. Low

Of more than passing interest to

TEACHERS, SCHOOLS
and CONVENTS

An Album of Music for Two
Pianos—Eight Hands
An Album of Music for Two
Pianos—Four Hands

Sweet Sixteen. 3 keys.
Sweet Honey Heart of Me.
2 keys.

PRICE OF EACH SERIES £ | nn
COMPLETE
JpI,UU

Price 50 cents each

24 PIECES FOR. SMALL HANDS

Modern

for Piano Players!!

Price, $1.00 each

Attractive — Substa.ntia.1 — Useful

For the Viano
-h composers as^Geibel,
A collection of thirty-four pieces f
Gurlitt, Schmoll, Engelmann, Sart<

A Decided Novelty

Price of Complete Orchestra, $1.00
Separate Parts, each, 25 Cts.

A

FOUR-- HAND COLLECTION
FOR. ORGAN OR PIANO
* * *

For less than the price of a single composi.
tion in sheet form, the publishers here present two
series of concerted piano-music in book form that are
remarkable in every particular.
The musical contents of each series are particu¬
larly attractive and of sufficient variety to potently
appeal to the tastes of audiences usual at recitals,
concerts and entertainments, while the composers
represented are of the standard class, and include
Boccherini, Bohm, Czibulka, Eilenberg, Froelich,
Grieg, Herold, Hesselberg, Johns, Jungmann, Moszkowski, Suppe, et at.
The first and second piano book are each sub¬
stantially bound in card covers, and both books
incased in a full levant card cover—making a com¬
plete and perfect series.
Each series complete (all parts), one dollar.

The Capital Collection

The Juvenile Duet Players
TWO-PART SONGS

PRICE. 50 CENTS
* * *
ISWal COLLECTION of piano _duets suitable for the
Cabinet Organ or Piano in the earlier grades.
It consists of many of the most popular numbers
selected from our catalogue and arranged in effec¬
tive manner. This volume has been prepared in deference
to a very general demand for easy four-hand pieces that
could be played on the CABINET ORGAN.
Both the primo and secondo parts will be found to be
about of equal grade.
In many ways this volume is quite unique. The con¬
tents have been made up from the best-selling solos in out
catalogue, the arrangements are sparkling, and while within
piano°mPaSS °f thC °rgan’ ^ jUSt aS WeU suited for the
The value of duet playing, even in the earlier grades,
cannot be overestimated.
B
*

Uhe Anthem Repertoire

e Smallest Price

A Collection of bright and singable Anthems ol moderate difficulty for Quartet or Chorus
TpHE work Contains 64 pages of anthems by well-known, modern composers, together with a number of
* pieces especially compiled and arranged for this volume. All are melodious and inter^tinw well
harmonized and not at ail difficult. Among the composers renresented are Adam Pei Bel t? » -B’ u ,
Caleb Simper, F. W. Wodell, E. MinshaU, R. S. Ambrose H C MacDoueaU N
A]leu v tV
ett, J. M. North, Walter Spinney, and A. R. Gaul.
Macuougall, JN. H. Allen, F. H. Brack• .uThLS V0lu“e “ay b® regarded as a continuation of the successful collection “Model Anthems ” wWt,
is the cheapest and most popuiarcoUectwri of generally useful anthems which has ever been puhl,^heo
and at the same price. 25c. postpaid per single copy; $*.80 per dozen Trari^ortatin^ ^-l- eai
at the dozen price, postage 3c. each.
00 per uozen. transportation is additional
THFO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia

FOR SCHOOL, HOME •"< SOCIAL
GATHERINGS
With verse by such writers as Longfeilow, William
Tyler Olcott, Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Christina Rossetti,
Margaret E. Lacey, and other fugitive lyric gems by
some humbler poets, set to music by C. B. Hawley,
Eduardo M.irzo, William G. Hammond, Julian Ed¬
wards, Xaver Scharwenka, Andrew Boex, Heinrich
Pfeil, Walter Maynard, Theo. Maxzialsand Franz Abt.
The book has been on the market but a short
time and the sales are large—proving the publisher’s
judgment and knowledge of what was needed and
fulfilling the critics’ prediction for success.
The book is artistically and substantially bound
and sells for

50c

John Church Company
Cincinnati

STRICH & ZEIDLER

Chicago New York London Leipsic

P|
jfy OS afe n°ted for Purity- Power, and Resonance of Tone; Respon■*■■-siveness of Touch, Unsurpassed Construction, Workmanshipi
and Excellence; and New Artistic Designs of Cases.

Mantifaeturerj of Artistic Grand and \Zpright Vianos

134th Street/and Brook Avenue, NEW YORK

THEMATIC S0N0 CATALOG SENT FREE
Orders by mail solicited and promptly filled from
Boston House or either of our branches. Music sent
on selection.

Piano Teachers
TWO WAYS TO USE A TEACHING PIECE
This is a strange statement but it is explained thus:
Words have been added to these pieces to engage
the attention of little players, and so, after they have
learned to play them they can also sing them. To
those who do not sing, the words will ensure interest
through their descriptiveness.
LITTLE SONGS AND LITTLE STORIES
By ADAM GEIBEL
/ KITTY’S MUSIC BOX. F.
\ THE LITTLE GREEN HOUSE. 0.
f THE BRAVE SOLDIER. C
ITHE SUN’S TRICK. F.
/ THE KETTLE SPRITE. F.
I THE WHISTLE STAYS INSIDE. C.
J GO TO SLEEP. C.
\ SPIN, SPIN, SPIN. C.
Price, 30 cents each
<Inprinl Offer To introduce the above, will send cn^
apeudl Ulier these fourdouble numbers for
oUC.

Four and Six Hand Music
FOR PUPILS’ RECITALS, ETC.
POUR HANDS
First Grade
BABY’S LULLABY. 0. Bugbee.$(
Second Grade
DRESS PARADE MARCH. 0. Keller . .
ROSEMONDE GAVOTTE. C. Macy.
Third Grade
DARKIES’ MOONLIGHT DANCE. Am. and
.
.60
SCARF DANCE. Ab. Ckaminade.50
YELLOW JONQUILS, Gavotte. D. Johanning .60
SIX HANDS
Second Grade
BEWITCHING FAIRY, Polka. C. Keller . .
RESTLESS GALOP. F. Meaeham ......
Third Grade
MARCH OF THE GNOMES. G. Behr . . .
DANCE OF THE COSSACKS. Poller.„„
YELLOW JONQUILS, Gavotte. D. Johanning .75
EVERY PUPIL should have a concise and handy
MUSICAL DICTIONARY. Send for “MUSICAL TERMS
DEFINED,’’by B. M. Davison. Sample Copy, 15c.
GRADED THEMATIC LIST of ninety t
1 application.

Whitesmith Music Publishing Co.
BOSTON
62-64 Stanhope St.

NEW YORK
6 East 17th St.

CHICAGO
259 Wabash Are.
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The Great Music Schools of London and the
English System of Musical Examinations
J. Francis Cooke 183
Sergei Rachmaninoff.E. B. Bill II
Descriptive Programs.F. A. Williams II
Old Fogy’s Comments.1!
Teachers’ Round Table.N. J. Corey 187
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.213
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Questions and Answers.215
Home Notes.215
MUSIC
Thoughts of Thee, Opus 100.F. Wenzel
March de Fete (four hands) .... E. A. Barrdl
Vesper Chimes.Wilson G. Smith
On the Rhine.Max Franke
Slavonic Cradle Song, Violin and Piano, Opus 11
F. Neruda
Valse Napolitaine, Opus 32.L. Kinguet
Ode to Spring.if. Weil
Reverie, Opus 34, No. 5.Ed. Schuit
Village Gossips, Opus 100, No. 8 . ... G. Bull
Fairest Lord Jesus.E. Batiste
Three Roses Red.H. A. Norris

1
4
8
11
12
14
16
17
.20
22
24

JUST WHAT YOU NEED!

WITH THE CHILDREN.
By the Piano Pupils of

MISS ARABELLA GOODYEAR
at her Studio in K Block, Wednesday, March 29, 1905.
PROGRAM
By the pupils in the first and second grades.
School’s Out.Hannah Smith
The Old Soldier.Hannah Smith
Miss Pussy Willow.
* The Answer.Georgia D. Newcomb
*Good Night, Dear Mother, Georgia D. Newcomb
Miss Prudence Witherspoon
The Children's Revel .... Hubbard IV. Harris
t Dance of the Marionettes . . Mrs. Crosby Adams
Master Roy Murphy
My Dear Jerushy (song' .... Jessie L. Gaynor
Miss Florence N ightingale
Spring Blossoms.Hubbard IV. Harris
Miss Dorothy Dimple.
Valse Gracieuse . ^
.Helene Byrne
Colonial Days Dance.Louis Meyer
Miss Ruth Penn.
t Evening.John Mokrejs
Minuet, Op. 2J, No. 2 .
^ ^ Henry Schoenejeld
Old Carlo, Jane and Me (song) . . . . P. Lavinia
Miss Jennie June.
Annie-an-Louise,a little waltz iduti), Jessie L. Gaynor
Lillian and Myrtle Brostowicz.

THE ABOVE ARE THE PUBLICATIONS OF

Clayton F. Summy Company
220 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
They will be sent for examination to all responsible parties.

J. FISCHER &BR0.
7 and 11, Bible House, • New York

Music for Schools
y Song,*’ “ Our Baby,” and 13
Dane , Music
FUN FOR GIRLS’ CLASSES
A Frolic in the Cooking Class. Musical burletta for young
Ladies. Words by Lucy Allen. Music by Richard
Thiele. 75c. (18 music numbers, among the
Song of the Kitchen Maid,” “Marian
J
“Ice Cream Duett,” “Spoiled Dishes,”
JOSEPH T. WAGNER, 9 Barclay St., New York

TWO NEW BOOKS

Unison and Two-Part Songs
Rhys - Herbert W. Springtime Song (Unison) . . . .06
“
“
“ Playtime Land (Unison).10
“
“
“ School Festival Song (Two-part) . .06
.Naughty Raindrops (Two-part) . . .10
Batiste, E.
The Vesper Hour (Two-part) ... 1 0
Wlegand, J.
Graduates’ Farewell (Two-part) . , .20
“
“
Invitation to the Dance (Two-part) . 15

Miscellaneous
Dumb-Bell Exercises, with fifty-one illustrations. Music
arranged by Victor Hammerel. Net, 75c.
Around the Merry Maypole Dance, with directions and
illustrations. Music arranged by Victor Hammerel. 75c.

OF INTEREST TO EARNEST PIANO TEACHERS

MODERN METHOD OF
TECHNICAL EXERCISES
FOR THE EQUALIZATION OF THE FINGERS
Including the Study of Transposition, Phrasing, Rhythm, ai
Artistic Expression for daily practice for pupils of all grades.
By CAR.L W. GRIMM
(Author of “ Grimm’s Practical Method for Piano
“ Grinin
Simple Method of Modern Harmony.”)
PRICE, $1.00
SONG STORIES for the PIANO
By CAR.RAE A. ALCHIN
The Most Unique and Attractive Work
ever Written for Beginners
novel scheme for learning to read, and the technical ei
The

:
iw
“X
in close sympathy wi
—, ~nd app:
the quality of a child’.__
are in proportion to his interest. There are thousands of
who will wish to investigate Miss Alchi-*-’

The Geo. B. Jennings Co.,Cincinnati, 0.

German Sacred Choruses
We have added several good and serviceable choruses to
our excellent list, and will send thematic pages of same free
upon application.

Quartet Arrangements
of Favorite Songs
for Male, Female and Mixed Voices by
W. RHYS-HERBERT
are published only in the Fischer’s Edition. Specimen

Send for our Complete Catalogue and Thematic
Pages of Organ and School Music

178
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the

Scribners* Newest

boors

GREAT SPECIAL OFFER

Letters of Richard Wagner to Mathilde WesondoncK
Including Leaves from a Diary witH Portraits and Facsimile
B■■ "
■-Large 8vo., $4.50 not =======
The German edition of this notaole work has already reached its eighth edition in the
course of three months, an unprecedented experience in Wagner literature. For the first
time one of the most remarkable chapters of Wagner’s life, the genesis and completion
of his Tristan and Isolde is laid bare in its inmostT-ecesses, and the correspondence is so
phenomenal in its character that it throws into the shade all the published letters of
celebrities during the last half-century.
:
:
:
:
!
t
--*--- Published byCHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS
153-157 FiftH Ave„ Now YorK

EVERY ORGANIST

Professional or Amateur

Molineux’ Six=Hand Collection
(Three Performers on One Piano).

By J. W. LERMAN

them higher or lower as is necessary? ‘
8 °f ttle ledger lme notes are written on the staff, with directions to play
For novelty, brilliancy and ease, this set of six-hand pieces is truly « MULTUM IN PARVO.”
Price of Book, 50 Cents

KiK^OR 40 Cents

^

GEO. MOLINEUX, 148=150 Fifth Avenue, New York

STEP BY STEP

A TEXT-BOOK IN PIANO PLAYING
A HAND-BOOK FOR TEACHERS

80 COMPLETE PIECES
ALL FOR

$1.00 POSTPAID

Address A. K. VIRGIL, 11 West Twenty-Second St., New York
P°r“",,l,<> "y ™“- ™*SER «na book rod music dcaters

Childhood Days
PRICE. $1.00

instructive and
melodious piano duets
FOR TEACHER AND PUPI1,

47

Composed, Compiled *
pupi! s^>rc
1 — RHYTHMIC-1

hj cimcr tier.
--.ousaucni, since it accustoms the minfi *?tter half the pupS playsPUie
Graded C°ourEsf of? UP' This work wi" be found to be of great adva
’
beginnin«' to readin|
Four-hand’frying” by Presse^V^an^tatroduction0rte S^y-tandon™Foundation ASaterUli^to n'; M5the'vs’ Standard
THEOnn»r
_
to precede the * School of

GLADY’S

BROKEN OAR
The beautiful quartette is in commemoration of that event
ARRANGED FOR MALE VOICES, MIXED VOICES
AND ORCHESTRA.

45 cts.

Modern Gems, principally for soft stops,
31 Pieces, 50 cents.

T o readers of The Etude we offer this astou
Send tfc. and-we ■will,end
either one of the following

MARCH AND TWO STEP FOLIO

MINIATURE
PICTURES
It is (he aim of this excellent collection to form a correct
ste, as well as to improve tho technic of pupils. When one
ith the reputation and abUity of Hugo Rcinbold brings ibe
wealth of his knowledge and experience to the accomplishment
of such an object, success is assured. In the great diversity of
subjects, almost every style Is Included, and every vorietyof
touch is employed. All are presented in graccfuland pleasing
forms and each is treated in a comprehensive manner by eiampies Whose length is never wearisome. The value of this latter
thoroughly appreciated by all leachersof experience.
23 Pieces
Behr is a charming writer, and a veritable "good fairy”to
young piano students. In dainty ideas and conceptions, and in
deft and neat methods of presenting them, he has few equals,
ue seems to have made a special study of methods designed to
please, interest and advance young players, and he never fails
to hold their attention.
This collection presents contrasts in style snd rhythmblythe rondo,
ttdt
sentimental romance1, the bright military
sketch and the si ' dance of Grandpa are intermingled. Contabling material
->lease all tastes, it cannot fail to prove a
valuable aid to the teacher
Rural Pictures

dance caprice

Another no U h * "* ENGELIV*ANN
On^ith^!ffX"°mp0Ser-

NYANZA
"

AFRICAN TWO-STEP
^ melody.

OUR OBJECT!

--- ers an opportunity,
t0 .become better acquainted with the val
collections for teaching and recreation purpos

148 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Violin and Piano together tfc.
Send 4$c for one or QOc for both collections

CARL

FISCHER
Cooper Sq.

FOR TEACHING “RAG TIME”
We announce the publication of “Four Southern
Sketches’ ’ for Piano, by Leo Oehmler, for the cultivation
yncopated rythms, or “ ragtime.” These si

6-10
Fourth Ave.

SPECIAL OFFER
INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES
FOR PIANO

ing world. Price 25 cents e«ch. Titles:
No. 1-Canebrake Harvest Dance No. 2-Plantation Belle
No. 3-In the Cottonfield No. 4 Lullaby at the Cabin Door
Estelle Liebling, soloist with Sousa's band. “ ‘Alone ’ is
riinity ^fort^mh^epianri£imo^ amFdramatk: ^ffects/’—llessie
i rt„Trteoi,w, f--jggjr-**1- Brooke’s Chicago Marine
Iv’ry (
Yends Its Way.”
lental b
already had
eady
►r frat
Holy Cross free with each copy.
g “The^Girl I Loved Out jn the Golden West.” A
Our price for songs and pictures 25 cents each. Cata¬
logue of popular music free. Address :
The TOLBERT R. INGRAM MUSIC CO., Denver, Colo.

A1 Fresco-Intermezzo...
A Brilliant Number b
Ky-lsses—Nocturne.
An easy and melod:
teaching piece, b;
A raby—Intermezzo.„
An Odd Nutnber-Charat
A big favorite, by Col
Bride Bells—Waltzes.
An excellent concert
ing melody, by Pt

SPECIAL TO ETUDE HERDERS

25c each. Six for One Dollar, Postpaid
M. WITMARK & SONS
144-146 West 37th Street
NEW YORK

The Hour of Prayer (New), Reverie
Dance of the Snowflakes
A Silent Prayer, Reverie, and
North American March
All by Marie Louka, Composer of
The Rajah March

Choir and Chorus Conducting

The above compositions are this writer's best efforts.
We will mail these four pieces on receipt of
60c., or 18c. per copy, postpaid.

By F. W. WODELL

WEYMANN & SON

Bound in Cloth, Price $1.50
In this work the author gives practical directions covering
every point of difficulty connected with the organization of
choirs and choral societies, their management, training, music
to be studied, and the giving of concerts, making a work abso¬
lutely indispensable to a choir director or choral conductor. In
addition, the book contains many very useful hints to all singers
—on accent, enunciation, interpretation, phrasing, breathing,
etc. _ Present conditions show a ^widespread interest in choral
Such eminent professional critics as Philip Hale, B. J.
Lang, L. A. Russell. F. H. Tubbs, A. L. Manchester, W. L.
Blumenschein, F. W. Root, H. W. Greene and F. H. Torrington
have written strong commendations or this book.

PUBLISHERS
923 Market Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Free to Music Teachers

SONS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Eighth and Locust Streets, Philadelphia
We make a Specialty of Sci N and Teacher Trade

Below we present a list of 20 selected
copyrighted compositions for the piano
by eminent composers; each piece
has attained a degree of prominence:
Garden Song, reverie
Song of the Dawn, nocturne Fane'tello, Spanish serenade
Angels’ Salutation, meditation Song Without Words, tonstuck
Last Meditation, reverie Rippling Brook, salonstuck
Sleep On, slumber song Flowing Streamlet, nocturne
Sparkling Spring, etude
Dreameries, meditation The Roman Charioteer, march
Splashing Waves, galop brilliant ( 4
hands) ----Polka du Concert, caprice
Gypsy Carnival, fantasie
Chiming Bells, nocturne Consolation, melody in G
Merry Shepherd’s Lay, nocturne
Thoughts of Home, meditation
The Fawn, valse du salon
-

50c
75c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
75c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c

pnpp Y our choice of any five of the above
®
successes will be sent express pre¬
paid and absolutely free of any
charge whatsoever to all purchasers of a copy
of the

“NEW TECHNIC”
By HUGO MANSFELDT
Recognized, accepted and endorsed by Franz
Listz and other celebrated professors, instructors
and pianists throughout the world as THE MOST
VALUABLE COMPENDIUM OF THE ERA.

Price, Two Dollars and Fifty Cents
EXPRESS PREPAID
for the four parts complete, handsomely bound
in flexible cloth and hand sewed.
It is a common-sense tuition, and guarantees
a perfection in finger dexterity, and enables, the
pupil to accomplish greater results in far less
time than any other system now in use.
Teachers simply glorify it, and no other
book has met with such a sincere welcoipe from
the guild.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

LEO FEIST

Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS’ RETURN, by Leander Fisher
It is a brilliant and pleasing composition. Suitable lo
Recital and Commencement Exercise purposes. 15 Two
cent stamps will bring you a copy postpaid.
M. M. LEIDT, • ■> 569 Main Street. Buffalo, N. Y

FREE

.

THEODORE PRESSER

ETUDE READERS: y„u ought to hav

Worth of Standard
Copyrighted Music

If you believe In g.ving your pupils a very pretty piece
for recreation, a:

y

PUBLISHERS AND IMPORlERS OF MUSIC

&

List of Contents free.

William A. Pond 6 Co.

1712 Chestnut Street - -

Hatch Music Company
BLSSIUS

POPULAR SONGS and MELODIES

12 Piec

the StUdy °f lanSua*®' 11 has
found that grei
P f®, 18 'nade when the subject under consideration is |
Inn iL the.child ln ‘be renn oC a story. The same tr
4? m”slc> anrl progressive instructors have been quiet
iL ™s * ‘be fundamental idea in Rural Pictu
uLnm l80™™"*' familiar- or *‘ ‘east interesting, to yo,
sirert r;,
6 a60" Ch0SCn' In ‘cIlin* ‘be musical story the
Phrase, or movement is hidden and knowledge
variety
, "tUdent wlth ‘be least possible effort. A is

.
..
of

Preludes, Postludes, and Hymn Tunes,
30 Pieces, 50 cents.
Wedding, Festive, National and Requiem Music,
22 Pieces, 50 cents.

30 CENTS EACH, POSTPAID.

48-52
Pieces
In the compilation of this Album, the editor has exercised
extreme care and splendid judgment. Among othcis, attention
is directed to the gTace note studies, studies or arpeggios studies
octaves—broken or otherwisc-etc. And there is a similar
generous variety of style, a gracefiil gavotte being close neighbor
to a barcarolle, a polka rondo to a descriptive or imitative sketch
Altogether it is a splendid collection, one that cannot fail to
piea«e students as well as those in search of pleasing music for

sis?

will remember the magnificent bass voice
of George A. Conly, and of his drowning
with a fellow member of Mapleson’s Opera
Co., while boating on Lake George, N. Y

ORGAN GEMS

PRICE FOR INTRODUCTION,

II Pieces
Heins is celebrated for melodious themes, and for their b i
liant and showy treatment He possesses striking ortoJT
and successfully handles all varieties of subjects and jtTl(s_
grave or gay, brilliant or sedate. On account of their brilijan„
and because they lay well under the hand, many of his wo b
are favorite as solos for commencements and public entertai
ments. The selections contained In this Album include man
of the best examples of the author's art, and they have bem
chosen with a view of furnishing pleasing contrasts.
°eeB

Fink

JUST PUBLISHED

FOR

FIVE VOLUMES

Behr Album

TV hpRinnlSI

10.00

$

Heins Album

should have “MOLINEUX’ ORGAN FOLIO.” Each of the three volumes contains 62 pages, Marches,
Voluntaries, etc. Per volume, 60 cents. Introductory Price, until further notice, 35 cents each or
the three for $1.00. Also “ THE ORGAN.” Published every two months, contains in each num¬
ber an average of 13 pieces of Good Organ Music, Easy to Play. Single copies, 25 cents ; one
year, $1.00. Year Books front 1890 to 1904: Vols. No. 1 to 15. Bound in heavy paper covers,
$1.25 each. Send 20 cents, special price, for a trial copy, or 60 cents for a trial copy and
one volume of “ Organ Folio.”
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THE etude

How to Play in Public
Without Being Nervous

Price, 12 Cents
Price 27 Cents

Address

Send U. S. Silver and Stamps
Madame A. Pupin, Station " 0,11 New York City

“FEISTBUILDING” JUpil/ VODF
132 W. 37th Street IMLff I UK1V
To whom all teachers should send
for a thematic catalogue of the latest
successful musical compositions.

THE
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PALMER’S PIANO PRIMER

REMEMBRANCE

SONGS BY

ElifSgrgSg:

IMPORTANT

BRAINAR D’S
SOMETHING DIFFERENT.

t «f 3,150

10 cent Specials

JUST ISSUED and sent free “The Pianist’s Mental Velocity”
By SILAS GAMALIEL PRATT
for the asking
A systematic preparation of the mind of Piano players to think

PRIZE CAKE WALK
H. R. PALMER,

ROSALIND WALTZ

WALDO

•

Lock Box 1841, New York Cily

Send for complete list.
MUSIC COMPANY

bojton. mass.

FIVE NEW TRANSCRIPTIONS
(GRADE IV)

THEODORE

A COMPLETE THEMATIC
CATALOGUE OF COMPOSITIONS

c. w.

PRESSER-

music in groups, as one thinks a collection of,letters as a word, by
a practical application of the Rudiments of Harmony to
Piano study. A simple method of comprehending entire pass¬
ages^ a unit, and mentally leading (not following) the fingers. ^
Bach, Beethoven, von Weber, Schubert, Schumann, Men¬
delssohn, Chopin, Liszt, Raff, Rubinstein, Leschetizky,
Moszkowski, and others.
THIS IS NOT A THEORETICAL BOOK. It is a book

B RAIN AR D’S
Merry Melodies in Music=Land

The Best March Hit t

“THE JAP BEHIND THE

GUN”

KROGMANN

The following are still 10c a copy:
BA.E WADE MUSIC CO., H
.w Sr^

A Comprehensive
System of
Piano Instruction

NOTICE

smasmsms
G. V. MECKEL
845 EIGHTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

Seven Books of Graded Studies
Seven Books of Graded Pieces

YOU CAN HAVE THEM

Three Teachers' Manuals

FOR EXAMINATION ^

Four Books of Graded Duets

(WITH PRIVILEGE OF RETURNING)

* ♦ + ♦
C This <

.“S
«. The progress is gradui
of1hetand.reUSedfr0m

1 lt?‘Method •’and ifsSistS the aPPHcation

'3 ‘SrSSHSS-S®KSworte He blvo^d

1 to VI1 that vi«uoso

' SMzo—

9 "* **!*2f“L

Favorite Composer
JT GIVES us great pleasure to an¬
nounce the publication of a
Complete Thematic Catalogue of the
Compositions of (Mrs.) C. W. Krogmann, as we have had many requests
for such a catalogue.
The many thousand teachers who
have used the works of this composer
will also be pleased to see her photo¬
graph and to know something about
her, although it has been a difficult
undertaking for us to overcome her
predjudice against such publicity.
This catalogue contains an excel¬
lent collection of fine teaching mate¬
rial, all very carefully graded, and as
the theme of each composition is
given, together with explanatory re¬
marks, it will be found a very useful
handbook for all teachers of the
pianoforte.

"a?* «•

iSE-rrrr:; [IIS!
Teachers .^and ^
on Request1’ Th

Photograph of this

SENT FREE—We shall be pleased to
send to any address the above-named
thematic catalogue, together with our
latest Complete Catalogue, containing
all our publications to January 1st, 1905.

111 of ,Studies and Pieces are j
PRICE. PER GRA

The B. F.WOOD MUSIC CO.
W. H. WILLIS <a CO.,

C. H. ditson & ^Ne^kR

DI1^f^&GOMPANY, BOSTON

246 Summer St.
BOSTON

6 East 17th St.
NEW YORK

PRICE, So CENTS
The words given with various pieces in this book are not
intended as songs, but simply to mark the rhythm of the
melodies and to suggest a meaning to the tones which will
lead to a natural expression of feeling.
CONTENTS
A B C..(Illus.) arr. by August Schoeller.
BIRDIE’S MESSAGE.(Illus.)...F. Marcelle.
BOLD MONGOOSE.(Illus.).Duncan J. Muir.
BUMBLE BEE..(Illus.).Duncan J. Muir.
CINDERELLA WALTZ.Carl Henschel.
DOLLIES’ RECEPTION.. (Illus.).Adolph Schroeder.
DOLLY’S LULLABY.F. Marcelle.
FOLLOW ME WALTZ.Adolph Schroeder.
HEAR THE BELLS.(Illus.).Duncan J. Muir.
HUMMING BIRD WALTZ.Adolph Schroeder.
JACK AND JILL.(Illus.).Duncan J. Muir.
KINDERGARTEN QUICKSTEP.Adolph Schroeder.
LITTLE SOLDIERS MARCH.. (Illus.) .. F. Marcelle.
LITTLE STAR WALTZ.F. Marcelle.
LITTLE COCK SPARROW.(Illus.). .Duncan J. Muir.
MERRY COMRADES MARCH.Adolph Schroeder.
PLAYMATES (PUNCH AND JUDY).. . .F. H. Jones.
RAIN. FAIRIES.(Illus.).F. H. Jones.
RETURN FROM THE WOODS. (Jllus.)..F. Marcelle.
.SUMMER DAY (A).F. Marcelle.
SONG OF THE OLD MILLWHEEL.Carl Henschel.
TWILIGHT LULLABY.Duncan J. Muir.

JUST

PUBLISHED

-- by-

Q. SCHIRMER:: NEW YORK

The
Golden Treasury
of Music
A collection of pieces written for
the Virginal, Spinet, Harpsichord
and Clavichord. By Composers of
the Sixteenth, Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries :: :: :: ::
Edited by LOUIS OESTERLE
Two volumes, cloth, each $1.50 net
PREPARATION

A REFERENCE BOOK FOR TEACHERS

BRAIN ARD’S
Piano Teacher’s Guide
An up-to-date, carefully graded Thematic List of
Teaching Pieces, with descriptive notes and other
useful matter.
Sfeg“ SENT FREE ON APPLICATION “©8

B R AIN A R D’S
Little Steps in Music-Land
Bright, Melodious, Easy to Play
A New Book Just Issued.
In Preparatory, First and Second Grades.
It contains twenty-one of the best pieces in their grades, by
composers well known through their excellent and popular teachG. C. Miller.
Adolph Schroeder
Carl Henschel.
CINDERELLA WALTZ.
Duncan J. Muir.
DANCE OF THE FAIRIES . . .
DANCING ON THE GLADE . .
DOLLS’ MARCH.
DOTTY DIMPLE WALTZ ....
R. Ferber.
EVENING CHIMES.
C. Reinecke
EVENING LANDSCAPE ....
Carl Henscl
FAIRIES’ MINUET .
FRISKY LITTLE FIREFLIES .
LITTLE FAIRY WALTZ ....
M. H. Cochran.
MARCH.
MARCHING THROUGH GEORGIA
(Arr. by Frederick Weber)
OLD CLOCK.
ROBIN REDBREAST . . .
ROCKING CHAIR.
SACK WALTZ.
SLUMBER SONG .
SUNNYSIDE WALTZ . . .
SWEET VIOLETS.
PRICE, 50 CENTS, MAILED POSTPAID.

THE S. BRAINARD’S SONS
NEW YORK

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Five Popular Hits
(Played by Every Orchestra in the Country)
FOR PIANO SOLO

oken Heart)—Valse lente, by A.
waftz of smooth ’and 'flowing 75C
,

-

)-Waltz. by G. Schindler
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THE PUBLISHER OF THE ETUDE WILL SUPPLY ANYTHING IN MUSIC
AN important invention

FOUR ANALYTICAL

New Compositions
for the Pianoforte
G. A. Grant-Schaef er
VALSETTE GRACIEUSE (3b).50
AT EVENING (3c).40
BUTTERFLIES (3c) ..50
“They are not difficult, and are suitable for perform¬
ance. No. 3 is a good study in rhythm, also in light,
swift playing."—Good Music.

Anton Strelezki
BON VOYAGE.

Morceau a la Gavotte (3b) .

In Pianoforte Construction

SONATINAS
By FRANK LYNES
39
No. 1, in C major (tc)
No. 2, in a major (2a)
No. 3, in C major (2b)
Nol^b "io^major (Minuet) Dance Form (2c)

-50

, “ Under the title
tfe Se
Memutt, the Varied Theme,
s-nurforms: Tne Song Pi /the
a. These are valuable inprethe Rondo, and the
US-!Sc'vuat the compost r has indicated trr
sentationin theseiw*^

and pupil wonderfully, and they are ot cs^eeml value as
611 “to pSnt^f difficulty they are of the semndand Ibinl
grade, and are rhythmically of more than usual interest.
— Thomas Tapper, in Record avd Revuw.
Sent Free Cataloeue containing Portrait, Biography
and Classified Lists of Mr. Lynes’ compositions.

This remarkable invention may he seen at the

be

.40

“This broad, massive gavotte is a delightful piece
for performance, as well as a good study in broad
chords. It is thoroughly pianistic and presents no
difficulties."—Good Music.

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
BOSTON
120 Boylston St.

LEIPZIG

NEW YORK
136 Fifth Ave-

492 BOYLSTON STREET. BOSTON. MASS.

“A good octave staccato-etude. Its military spirit
and pleasing melody make it very interesting.”—
Good Music.

(3c)

.

THE

y

Musicians Iibrary

.60

“The Rose Chain” has become popular, being ap¬
proved of by teachers as a good selection for pupils’
recitals.’’—Musical Record.

Eighteen
Melodious Octave Studies

Ttejo JVetv

Volumes

Robert Schumann
FIFTY PIANO COMPOSITIONS

By George Eggeling
Op. 90.Price $1.25
“ Mr. Eggeling has composed his useful Octave Studies
with the desire to prepare for the artistic use of octaves
in melody playing. They will prove interesting to all
students and of great value to teachers. There is an
immense variety in the melodies and well-divided exer¬
cises between the two hands, each having its share of
the octave work. Many of them are suited to perform¬
ance as well as study.” — Thomas Tapper.

hiSw^eftb®f“n’?iCreati- p?wer is most forciblY shown in those of
andZ the tW darTol
expressjY for
piano. Harmonies always rich.
’ a nCW and comPlete P‘ano style, the polyphony of
oteEer
r“t0'tll-0f BaCh thaD l° tht' works of any
unusually full and active*inimrHfe ^and^fiTl’i ^ Tf-c''5' rccoK"iz<-'<1
the expression oi an
pitch of eccentricity^-these are th/ 3’ finally .multiform use of rhythm carried almost to the

The Pupil’s Library

Schu“" “ u*
very cream of Schumlnn^rcompo^tionr8*^^ hasPl<l °f the gr<-',at ro'»anticist, lias selected the
cwow SUPplled
owppiivrn ?
u ''tigering which
which win
facilitate the acquiring of the tS?uliar terbr.^^- alS°
will greauy
greatly
intelligible rendering of their
strange rhythms and harmonies
echmque necessary for an intellianhl*
th.-ir

A Progressive Collection
FIRST SERIES-35 Easiest Piano Pieces .
SECOND SERIES-32 Easy Piano Pieces .

Edited by Xaver Scharwenka

lithograph portrait of the composer by
the editor, with an English translation

. $1.(
. l.<

Richard Wagner

The Pupil’s First Etude Album
A Collection of the Easiest Pianoforte
Etudes, Selected and Arranged in Progressive
Order by Fred. Meyer

SELECTIONS FROM THE MUSIC DRAMAS
Arranged for the Piano by Otto Singer

The pieces contained in these volumes have been care¬
fully selected from the best of many easy sets written
especially for children’s use, and will help in a real and
satisfactory way to solve the problem of selection.
nut /Te

grouped together to renrecB°»erS Can ’.e
into periods, and their works
and Music Dramas that con
SUCCes.sl ve styles; but of the eleven Operas
each represents a phase of ,tute practically the sutiiof Wagner's achievement,
Vagner question ” that ravaged the
a ”,e,w step in the progress of his advance.

Selections for Teachers and Schools
MADE A SPECIALTY
J all parts

theaorig"n°l tbeCg^°a^estSskill1mad^reput£SonrS The’

*atsifat, arranged for the piano

selection and its place in the music drama from which M-1'; "xplainiug the significance of each

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
LEIPZIG
BOSTON :
120 Boylston Street

NEW YORK :
136 Fifth Avenue
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By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
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Eben H. Bailey
Valse de Salon.

RI real si u$ic

English System of Examinations in music

CAVALRY RIDE (4b).40

THE ROSE CHAIN.
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So great has been the interest in the music schools
of Continental Europe that those of London have
escaped the attention of mdny Americans interested
in musical education. This is extremely unfortunate,
since the city of London possesses musical institu¬
tions having equipment
to those of most of the
tinental centers, with the ex¬
ception of Berlin, with its
incomparable new High School
for Music.
Moreover, the
methods pursued in the London
schools are so different from
those of the Continent that
they provide a new field of
interest for the American stu¬
dent of music, both foreign and
domestic.
Americans are prone to judge
musical educational work in
England from the standpoint of
what they imagine the work
in the great universities must
be.
Indeed; prominent musi¬
cians with whom the writer
has conversed in France, Ger¬
many, and Austria have a
similar idea, that music teach¬
ing in England is of a dull, pe¬
dantic
character;
always
thorough, but rarely pro¬
ductive of original, living, fe¬
cund art workers.
The main office of the
university musical faculties
has been to set the stand¬
ard of musical proficiency,
rather than to accomplish
direct educational work.
It
is true that a vast amount of invaluable work has
been ' accomplished at the universities, nevertheless
the system of awarding degrees for scholarly musi¬
cianship has been the main achievement of British
universities. A list of English musicians who have
received the major part of their musical education
from institutions (or private teachers) outside of the
universities could very easily he compiled and would
include a number of very prominent men. Neverthe¬
less, music in England is often looked upon as the
product of a certain scholarly asceticism not very
far removed from the dullest pedantry.
The genius of Elgar, unacademic as it is, has newly
drawn the attention of the world to England as a
country capable of producing a master of undisputed
greatness—an England that may again hold a posi¬
tion relatively as great as the England of Bull. Byrd.
Tallis, Purcell, and Gibbons.
The education of a
people is dependent largely upon the people them¬

selves.
Educational development from a national
standpoint is generally inspired from within rather
than influenced by outside forces. In studying the
musical development of a people and the educational
systems, it is necessary to study the tendencies of the

people themselves. Tradition and custom have
greatly hampered the development of the art of music
in Great Britain. Englishmen there are, who will
tell you that the Church of England, with its beauti¬
ful yet peculiar and limited service music, has re¬
tarded the broader development of English musical
art. “Our music is molded in a Gothic arch,” said
a prominent musician to the present writer; “it is
the music of stained glass, ivy, and crumbling ab¬
beys.” The reason for the ehurchly style, however,
does not lie in the cathedrals and churches proper,
but in the people who caused them to he built. The
popularity of oratorio throughout the United King¬
dom points more convincingly than can comment to
the deep-seated religious tendencies which have en¬
tered into the musical development of the English,
Let us see then what is being done in modern London
to broaden the field of musical endeavor.
The first striking difference between the music

NO. 5.
schools of London and those of the Continent that
presents itself after an examination of the general
teaching methods employed by the Royal Academy
of Music, the Royal College of Music, and the Guild¬
hall School of Music, is the elaborate system of ex¬
aminations, exhibitions, rewards, decorations, and
prizes. No matter what may be our personal convic¬
tions regarding the educational value of examina¬
tions and rewards of merit, the subject is one of
much pedagogic weight, and will be treated at length
in another artiele.
The first in importance of London musical schools
is the Royal Academy of Music, founded in 1822,
largely through the efforts of Lord Burgesh.
As
early as 1828-9 the Royal' Academy of Music gave
public performances of the following works with
orchestra and vocalists selected from the school ex¬
clusively: “II BarMere,” “Inganno Felice,” “L’ltaliano in Algeria,” “II Matrimonia Segreto,” and
“Cosi fan Tutti.” In 1835 Haydn’s “Creation,” and
in 1836, Beethoven's Ninth
(Choral) Symphony, were given
by the students of the school.
This is all the more remarka¬
ble at this date when it is re¬
membered that the oldest ex¬
isting music school in Ger¬
many (Wurzburg) was not
founded until 1804.
The early days of the Royal
Academy of Music have been
very genially described by Sir
A. C. Mackenzie, the present
director, who at the same time
provides a quaint picture of
musical educational work in
the early part of the last cen“The Academy student of
seventy-five years ago, then
aged between 10 and 15, hav¬
ing been accepted after terrible
examinations, was handed over
to the care of a worthy clergy¬
man tutor, or matron, accord¬
ing to sex, subject to the most
adamantine form of discipline,
and allowed, but six weeks’
holiday per annum; if he
failed to return on the ap¬
pointed day he was summarily
expelled.
The same extreme
punishment was inflicted for
the smallest breach of the
stern code of rules. The hoys had to wear blue
swallow-tail coats and caps with academy button:
the girls wore high-waisted white frocks, and curls
were tabooed. But the boys revenged themselves for
the discipline by many mad pranks on the worthy
tutor who was supposed to supervise their practice.
They quickly discovered that he was completely ig¬
norant of music, and so used to play a ehoice as¬
sortment of Indian scales with the gravest earnest¬
ness whenever he came around. Driven to despera¬
tion by frequent fast days, they rebelled against the
food, tied their janitor in his chair, stormed the
larder, and regaled themselves on the provisions
found there, and with porter obtained from a neigh¬
boring tavern. With all this they worked in some
respects, perhaps, under harder conditions than thenmodern successors; for it must he remembered that
they had to practice with pianos side hv side and
back to hack, and write their harmony exercises alto-
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gether in the same room—a veritable pandemonium.
iSir Alexander Mackenzie liiuiself was not obliged
to undergo this ' rigorous discipline-as lie did not
enter the Royal Academy of Music as a student until
1802 and he had previously studied in Germany.
His advancement to a foremost position in English
musical work has been due to his work in composi¬
tion, in which lie has shown great individuality and
depth of thought.
The Royal Academy of Music has taught over 0000
students during.its existence, and the students num¬
ber over 500 a year at the present time. The school
buildings, while adequate as far as practical require¬
ment are considered, are inadequate to accommodate
the great number of students properly. The build¬
ings are old and unpretentious, yet quaint and ex¬
tremely interesting.
As with many Continental
music schools the regulations make attendance at
the Harmony. Composition, Counterpoint, Sight Sing¬
ing, Musical Dictation, Choral Singing, and Orchestral
Practice classes obligatory. These obligatory studies
should take upward of nine hours of the students’
time weekly. All pianoforte, organ, and harp stu¬
dents are required to study an orchestral instru¬
ment in addition, and. all students in other branches
are obliged to study the piano. The academic year
is divided into three terms of twelve weeks. The
fees per term are about $58, exclusive of an entrance
fee of about $21. This is far in excess of the aver¬
age rates on the Continent.
Upon leaving the school,
or thereafter, pupils may
obtain, upon examination or
upon the recommendation
of the directors, certain dis¬
tinctions in the form of the
titles of Associate, Licenti¬
ate, or Fellow of the Royal
Academy of Music. These
distinctions have been very
carefully and cautiously be¬
stowed by the conservative
directors of the school.
There are also an unusual
number of full and partial
scholarships, and prizes of
considerable value within
the reach of ambitious stu¬
dents of the Royal Academy.
These are given under cer¬
tain restrictions relating to
the nationality of the candi¬
date, the district in which
he was born, etc.
The Royal College of Mu¬
sic, while a younger institu¬
tion, possesses much finer
equipment than the Royal
Academy.
Its buildings
are located directly back
of the famous Royal Al¬
bert Hall, in Kensing¬
ton. These buildings are second only in size and
elegance to the new Royal High School of Berlin.
Every possible convenience and comfort seems to
have been provided for the students; in fact, the
provisions made in this direction make the school
very luxurious when compared with several of the
Continental schools of world wide fame. The build¬
ing itself is exceptionally well planned, and the class¬
rooms are excellent from a practical standpoint. The
hall is large, new, and well adapted to the uses of
the school. It is, in fact, one of the most artistic
and one of the best designed and constructed audience
rooms in London, irrespective of size.
The Museum of the College, which contains the
Donaldson Collection, is one of the most interesting
in Europe. The room in which the instruments are
exhibited is finished in antique Italian Renaissance—
the magnificent carved wood walls and panels having
been brought from an old Italian palace—and make
a frame for the collection which seems to remove the
museum idea, and give the instruments their natural
setting. The Museum is open to the public on cer¬
tain days; it is under the care of a competent
curator and not an ignorant guard, as is often the
case with European collections. American musicians
visiting London should not fail to see this Collection,
as it is in many ways more interesting than the ex¬
cellent one in the South Kensington Museum.
The library of the Royal College of Music is large
and unusually fine, and contains the collections of
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mopolitan lines.
Parry was remarkag pi ecociou
in that he received his degree of Mus. Doc. from Ox
ford while he was yet a boy of 18, at the great pre
paratery school, Eton. Later he graduated from
Oxford, and received the degree of Master of Arts
Among the professors at the College have seenis noted musicians as Alberto Randegger, Edward Dannreuther, Franklin Taylor, Sir Walter ianatt, Fei
nandez Arbos, Authur Somervell, Sir Charles A . Stan
ford, and Sir Frederick Bridge.
The objects of the College are national in purpose,
the principal idea being the establishment of a stand¬
ard of musical excellence throughout the kingdom
by means of a central teaching and examining body,
rewarding with academic degrees, and otherwise, per
sons, whether educated at the College or not, who,
on examination, may prove themselves worthy of
such distinctions and evidences of attainment. The
patronage of King Edward (who opened the College
in 1883) gave the institution a standing which means

i View, Royal Albebt Hall.
much more to the Englishman than the American
can comprehend. The buildings cost about $240,000.
Students are not admitted for a period shorter than
one year and are required to take up the regular
course of studies, for (as on the Continent) lessons
are not given m single subjects. This step toward
broader musicianship which is also taken by the
Royal Academy of Music marks one of the oreatest
musical advances in England. The policy, fctTvitv
and general excellence of the educational work at
the College is shown by the superior performances
IiTcbVir Col‘^e Orchestra, under the direction of
Sir C. Villiers Stanford. The writer was assured
by the school authorities that the orchestra receive 1
little or no professional assistance other than the
instruction given by the professors. In other words'
it is a student orchestra, pure and simple. In ma ’
of the so-called student orchestras in Continental

heard the studenrorchestr'a-t^hT Royal ^onjfof
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are unique and picturesque. Some have been f0,»i
by titled personages, others by the council J,f
school itself, in honor of famous musicians- uti
in the name of counties and cities; one bvY , ' ’
London club (The Savage Club), and yet another
a rajah of Calcutta. The following operas have
performed by' the students. Few Continental school”
can show a more ambitious list: Mozarts “fL
Cherubini’s “Les Deux Journies,” Weber’s “/iCr />’
schUtz,” Nicolai’s "Merry Wives of Windsor,” God
"Taming of the Shrew,” Mozart’s “Co*/ Fan Tutir
Cornelius's "Barber of Bagdad,” Gluck’s “Orpw'-.
Schumann’s "Genoveva,” Delibe’s “Le Hoi ra m,’,
Purcell’s “Dido and .Eneas,” Verdi's “Falstaff » m
zart’s “Don Juan,” Wagner’s “Flying DutcWMozart’s “Magic Flute,” Weber’s “Euryanthe,” J,
Stanford’s “Much Ado About Nothing.”
The Guildhall School of Music, of London, reim
sents one of the most interesting civic movements in
existence.
There sems to be an impression aliroa,|
that this School is a charitable institution. SuA
however, is not the case, although it is a semi-pul*
school, having been founded bv the Corporation of
London in 1880. The School is situated in one of ti,,.
busiest parts of the city, not far from the (am a
Victoria Embankment. In 1879 an Orchestra ami
Choral Society, chiefly amateur, gave concerts in the
Guildhall.
It chanced that some of the members
were also members of the Court of Common Council
and through their efforts the claims of musical ,]„'
cation were recognized by
the corporation of the citv
The first provision made
was an annual grant of
about $14,000 and the fretrental of some rooms in a
warehouse.
The School was started
with 62 students, and from
this beginning has groan
the present School, which
has very probably the
largest attendance of any
music school in the worldabout 3500 students. The
buildings are large, ani
while not so elegant as those
of the Royal College, are,
nevertheless, much superior
to those of many far-famed
Continental schools. The
proof, and are fitted with
double doors with plate
glass panels, to afford easy
inspection without disturb¬
ing the professor or the
pupil. Partitions with hol¬
low bricks, together with
iron and concrete floors,
have been resorted to
in order to make the rooms
as sound-proof as possible. The school now containa complete and excellent theater, with a stage and all
electricity, has a passenger elevator, and is thoroughly
modern from a constructive and sanitary stand
point. The rates for instruction are very reasonable
and the teaching staff excellent-, which no doubt a<
counts for the large number of students. A vet,'
just and characteristically English system of regulat
ing the fees of the various professors has been
adopted.
The list of professors as a whole is &
vided into throe or four classes or divisions, and a
special fee is charged for each class. The student
determines which fee he can afford to pay, and the
principal selects a teacher in that class. For in
stance, a vocal student may pay approximately f<>r
twelve one-hour lessons as follows:—
First Class. Second Class. Third Class.
$23.60
$30.00
$47.00
and he receives n term’s lessons from a teacher who*
services the school authorities adjudge to be worth
proportionately as much. The lists of the teachers >s
public property, as is the class division to which
the teachers are assigned. It is indicative of the
Englishman’s love of fair plav, and is, in fac^ *
solution of one the greatest evils of conservatory
system—that of attracting pupils hv impossibly low
terms together with the name of some celebrate
musician connected with the conservatory facU ^
The pupil too often finds that the low rates apPD
to some less-known teacher.

SEEGEI RACHMANINOFF,
BY EDWARD BUBLINGAME HILL.
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Of Rachmaninoff’s orchestral compositions his
"Fantasia” is easily the most distinguished. It is
thoroughly imaginative, deeply and poetically con¬
ceived, sure in workmanship, and steadi.y interesting
in instrumentation. “The Caprice,” on gipsy themes,
is remarkable chiefly for the vitality and piquancy of
its rhythms, rather than for the intrinsic beauty of
its themes. In Rachmaninoff’s chamber-music the
preference must be given to his “Elegaic Trio.” It is
planned on a large scale; the expression of poig¬
nant emotion is really noteworthy^ The form in the
Trio is unusual; the working-out section of the
first movement is elaborate and somewhat rhapsodic;
the second movement consists of a theme and varia¬
tions, in which certain portions may be played upon
a harmonium instead of the piano; the finale is sur¬
prisingly short and introduces by way of climax the
opening theme of the first movement. The piano
part in this Trio demands true virtuosity, it is al¬
most in the style of a concerto, yet the other instru¬
ments are not slighted.
The works by which Rachmaninoff is most widely
known are his compositions for piano. His first con¬
certo is a brilliant and grateful virtuoso piece, which
is nevertheless not deficient in sentiment. There are
striking cadenza-like passages for the piano in the
first movement; the slow movement develops a
graceful vein of melody in which the orchestral in¬
struments have solos with a background” of piano

Sebgei Yasselievitch Rachmaninoff and Alex¬
ander Scriabine may justly share the distinction of
being the most interesting composers of their years
in Russia. Both are slightly- over thirty, and have
placed to their credit a list of works of which they
may well be proud. As also in the case of Scriabine,
it is extremely difficult to obtain more than bare
biographical facts, and the record of a few public
appearances.
Biographical material is, however,
usually far from plentiful for the composer in his
early thirties, and the characteristics of his works
will have to be accepted in place of more personal
traits.
Rachmaninoff was born at Novgorod, in 1873.
When but 9 years of age he studied at the St. Petersburgh Conservatory for three years. He then went
to the Moscow Conservatory, where he studied the
piano with Sveroff and Alexander Siloti, and compo¬
sition with Arensky and Taneieff. In 1891 he ob¬
tained highest honors in piano playing, and in 1892,
in composition. He has made concert tours in Rus¬
sia, both as pianist and as director. In 1899 lie
visited London, where he conducted his orchestral
“Fantasia,” Op. 7, at a concert of the London Phil-'
harmonic Society. He also appeared as a pianist,
playing his well-known “Prelude” in C sharp minor,
his “Elegy” in E flat minor, and the piano part of
his trio, Op. 9. In 1902 he played at Vienna. Alex¬
ander Siloti, the famous Russian pianist, was the
first to introduce Rachmaninoff’s “Prelude” in 0
sharp minor to American audiences, and lie played it
frequently during his tour in this country in 1898.
He also performed Rachmaninoff’s “Waltz,” Op. 10.
No. 2.
The Russian Symphony Society, of New
York, produced the “Fantasia,” Op. 7, for the first
time in America, January 28, 1904, and they repeated
it during the present season (March 11, 1905), on ac¬
count of the strong impression it made at the first
performance. The “Elegaic Trio,” Op. 9, has been
given during the present season in Boston, and the
“Concerto” in F sharp minor, Op. 1, was played in
Boston and in Cambridge by Carlo Buonamici, a pian¬
ist of great talent, with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra.
As a composer, Rachmaninoff displays decided ver¬
satility and marked predilection for exploring vari
ous fields of musical activity. His orchestral works
include the “Fantasia,” Op. 7, “The Cliff,” after a
poem by Lermontov; a “Bohemian Caprice,” oil
gipsy themes, Op. 12; also a. symphony. In 1893
Rachmaninoff finished an opera “Aleko,” founded on
a gipsy tale by Pushkin. In the direction of cham¬
ber-music he has published an “Elegaic Trio,” in D
minor. Op. 9, dedicated to the memory of Tchai¬
kovsky ; two pieces, “Prelude” and “Dance,” for
piano and ’cello, Op. 2, and a sonata for piano an 1
’cello. Op. 19. His most representative works for
sebgei hachmaninoff.
piano may be considered his two piano concertos in
F sharp minor, Op. 1, and C minor, Op. 18; two
accompaniment; the finale is fairly scintillating.
suites for two pianos, Ops. 5 and 17, and a remarka¬
ble set of variations, twenty-two in all, on Chopin’s The second concerto, which has incidentally won one
of the Glinka prizes for Russian composers, estab¬
C minor “Prelude,” Op. 22. In addition, there are
lished by the will of the philanthropic publisher of
many smaller pieces for piano, among them “Elegy,”
“Melody,” “Prelude,” “Polichinelle,” Op. 3; “Noc¬ Russian music, Belaieff, has undoubtedly more solid
turne,” “Melody,” “Waltz,” “Humoreske,” “Barcar¬ musical worth. Less stress is laid upon the merely
olle,” “Romance,” and “Mazurka,” Op. 10; six inter¬ virtuoso aspect of the c-oneerto, the orchestra plays
esting “Musical Moments,” Op. 16, and ter preludes, a larger part in giving out the themes, and there is
a genuine solidity of structure.
In spite of the
Op. 23.
Rachmaninoff has published upward of thirty-six closer balance maintained, the piano has an ample
share of brilliancy and effective climaxes.
songs. Ops. 4, 8, 14, and 21. About half of these are
provided with Russian text only, and are, therefore,
The suites for two pianos are clever and fluent
unavailable for the average singer, hut at least four¬ contributions to a literature that is all too slight.
teen have German as well as Russian words. Of The “Variations,” the “Musical Moments,,” and the
these, Op. 14, No. 11, “Spring Approaches,” is a bril¬
preludes show Rachmaninoff’s really remarkable
liant and striking song, with a particularly original pianistic style at its best. It is often difficult, but
accompaniment, which ought to be widely known, as .never ineffective; its prodigious ease and fertility of
it would prove an effective number on any program. resources are striking testimonials to the thorough¬
Among Rachmaninoff’s songs. Op. 14, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8, ness of his technical training, as well as convincing
9, 11, and Op. 21, Nos. 1, 2, 6, 11, and 12, especially
proofs of his unusual inventive powers. His tech¬
repay study. Op. 21, No. 1, called “Fate,” is an elab¬ nical figures are novel and varied, and His harmonic
orate song of great interest. The opening phrase of combinations are original without being bizarre.
Beethoven’s “Fifth Symphony,” which has been
The smaller pieces by which Rachmaninoff is most
termed ‘Tate Knocking at the Door,” serves as a widely known are the “Elegy,” Op. 3, No. 1; the
motto which is interwoven throughout the accom¬
“Serenade,” Op. 3, No. 5; the “Waltz,” Op. 10, No.
paniment with various harmonic and rhythmic 2, and finally the ever-popular “Prelude,” Op. 3, No.
changes. This ingenious idea gives unusual signifi¬
2, which has- had an astonishing vogue. In the
cance and color to Rachmaninoff’s interpretation of Musical Standard, of London, Vivian Carter has
the text. Among other vocal works is a cantata for written as follows:—
baritone solo, chorus and orchestra, Op. 20.
“The ‘Prelude,’ in C sharp minor, is a distinct

thought—an inspiration.
It is a musical dogma
which had to be uttered sooner or later, of which one
can only say of a very few works. It is Rachmani¬
noff’s comment on the trend of his time. Some say
it has a program—that it portrays the exiles plod¬
ding on to Siberia, depicting resignation to relentless
fate. Those who like to take their music pietorially
will doubtless eagerly devour this suggestion. But
all will see in this composition a significance which
only attends great musical thoughts—the reflection
of a mood. The mood suggested is fatalism.”
In speaking of Rachmaninoff’s compositions as a
whole, attention must again be directed to his songs,
the best of which are vital presentations of moods
and revealing the true lyric gift of the composer.
Significant as Rachmaninoff’s compositions are, and
remarkable as his present achievements must be con¬
sidered, lie is as yet only upon the threshold of his
career. It would be useless to attempt to pass a
final judgment on Rachmaninoff’s capacity and
qualities as an artist, or to endeavor to rank him
among contemporary composers. It remains, then,
to reiterate the statement made earlier in this arti¬
cle, that he shares with Scriabine a position of chief
distinction among the young Russian composers, and
to add that in the future any works from his pen
will not only awaken eager curiosity, but a highly
respectful interest.
DESCRIPTIVE PROGRAMS.
BY FBEDEBICK A. WILLIAMS.
As A means of teaching the non-musician how to
understand and appreciate the best music, I believe
the lecture recital accomplishes the best results. A
person who has never made a study of music might
hear a classic composition played, but if he had never
been told what the work was to represent and know
nothing of the composer, he could not possibly listen
to the work with the same enjoyment as would be
the case if some explanation had been given liim
before hearing it played.
Take, for example, a composition such as Chopin’s
Prelude in D flat (sometimes called the “Rain¬
drops”). How much more a person can enjoy this
beautiful work, if he knew under what circumstances
it was wuitten, and what the music is intended to
express. The B flat Minor Sonata, by the same
composer, also has a story that one should know in
order to thoroughly enjoy the music.
A story often causes a work to become known to a
great many people who would otherwise never hear
of the composition. Take, for example, Beethoven’s
G sharp Minor Sonata, known to the public as the
“Moonlight Sonata.” Probably nearly every boy and
girl has read the story of how this sonata came to
be written; land while this may be a “fairy” story,
it has certainly awakened great interest regarding
this work. The probability is, that if many per¬
sons who attend a concert should see this sonata on
the program without the word “Moonlight” attached
they might hear it played and think it a dry piece
of music. It seems to me that if persons who do not
care for classic music, could attend artists’ recitals
and have the meaning of the works on the program
explained to them, they would soon learn to enjoy
the best music.
This idea of giving a description of the different
works on a program has been carried out quite ex¬
tensively in concerts given by some of the large
orchestras. This adds very much to the enjoyment
and better understanding of the works on the part
of the average person, who might otherwise listen to
a symphony or tone-poem, and the effect be nothing
more than a conglomeration of sounds without mean¬
ing. If the musical taste of the masses is to be cul¬
tivated they must first be taught how to listen to the
best music, and they must first understand what a
great work is intended to represent.
I am sure that piano recitals will be more popular
if descriptions are given, either orally, or printed, of
all works that tell a story. This is where the lecture
recital comes in. I have often thought what an
advantage it would be to music students if more
teachers would give lecture recitals. What good
work could be done along this line by the teacher,
if he would give these recitals for his pupils as often
as possible, and invite the parents and friends of the
pupils as well. This would help to create an interest
and better understanding among the teacher’s paand better understanding regarding good music, and
how to study and appreciate it.
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jib Fogy’s
Comments
Chicago, and Benno Schoenberger, now m Lorn
don, as Dachs pupils. Schoenberger lias a touch
‘gold and a style almost as jeweled as de Pachmann s
but more virile. It must not be forgotten that de
Dussek-Yilla-on-thc-Wissahickon,
Pachmann has fine nerves—with such an exquisite
touch, his organization must be of supernal delicacyApril 25, 1905.
hut little muscular vigor. Consider his narrow shoul¬
ders and slender arms—height of figure has nothing
Visit to New York City.
to do with muscular incompatibility; d’Albert is al¬
Dear Mr. Editor: Such a month of dissipation!
most a dwarf, yet a colossus of strength. So let u*
You must know that at my time of life I run down* call de Pachmann, a survival of an older school, a
a bit every spring, and our family physician pro¬
charming school. Touch was the shibboleth of that
scribed a course of scale exercises oil the Boardwalk
school, not tone; and technic was often achieved at
at Atlantic City, and after that—New York, for
the expense of more spiritual qualities.
The three
Lenten recreation!
Now, New York is not quiet, most beautiful touches on the piano of the nine¬
nor is it ever Lenten. A crowded town, huddled on
teenth century were those of Chopin, Thalberg, and
an island far too small for its inconceivably uncivil¬
Henselt. ~ Apart from any consideration cf other
ized population, its inhabitants can never know the
gifts, these three men—a Pole, a Hebrew, and a Ger¬
value of leisure or freedom from noise. Because h •
man—possessed touches that sang and melted in
is always in a hurry a New York man fancies that he
your ears, ravished vour ears. Finer in a vocal sense
is intellectual. The consequences artistically are
was Thalberg's touch than Liszt’s; finer Henselt’s
dire. New York boasts—yes, literally boosts—the
than Thalberg’s, because more euphonious, and
biggest, noisiest, and poorest orchestra in the coun¬
nobler in tonal texture; and more poetic than either
try. I refer to the Philharmonic Society, with its
cf these two was Chopin’s etereal touch. To-day
wretched wood-wind, its mediocre brass, and its ag¬
Joseffy is the nearest approach we have to Chopin,
gregation of rasping strings. All the vaudeville and
Paderewski to Henselt, de Pachmann to Thalberg—
lightning-change conductors have not put this band
save in the matter of a robust fortissimo, which the
on a level with the Boston, the Philadelphia, or the
Chicago organizations. Nor does the opera please me tiny Russian virtuoso does not boast.
After Chopin, Thalberg, and Henselt, the orchestral
much better. Noise, at the expense of music; quan¬
school had its sway—it still has. Liszt, Tausig, Ru¬
tity, instead of quality; all the tempi distorted and
binstein, set the pace for all latter-day piano-play¬
fortes exaggerated, so as to make effect. Effect, effect,
ing. And while it may sound presumptuous, I am
effect! That is the ideal of New York conductors.
inclined to think that their successors are not far
This coarsening, cheapening, and magnification of do
tails are resultants of the restless, uncomfortable, behind them in the matter of tonal volume. If Liszt
or Tausig, or, for that matter, Rubinstein, produced
and soulless life of the much overrated Manhattan.
Naturally, I am a Philadelphian, and my strictures more clangor from their instruments than Eugen
d’Albert, then my aural memory is at fault.
My
will be set down to old fogvism. But show me a
noise-loving city and I will show you an inartistic recollection of Liszt is a vivid one: to me he was
iron, Tausig steel, Rubinstein gold. This metallic
one. Schopenhauer was right in this matter: insen¬
classification is not intended to praise gold at the ex¬
sibility to noise argues a less refined organism. An 1
New York may spend a million of money on music
pense of steel or iron, to the detriment of gold. It
every season, and still it is not a musical city. The is merely my way of describing the adamantine qual¬
opera is the least sign: opera is a social function—
ities of Liszt and Tausig—two magnetic mountains
sometimes- a circus, never a temple of art. The finalt of the kind told of in “Sinbad, the Sailor,” to which
the infallible, test is the maintenance of an orchestra. was attracted whatever came within their radius.
New York has no permanent orchestra;' though there And Rubinstein—what a man, what an artist, what a
is an attempt to make of the New York Symphony heart! As Joseffy once put it, Rubinstein’s was not
Society a worthy rival to the Philadelphia and Bos¬
a pianist’s touch, but the mellow tone of a French
ton orchestras. So much for my enjoyment in the
larger forms of music—symphony, oratorio and
opera.
Paderewski.
Concerts by Four Great Artists.
Rosenthal’s art probably matches Tausig’s in tech¬
But my visit was not without compensations. 1 nic and tone. Paderewski, who has broadened and
developed amazingly during ten years, has many of
attended piano concerts by Eugen d"Albert, Ignace
Jan Paderewski, and Rafael Joseffy. Vladimir de Henselts traits—and I am sure he never heard the
Pachmann I had heard earlier in the season in my
elder pianist. But lie belongs to that group: tonal
own home city. So in one season I listened to four
euphony, supple technic, a caressing manner, and a
out of six of the world’s greatest pianists. And it
perfect control of self. Remember, I am speaking of
was very stimulating to. both ears and memory.
the Henselt who played for a few friends, not the
It also affords me an opportunity to preach for you frightened, semi-limp pianist who emerged at loin*
a little sermon on Touch (Tone and Technic were the
intervals before the public. Paderewski is thrice as
respective themes of my last two letters), which I
poetic as Henselt—who in the matter of emotional
have had in my mind for some time. Do not he
depth seldom attempted any more Than the delineaalarmed. I say “sermon,” but I mean nothing more
tion of the suave and elegant, though he often played
than a comparison of modern methods of touch, as
Weber with glorious fire and brilliancy.
At this
exemplified by the performances of the above four
moment it is hard to say where Paderewski will end
men, with the style of touch employed by the pian¬
I beg to differ from Mr. E, B. Pern,-, who, in the last
ists of my generation: Thalberg. Liszt, Gottsehalk,
issue of The Etude, declared that the Polish vir¬
Tausig, Rubinstein, Von Btilow, Henselt, and a few
tuoso played a* his previous season no different from
others.
lus earlier visits. The Paderewski of 1902 and 1903
De Pachmann.
is very unlike the Paderewski of 1891. His style more
De* Pachmann is the same little wonder-worker nearly approximates Rubinstein’s, plus the refine
that I knew when he studied many years ago in
ment of the Henselt school. He has sacrificed
Vienna with Dachs. This same Bachs turned out
certain qualities.
That was inevitable.
AH Zit
some finished pupils, though his reputation, curiously
art is achieved at the expense—either by suppression
enough, never equalled that of the over-puffed Leschetizky, or Epstein, or Anton Door, all teachers in
founds
precioU9’
Paderewski
p
us moment7°f
more, nor is he always
letter perfectbnt
the Austrian capital. I recall Anthony Stankowiteh,
do not forget that pounding from Paderewski is not

the same as pounding from Tom, Dick, and Ham
And, like Rubinstein, Ins spilled notes are more vaV
liable than other pianist’s scrupulously paid 0
In reality, after carefully watching the career of <hi'
remarkable man, I have reached the conclusion tu!
he is passing through a transition period in J
“pianism.” Tired of his old, subdued, poetic manner
tired of being called a salon pianist by—yea> o^, ’
Bie said so in liis book on the pianoforte; and in
same chapter wrote of the fire and fury 0f Gabril
witsch ("he drives the horses of Rubinstein,’’ sao
Bie; he must have meant "ponies!”)—
derewski began to study the grand manner. He mav
achieve it, for his endurance is phenomenal. An'v
pianist who could do what I heard him do in ye‘
York—give eight encores after an exhausting nro.
gram—may well lay claim to the possession of thgrand manner. His tone is still forced; you hear th
thug of the suffering wires; but who cares for details
—when the general performance is on so exalted l
plane? And his touc-h is absolutely luscious in eanta
bile.
D’Albert.
With d’Albert our interest is nowadays, cerebral
■When he was a youth lie upset Weimar with his
volc-anie performances, liumor said that he came
naturally by his superb gifts (the Tausig legend
is still believed in Germany). Now his indifference t,
his medium of expression does not prevent him from
lavishing upon the interpretation of masterpieces the
most intellectual brain since Yon Biilow’s—and enlre
nous, ten times the musical equipment. D’Albert
plays Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms as no one else
on this globe—and he matches Paderewski in hi>
merciless abuse of the keyboard. Either a new in
strument, capable of sustaining the ferocious attacks
upon it, must be fabricated, or else there must be a
return to older styles.
Joseffy.
And that fixed star in the pianistic firmament, one
who refuses to descend to earth and please the
groundlings—Rafael Joseffy—is for me the most sat¬
isfying of all the pianists. Never any excess of
emotional display; never silly sentimentalizings, but
a lofty, detached style, impeccable teehnie, tone as
beautiful as starlight—yes, Joseffy is the enchanter
who wins me with his disdainful spells. I heard him
play the Chopin E minor and the Liszt A major con¬
certos; also, a brace of encores. Perfection! The
Liszt was not so brilliant as Reisenauer; but—again,
within its frame—perfection!
The Chopin was a*
Chopin would have had it given in 1840. And there
were refinements of tone-color undreamed of even br
Chopin.
Paderewski Ls Paderewski—and Joseffy is
perfection.
Paderewski is the most eclectic of the
four pianists I have taken for my text; Joseffy the
most subtly poetic; D’Albert the most profound anil
intellectually significant, and de Pachmann—well,
Vladimir is the enfant terrible of the quartet, a whim
sical, fantastic charmer, an apparition with rare tal¬
ents, and an interpreter of the Lesser Chopin (always
the great Chopin) without a peer. Let us be happy
that we are vouchsafed the pleasure of hearing four
such artists.
You
Old Foot.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE SCALE.
There are yet miracles to be worked with the
twelve notes of our scale, and those who spend their
time in working out their possibilities by' means of
long arithmetical calculations and prophesy that the
end is near would be better employed in doing a lit
tie thinking. There are not many great melodies in
the world. A melody has to be written many l|Un
dreds or thousands of times and, as it were, cast
hack again and again into the general melting l10'until the lucky man comes along and by an inspired
touch gives it its final form. There is not a great
theme in existence that has not had many feeble fore¬
runners. Some of Beethoven’s and Mozart’s most
marvelous melodies arc only fragments of the scale
transfigured by a divine touch. I am not the leas*
anxious about the future. We can no more guess
at that than we can guess at the nature of the first
music; but as yet there is no need for alarmed talk
of exhausted resources.—J. F. It unci man.
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CONVENTION OF THE MUSIC TEACHERS’
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
BY CHARLES H. FARNSWORTH.
(Chairman of Executive Committee.)

CONDUOTED BY N. d. COREY.
Harmony for Piano Students.
It is a truism to musicians that all students of
music should study harmony. And yet as a matter of
experience, nothing is so difficult as the task of con¬
vincing the average student that there is any need
whatsoever of studying harmony. It is almost uni¬
versally looked upon as the most irksome of tasks,
and even in the conservatories, where it is one of the
required studies, either for a certificate, or for grad¬
uation diploma, the majority of pupils only study it
because they are forced to. They constantly resent
its enforcement upon them, and do as little as possi¬
ble in order to scrape through and finish without
having any real working knowledge of what they
have been studying.
It practically serves as an
index of the half-interest that so many persons take
in their work, and of the chronic condition of mental
inertia so prevalent in the mind of man. It is also
an index of the universal ignorance along lines muHarmony bears the relation to music that gram¬
mar does to language. Everybody desires to know
something about the construction of the language
in every-day use, and therefore, everybody studies
grammar, and tries to learn to speak correctly. Un¬
fortunately, music, common though it has become in
our homes, is not and cannot become a matter of
every-day use and necessity like language; hence the
general public is not likely soon to acquire a knowl¬
edge of its grammatical construction or even to de¬
sire to do so. It is something entirely foreign to
its thought and life. The pleasure obtained from
listening to music constitutes the sum total of its
interest, and it is hardly reasonable to expect any¬
thing more. The study of the construction of music
naturally belongs to those who wish to practice it
professionally. It is their business to understand it
as thoroughly as possible. But the attitude of the
general public can hardly be other than, as we were
in the habit of seeing it expressed in our Latin trans¬
lations at school, that of “standing with ears erect.”
As educated musicians, however, we are constantly
in the habit of wondering why music students are
not more enthusiastic over the study of the theo¬
retical and constructive side of their art. But there
is one thing we forget. Music students are not edu¬
cated musicians. The large majority of them are
far from it, and a numerous proportion of them
never reach that distinction. They practically be¬
long in the class of the general public, not having
acquired enough information about the art to take
any other position. It is impossible for the most
of them to understand or to appreciate the stand¬
point of the musician. Rather do they look at the
art in exactly the same manner as do their fathers,
mothers, and neighbors, and are more influenced by
them in their opinions than by the musicians, who
stand on a plane that they are not prepared to reach.
Gradually they acquire a little more appreciation and
discrimination on the listening side of the art of
music than is possessed by their associates. But it
Is only one of degree and not one of musical under¬
standing. They may reach a stage where they look
with patronizing disdain upon their associates because
of their musical tastes, but if they could once realize
how much they must learn in order to approach the
true standpoint of the real musician they might show
a little more humility.
Such being the real condition of affairs, however,
it is not astonishing that students show so little in¬
terest in the study of harmony. Nor can we ex¬
pect them to do so until they get to a point where
they look at their chosen study in a higher attitude
than that of merely Hstening.
This must he a
growth, however, and a very gradual one at that.
It is a long time with most of them before they
evolve from their original manner of looking at
things to that of the musician. As musicians we

must learn to place them in their right position in
order to teach them properly. If we rate them too
highly we will omit much valuable instruction that
they really need. We forget how slow it was for
ourselves to grow in the art, and are too prone to
conclude that because a person is studying music he
is at once able to assume the musician’s attitude.
There are two classes into which those who study
harmony may be divided: those who wish to study
it thoroughly and extensively, professional musi¬
cians, and those who wish to gain a little insight
into the constructive side of the art in order that
they may have a more intelligent appreciation of its
beauties. As I said before, every student of music
should study harmony from this latter standpoint.
It is to be regretted that the time allotted to the
lesson hour is not long enough so that five or ten
minutes at least could be devoted to it each time the
pupH comes. If this could be made obligatory in all
eases it would mean much in the general progress
of musical appreciation, and the raising of the stand¬
ard of musicianship. Those things that pertain to
general musicianship will not be studied by the aver¬
age pupil until they are made, obligatory. Pupils
cannot possibly know what they ought to study in
music, any more than they can in the work they do
in the public schools. How much would students in
the public schools accomplish if left to themselves
to choose what they should study? Courses of
study are prescribed by those who are older and ex¬
perienced, and these are accepted by the pupil as a
matter of course. Not so in music. The most ig¬
norant pupils are left to choose for themselves what
they wUl study, and there seems to be no help for it
as far as the teacher is. concerned. He can recom¬
mend, and that is all. And there can be no change
in this so long as parents themselves are absolutely
uninformed as to what should constitute a musical
education, and are in no better position to choose for
their children than are these prospective musicians.
Let us hope that some time in the future all those
who are to teach may be properly trained as mu¬
sicians, and that what the pupils should study .may
then be left to the discretion of the teachers. The
elementary principles of harmony should be taught
to all piano pupils, and taught in such a way that
they can make these principles their own, and apply
them as freely at the keyboard as they do a fivefinger exercise.'
Unfortunately much of the current harmony teach¬
ing does not seem to he practical in its results. The
teachers seem to understand their subject, and from
a certain standpoint teach it well, but- exactly the
same result is produced as in the average study of
Latin in the schools and colleges.
The student
spends several years studying Latin, but at the end
of the course he can neither read, write, nor speak
it. He can only laboriously translate it line by line
with the help of a dictionary constantly at his el¬
bow, and even then not be sure that he has trans¬
lated correctly. The mental attitude of the average
harmony student after a year or two of study is
exactly the same. To finish the analogy—he cannot
quickly read the chords in a modem composition; he
cannot be sure that he can write even an exercise cor¬
rectly, to say nothing of writing a hymm tune, and
he cannot speak it, that is, find his way about on the
keyboard in the improvization of simple chords and
progressions. Many players have come to me who
had completed in a supposedly satisfactory manner
the course in harmony represented by such a book
as that by Emery, perhaps the best known of the
many that are published, and when I have asked
them to play me the Tonic, Dominant, and Sub-domi¬
nant harmonies on the keyboard, have not only been
unable to do so, but have had only a very vague idea
as to what I meant. When I have asked them to
(Continued on page 212.)

The next convention of the Music Teachers’
National Association will be held at the Teachers’
College, Columbia University, New York City, Wed¬
nesday, Thursday, and Friday, June 21st, 22d, and
23d. Mr. E. M. Bowman has consented to fiU the
place of acting president.
The main features of the program are a discussion
with reference to the standing and treatment of
American musicians and compositions; a paper and
discussion on what should be the aim, method and
work of the Association. A whole day wiU be spent
in discussing Music in the Public Schools, as well as
in Colleges and Universities—the subject to be pre¬
sented from the standpoints of the citizen, the edu¬
cator, and the professional musician. The treatment
for College will include the nature of High School
work in music suitable to count as entrance for Col¬
lege. As there is some tendency to recognize tech¬
nical work as part of the High School theory work,
this brings up some very interesting problems in con¬
nection with the private teacher.
There will he “Round Tables” and discussions on
voice, Piano, and Composition, conducted by special¬
ists in these branches. There will be a visit to the
rare collection of musical instruments at the Metro¬
politan Museum of Art.
Special arrangements have been made with the
managers of Whittier Hall—the large dormitory on
the same block with Teachers’ College—whereby the
members of the Music Teachers’ National Association
may obtain very favorable rates for room and board,
and so have an unusual opportunity for getting ac¬
quainted with each other and for private discussions.
ROOT AND BRANCH.
BY E. S. LAW.
An inquirer once asked Emerson what was taught
at Harvard. “All the branches,” was the answer.
“And none of the roots,” growled Thoreau, who was
present.
Does not this complaint of the surly phUosopher
of Walden point to a fundamental weakness of the
teaching of the present, and is it not particularly ap¬
plicable to the teaching of music? With many show
and not substance is the principal aim. Perhaps
nothing which is the object of teaching can combine
so much branch with so little root as music.
It
sometimes seems like an esthetic air plant needing no
roots to make a brave show of verdure and lux¬
uriance. Not that mechanical facility in itself is to
be underestimated, but a fine voice, fleet fingers, and
a quick ear impress the average hearer with a feeling
of security in the mental acquirements of the owner
of these advantages when they may be slight or
practically nil, and the tendency is to judge ex¬
clusively by the branches and to leave the roots out
of the question entirely. Hence, when really com¬
petent instruction is desired, recourse is generally
had to the technically gifted, in the belief that their
mantles will fall upon their disciples. The fact is
that those most famous for famous pupils have not
been exceptionally pre-eminent as executants. The
Liszt pupil may be brought up as an apparent con¬
tradiction to this statement. Liszt, however, never
really formed pupils; those who met with him were
proud to assume the name, but were already artists
who profited enormously by their intercourse with
this greatest of artists and most magnetic of person¬
alities. Liszt never heard a scale, no one ever ven¬
tured to play a composition for him the second time;
he was by no means a teacher as the term is under¬
stood—he scouted the very name.
The first examinations held by the American Col¬
lege of Musicians, now nearly a score of Years ago,
formed an impressive lesson on the. relative values
of root and branch. Brilliant performers and daz¬
zling executants sat down at the piano and played
the required tests with more than the necessary flu¬
ency and aplomb. Not many, however, realized the
importance of the theoretical demands wisely
coupled with those for technic. The result was that
comparatively simple questions in fundamental prin¬
ciples caused the failure of all but a few of the ap¬
plicants for degrees.
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THE PROFESSION AND THE ART OF MUSIC.
BY E. A. B AUG HAN.
[At the recent meeting of the Incorporated So¬
ciety of Musicians of .England, Mr. Edward A.
Baughan, a prominent London musical critic, made
an address, from which we have selected some para¬
graphs, for the benefit of the readers of The Etude.
-—Editor.]
I must begin by distinguishing between the dif¬
ferent classes of professional musicians. Roughly
speaking, I would divide them into active and passive
musicians. By active musicians, I mean all those
who earn their living by playing, conducting or sing¬
ing in public. By passive, all those who are teach¬
ers, examiners, or theorists. In many instances the
two classes overlap, but I think the rough division I
have indicated will be sufficient for my purpose.
It is easy to understand that the views of these
two classes of musicians must differ very consider¬
ably. The active class, by the nature of its work,
must be more or less abreast of the times. They are
continually brought into contact with audiences,
with the music of different schools of thought, and,
in general, are mainly concerned with the expressive
and human side of their art. I have found, too, that
among this class of musicians there is a catholic and
vital appreciation of music of all kinds. The teacher
is in a diff erent position. His work is done outside
the exhilarating influence of public life. He has
none of the rewards of the executive artist.
In
comparison, his life is passed in a prosaic atmosphere.
Yet in the hands of the teacher lies the future of the
musical taste of the nation. I can conceive no more
dignified calling than that of his, although I can im¬
agine that it is sometimes very difficult for him to
remember the dignity of his calling, especially when
the parents of his pupils are desirous that their
children should pass an examination before they are
fitted for it
There are some drawbacks in the life of a teacher
to which I would call your attention. This branch
of the profession is apt to produce limitations of
outlook. How can it be otherwise? A teacher has
to busy himself, for the most part, with what may
be called the elementary side of his art. He has to
break his mind on the wheel of the untalented. As
a rule, too, there is no incentive to keep himself
abreast of modern thought in music, for which there
is hardly any room in his work. The actual daily
round of teaching, also, does not leave much time for
recreation of mind. I can well imagine that, after
a day of teaching, a professor is in no mood for hear¬
ing music; it may be that he is even at war with
the fate that made him teach that which he began
by loving. You can better enter into the feelings
of a teacher than I can, but I mention a few of his
disabilities to show that an outsider can sympathize
with them. They apply equally to the country and
ta the city teacher, but the former has the hardship
of not being able to hear music as an art, even if
he wanted to do sov It is difficult for a Londoner
to imagine what existence must be without, at least
the opportunity of, hearing the' great pianists, the
great violinists, and the great singers of the world,.
to say nothing of such fine orchestras and conductors
as fall to the lot of the London professional and
amateur.
My complaint against London teachers is that,
with all the opportunities they have for hearing the
finest music performed in the most perfect way—which, I think, you must admit is a characteristic
of musical life in the metropolis—they allow them¬
selves to be atrophied by the daily grind of their
profession. They do not look on the hearing of
music as part of that education which never can be
complete. It is almost as if they argued that their
knowledge of music is sufficient for their needs. I
submit that it never can be; that even if a man
has to teach young girls to play the early sonatas
of Beethoven with fair accuracy, he is the more
fitted for his task if he knows what D’Albert, or
Lamond, or Busoni can do with the later works. I
may be wrong, but I think that the education of
a teacher of the violin is not complete unless he is
familiar not only with the achievements of Joachim
a eouple of decades ago, but also with the playing
of modem artists, such as Kreisler and Ysaye; that
a theorist is not likely to teach his branch of music
well unless he can tell his pupils all about the
symphonies of Tchaikovsky as well as the master-
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works, and because he cannot explain the means by
pieces of Beethoven, and about the Symphonic Poems
which the composer dovetails his melodies into a
of Richard Strauss as well as the orchestral works of
wonderful polyphonic whole, he is presumed to listen
Mendelssohn; that a teacher of singing *** ony
as if he could not hear these things.
half-learnt his art if he is not thoroughly conversant
That is the cardinal mistake the specialist has
with the singing of the great operatic artists
always made in his view of the art. He does not
celebrated Ueder singers.
To think and to read
allow for the effect of music apart from the under¬
about an art is not sufficient. To study the scores of
standing of it; he does not look on it as an express¬
the modern men is not sufficient. The constant hea ive art. On the other hand, he is apt to imagine
ing of music is of paramount importance.
that any music which is skilfully written, and ob¬
Mi'. Baughan spoke at length on the attitude of
serves all the rules with the utmost nicety, must, and
professional musicians toward modern music, whicn
should be, of interest to the amateur. Only educate
contains idioms that are new and sometimes strange.
them, he pleads, and they will understand. Let us
He continues:—
. .
have more education and we shall have a greater ap¬
In whatever judgment the professional musician
preciation of music.
Lead the public to see the
may feel called upon to deliver, he must remembei
beauty of the various adventures through which I
that music is not made for him, but for the amateur.
make my themes pass and the present craze for sen¬
That simple, obvious fact is too often forgotten. In
sationalism will die a natural death. The pleasures
the first place, I would have you remember that no
of the intellect will then be added to the pleasures of
theorist is able to obtain the same insight into his
the emotional, and the world of music will be saved.
art as the composer obtains who practices it. From
Redemption through understanding, is the motto
the very nature of his profession, the theorist is
of those who object to the amateur’s point of view.
compelled to base his theory on what has gone be¬
I do not deny that the wholesale and complete edu¬
fore. That has its use in the scheme of things. You
cation
of the pubUe in music is a consummation de¬
certainly could not have a theorist expounding his
voutly to be wished; but, at the same time, it seems
art on music that as yet had not come into existence.
to me a mere idle dream. How is an amateur, who
And I fancy he could not teach the young idea with
has to make his way in life in one or other of the
any success, if he did thus base his theories on in¬
learned professions, or in business, to devote the
telligent anticipation. But he should be careful to
time to a thorough knowledge of the art—and it
bring his knowledge up-to-date, so that he does not
must be very thorough to be of any use? I contend
dig a gulf between himself and his pupils, and, in
that
the amateur will make a better listener if his
thus equipping himself, nothing is more important
mind is unburdened by that little knowledge which
than the abandonment of the professional attitude
we all know is so dangerous. We see the ill effects
toward the art.
It is, no doubt, difficult for a
of that kind of knowledge in too many of our pro¬
specialist to forget his specialism.
He must find
fessional musicians.
Quite a different kind of mu
it almost impossible to throw himself into the frame
of mind of the ordinary half-educated amateur, to
sical education is required for the amateur.
lay his soul open to the sensuous and imaginative
Roughly, it should be directed toward making him a
qualities of music, without continually registering
reader of music; the rest of his musical education
a mental protest against this or that detail of work¬
should be rounded off by hearing as much music as
manship, this or that barbarous audacity.
On the
possible. Even this amount of musical education is
other hand, another type of specialist is apt to be
not absolutely necessary for the appreciation of
thrown into a seventh heaven of ecstasy by some
music, but it certainly opens new and mo.t beautiful
questionable innovation.
Such a trick as that of
paths to him who has it.
writing for the different instruments in registers
that have generally been held the least effective, will
MUSCULAR PREPARATION FOR PIANO¬
be hailed with delight by the young composer learn¬
ing to use his tools. Yet, I do not suppose that any
FORTE TECHNIC.
composer really writes with the view of interesting
his brother craftsman alone. ■
BY W. FRANCIS GATES.
I do not think the professional musician quite un¬
derstands how. the amateur listens to music.
It is
Aix teachers notice, sooner or later, that young
taken for granted that some fairly accurate knowl¬
people like to try that which is difficult, but find
edge of harmony and counterpoint is required before
little enjoyment in the simple things of technic. This
music can be appreciated. The professional musician
pleasure in the harder things probably will last
asks, “Does he understand music?” The amateur,
through one or two trials, and when the real diffi¬
“Does he feel music?” There has always been this
culty dawns on them the matter is dropped, if the
barrier between the two classes. It is a natural
pupil is left to himself.
barrier, but it should not be erected into an insur¬
I have frequently told pupils, “If I required that
mountable obstacle by the specialist. If only that
you should stand on your head in a corner for an
music which is understood in the sense which under¬
hour a day, you would go home and try it; but as
standing means to the professional musician is to be
what I ask is plain and simple, you find no interest
accepted, it would fare ill with the art. We, whose
in it and neglect it.”
musical studies were but desultory, would be de¬
It is to such matters that the teacher must give
barred from appreciating anything but the simplest
his constant attenion.
of harmony and counterpoint. The complexities of
. Piano technic is one of these simple things. It con¬
polyphony to be found in Wagner’s “Tristan,” or in
sists only of putting the right finger in the right
Richard Strauss’s “Ein Heldenleben,” would mean
place at the right time in the right manner for the
nothing at all to us. We should for ever be hearing
right duration. Just that; nothing more. A sim¬
a language of which we were totally ignorant
ple little thing, isn’t it?
Wagner knew better than this. In his “Prose
There may be a soul of a very musical angel back
Works” you will find passage after passage in which
of a certain pair of hands, but if the digits thereto
he pleads for the verdict of the amateur who does
attached are not individualized and thoroughly cor¬
not ‘understand.”
He appealed to him from the
related
with that soul the latter will have little op¬
judgment of what he called the class-musician
portunity for instrumental outpourings. It matters
Wagners enemies, of course, made capital of this
not how great the general is if the private soldiers
°f h“; fere was a musician, they said,
are insubordinate. And it matters little how skilful
m effect, who wrote music that was not music and
the generalship or how thorough the drill of the
not meant for the musician. But the popularity of
rank and file if the wires are down. The orders must
Wagner’s music has shown that he was not wrona
be transmitted.
Nowadays, the theorist recognizes the scientific side
bo, in piano playing, there must be an educated
of his music, but the amateur, the man who does
ness on the part of the mind; there must be
not understand, was the first to appreciate him
prompt transmission on the part of the nerves; there
Tffiere need not have been this gulf between the two
must be accurate response on the part of the finger.
,°/+r
°VerS; th6re never
be this
° to linger, at this time, on the matter of mental
gulf. At the present day, you may see whole audi
eve opment or of the cultivation of a musical nature,
ences wrapped in the closest attention in listening to
'"k! ,0f Chaikovsky and Richard Strauss.& Is
npF
°,n. t'le nervous control—that steadiness of
nerve that is the opposite of hysteria—I pass at once
;
a P°se? Would the public of amateurs care for music which professional musicians
? . 6 C0Ilsideration of the outer extremity of the
Playing apparatus, the fingers.
thJ dheT /a-18 C°mpaCt of a want of melody and
n P^Paratory piano technic, the plaver may take
alkJ ? Vr dlSCOrTf S?
Yet’ that
what we ate
nori3* 1®ssons from the gymnast. No muscuiar extht life fbv16Ve‘ ,Because the amateur cannot for
the life of him, analyze the form of Richard Strauss’s
P
a -es as his exclusive course of preparation a
enes of repetitions of the feat which is to be his
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final exploit. He leads up to it by many prepara¬
tory exercises that are general in their nature. One
illustration will suffice: the prize fighter does not
go to pounding other men the moment he takes it
into his head to be a pugilist. No, he seeks a gym¬
nasium and goes through a long course of Indian
clubs, dumb-bells, weight pulling, pole vaulting, row¬
ing, running, and the like. Then he pounds an in¬
offensive leather bag and does other things of great
intellectual value before he comes into the arena.
The pianist goes not out to slay men in toto, he
only attacks their ear-drums and their esthetic
sense; at times he succeeds to the point of making
them wish the esthetic were anesthetic.
It is entirely reasonable, then, that the pianist
should make muscular preparation for the work his
digits are called on to perform. The gymnast needs
apparatus and the pianist has also been provided
with different mechanical contrivances for exercis¬
ing his playing muscles. But these are unnecessary,
though they may have value. Moreover, it is hard
to- get either pupil or parent to make the necessary
outlay to secure technicon, dactylion, or practice
clavier—though the latter is more mental than mus¬
cular in its results.
All the apparatus needed are the hands themselves.
The exercises are simple and sensible. But, as noted
above, because they are so simple, the pupils are
more likely to neglect them.
While they give
quicker and better preparation, it will require contin¬
ual demands on the part of the teacher to see that
the directions are followed.
It is not my purpose in this article to outline any
detailed course of gymnastics. I did that six years
ago in an extended article which was later developed
into a pamphlet for student use. And there are
other and more extended systems of hand gymnastics
which can easily be procured. My only purpose at
this time is to try to make plain the advisability
of using this muscular short-cut to piano technic.
Skilful performance requires that the hands and
fingers should be strong, yet flexible, accurate, and
individualized. Proper keyboard practice will de¬
velop these features. There is no doubt of that.
But many a pupil dies before they are so acquired.
It would be reasonable, then, to expect teachers to
welcome and use any plan of practice that will ac¬
celerate progress. Yet many overlook this simple
means.
Attached to nearly every motion at the piano is
a tone. A person may desire only a muscular re¬
sult; but in practicing his technic at the instrument,
willy-nilly, he gets a noise.
That succession of
noises—tones, if you prefer—is most wearing on.the
nerves.
The single-finger exercises, the two-finger
exercise, the slow trill, the octave wrist action—all
this for what? to hear the tones made? No! The
student wearies, the family rebels, and the neighbors
lose their Christianity. No; the purpose is to train
the muscles. Then, in the name of all that is mu¬
sical, why not separate the musical from the muscu¬
lar, practice the movements by themselves, keep the
musical faculties undulled by the ceaseless routine of
tone pounding, and come to that which is really mu¬
sical, fresh for the enjoyment of tone combinations.
This preparatory work can be done away from the
piano to better advantage than on the instrument.
Not only is there saving in nerve wear, but there is
actual gain to the muscles. A finger may have a
stroke of an inch in the playing position; away from
the key it has a swing four times as large. And the
same is proportionately true of lateral movements.
So one is safe in claiming as much muscular good
from fifteen minutes of hand gymnastics as from an
hour at the piano. Notice I make no claim for key
distance, note reading, or differentiation of touch,
save as the latter finds a great preparation in the
exercises.
Many teachers follow Schumann and say with a
sneer, “You cannot learn to speak from the dumb.”
They forget that Schumann was particularly sore
at dumb keyboards and apparatus because he used
such ill judgment himself as to lame his hands per¬
manently. It is like a fellow shouting to the world
to beware of all medicine because of the effects he
felt from a self-prescribed dose of ipecac.
The use of hand gymnastics in preparatory tech¬
nical teaching is simply the application of a little hit
of modem thought to the root of a matter which in
all conscience is long enough and tedious enough to
welcome any plan of reducing its monotony and of
cutting short its endless repetitions.
Three or five minutes at a time every half-hour of
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the day will produce wonderful results in the grow¬
ing hands of the young or the stiff and unflexible
ones of the adult. Then, when the practice hour ar¬
rives, the “ding-dong” effects may be omitted, and
those more natural to music in reality may be sub¬
stituted—with gain to the performer and peace to the
inhabitants of the vicinity, which latter consideration
is not altogether to be despised.
PIANOFORTE EFFECTS.
BY MORDAUNT A. GOODNOUGH.
Some of the following effects, musical and technical,
are very little known indeed and not mentioned at
all, to the present writer’s knowledge, in works on
Touch. Others are given in certain pedal treatises,
but none are so well known as to prohibit a profit¬
able discussion of them. Many unusual effects can
be secured from the pianoforte by the average pianist
if tie will take the trouble to search them out. While
only a hint along this line can be given now, the
reader is earnestly advised to study various works
on Touch, Tone, Pedals, Musical Expression, and
pianoforte effects, in order to more closely approach
the renditions given by great artists.
The following books on this subejet will be found
extremely valuable for self-study or for teaching pur¬
poses.
Dr. Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” Vols. I
and IV; “The Pedals of the Pianoforte,” Hans
Schmitt; “Theory of Interpretation,” A. J. Good¬
rich ;
“Musical Expression,” M. Mathis Lussy.
Several back numbers of The Etude also contain
important articles on how to imitate various orches¬
tral instruments.
Let us now consider a few expressive touches. The
“Half Touch” is so named because the key is pushed
about half-way down before making the pressure
which produces the tone. Artists use it in soft final
chords, especially those occurring in a slow move¬
ment. It may be executed with the pedals or with¬
out. On a few pianos with poor actions it cannot be
performed at all; in any case.it will require some
experimenting. First discover the point at which the
key “breaks” in its descent, by pressing it slowly.
Having found this, press the keys of a chord carefully
until a resistance immediately on or above the
“breaking point” is reached, then a sharp push will
bring a tone of the softest and sweetest character.
The “Silent Touch” is a very valuable one to prac¬
tice in order to secure the necessary lightness in all
sorts of pianissimo passages. The highly esteemed
American pianist, Mr. William H. Sherwood; strongly
recommends its use. It is performed by merely play¬
ing on top the keys without putting them down, but
using the same motions as one would in playing the
regular way.
The “Legato Thumb Touch” is not as often used as
it should be, most players resting satisfied if they se¬
cure a legato with the other fingers in chords and
octaves. A strict legato by the thumb alone is next
to impossible; what we call legato will in this case
more closely approach the legatissimo.
From a
black to a white key it is easy enough, being merely
a glissando. From a white to a white key is
where the difficulty is manifest. With the wrist in
a low position, the tip of the thumb pointing away
from the hand (thus forming a concave circle), give
a sharp push, the nail coming in contact with the
wood side of the next key and as near the top of it
as possible. If skilfully done, the thumb should slip
on to the next white key producing a soft tone. One
can sometimes aid the thumb by raising and lowering
the wrist on alternate keys, either in an ascending
or descending passage. The foregoing remarks ap
ply more particularly to the right hand when going
toward the left, and to the left hand when going
toward the right of the keyboard. For the opposite
direction, hold the wrist high, crowd the thumb close
to the next key to he struck and suddenly throw the
last joint in, that is, changing the last two phalanges
from a convex to a concave position. These move¬
ments are not adapted to loud passages; in such
cases all that can be done is for the thumb to move
to the next key with the smallest possible lift. The
practice of the glissando and of original movements
will be found useful, since thumbs differ so much in
flexibility and shape, that the same method will not
work with every one.
The “Toneless Touch” is not advised for general
practice, but a few weeks’ application of it, at the

rate of fifteen or twenty minutes a day, will be good
for the pupil that you have so much difficulty in get¬
ting to practice slowly enough. It consists in press¬
ing the key in such a manner that no tone is pro¬
duced. Of course, it takes so much time to do this
that all semblance of hurry is avoided.
A most beautiful harmonic effect can be readily
secured on the piano by placing the fingers silently
on the keys of a chord and striking related keys
above or below it. Volume IV of the Mason system
gives an explanation of this effect. If your piano
has a tone-sustaining pedal, it may be used to hold
the chord (when both hands are busy elsewhere), one
could in this way bring out the harmonics stronger.
A tremulo with the foot on the damper pedal may be
added, if a vibrato effect is desired.

SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUNG TEACHERS.
BY CHAS. C. DBAA.
Teach your pupils to listen, to think, and to form
opinions of their own.
Find the cause of the mistakes played in the les¬
son, then do your best to remove the cause. If pu¬
pils can be made to appreciate this method of im¬
proving their playing, they will save themselves much
needless work.
Something more difficult! There should be, in this,
a warning to every conscientious teacher.
How
often it would be better to give something different of
the same grade! Musical stuffing is apt to produce
musical indigestion, and this, in turn, spoil an artistic
development.
Analysis must not he neglected. Explain the de¬
tails of construction and the relation of the different
parts to each other. When your pupils possess such
knowledge they will practice—and play—with more
understanding.
Playing over a lesson is no more proof of practic¬
ing than is the reading of a book proof of studying.
Have your pupils understand that to practice is to
study, and that this is a mental effort. Teach them,
therefore, how to practice, for good playing is the
result of working intelligently.
Train your pupils to be brain-workers as well as
finger-workers.
Have your pupils keep up a review of such studies
and pieces as you consider best for their advanceBeeause you took this, or that, in your course, is
no reason why you should teach the same to all who
go to you for instruction. Neither should you teach
everything contained in a volume just because it is
there. Do not be a machine teacher, but study the
needs of all your pupils and provide for their re¬
spective wants.
The scales are a salient factor in a pianist’s educa¬
tion. These must be given as early as possible, and
should be taught by dictation only. Be sure that
you explain the construction of the scales, both
major and minor, and have a review of the key sig¬
natures until you feel that the pupil has them per¬
fectly learned.
Your playing during the lesson period is a means
to an end, the advancement of your pupil. Remem¬
ber, you are employed to teach, not to give a conIf you are not well enough to do, justice to your
pupil, do not attempt to give the lesson. If you
would expect good results, enter into your work in
good spirits.
It is generally best to make no remarks while your
pupil is playing the lesson; listen, and see what has
been accomplished, deferring your criticism until the
study or piece is ended.
Have an ideal to he worked up to. Do not let
your pupils remain in darkness when you can, by a
word, lead them into light. Let them know what to
work for, and then you may have some reason to
hope for their success—and for your own also.
Your success, as a teacher, is not measured by the
length of the lesson you assign, even though some
•of your patrons do measure by the yard—not by
your playing, nor by the time you take to give a
lesson, but by the practical knowledge your pupils
gain. Therefore, keep abreast with the times and
study the methods of others, that your pupils may
have only the best. You can hardly expect your
class to learn more from you than you yourself
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SUGGESTIVE ANALYSES.
BY MADAME A. PUPIN.
Why is it that one gets almost to dislike some
very beautiful pieces?
These pieces have been
played here by the most distinguished artists, and
everyone admits their exquisite beauty. But they
become popular.
Every amateur wants to play
What a shock it gives you, who have studied these
pieces faithfully and woven into each, perhaps, a lit¬
tle heart history, to hear them executed with a
metronomical exactness of time as if they were
Czerny exercises, or played flippantly through with¬
out a thought of their inner meaning. N° wonder,
then, that repeated hearings almost disgust you with
these lovely pieces.
Everyone should try to find a meaning to the piece
he is studying, or if he cannot find a story in it, he
should seek to discover what special effect may be
brought out by certain fingering, phrasing, or
dynamic markings.
Valse, Op. 42, by Chopin.
This composition is a most charming piece, but
it has been much maltreated.
Neai-ly everybody plays the first strain as if there
were two triplets in the right hand, thus:—
Ex. X.

Then the left hand, with three notes to the meas¬
ure, is supposed to be in opposition to the right hand.
But I observe that the pianists who play it in this
way make the bass almost inaudible, so that the
effect is of double time instead of triple time.
I think the way this should be played is like
this:—

There should be secondary accents on the thirl
and fifth notes of each measure, those coming with
the bass.
Someone—I think it was Schumannsaid:
“Played in this way another melody peeps
shyly out.”
If this piece were first practiced thus:—

and afterward played as in Example 2, with almost
the same tone in all the notes of the right hand, the
notes held by the fifth finger would sing softly out,
together with the melody contained in the six eighth
notes, and a charming effect would be produced. Try
it and see how much more beautiful it is than the
strident clang of the quarter notes and the usual
blur of the bass. It is the clinging pressure of the
little finger that causes the quarter notes to sing,
but they should not interrupt the rhythm of the
eighth notes.
My idea of this piece is of a girl who sits down to
play while in a state of unrest, because of some
thought which dominates her mind. This is the occa¬
sion of the two melodies—what she is playing and
what she is thinking.
At .measure 41 she throws off the disturbing
thought and plays with lightness and freedom. At
measure 57 the thought becomes persistent.
At
measure 73 she regains freedom. At measure 89 the
unrest is again apparent, but is thrown off at meas¬
ure 105. After sixteen more measures of the light
and happy runs there comes a lovely dream of long¬
ing and hope, which rises to ecstasy. Then, after
sixteen measures of the light flowing waltz, the first
strain returns, but is suddenly interrupted at its
thirtieth measure, perhaps by some intruder who en¬
ters and asks a question. This strain so rudely in-
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terrupted cannot be resumed, so she plays mwmgly
the next three measures, as if to say.
What
shaU I do?”
She recalls the lightly flowing
strain, but at the end of the fourth measuie
breaks off abruptly.
It is not in unison with
her mood.
After a momentary pause, as
trying to decide what to do, she tries it a Key
higher, but is still dissatisfied, and breaks off. men
she plays impetuously and impatiently the next eig it
measures,when she takes up one of the former strains
more in accord with her mood. All the way to the
end of the piece, she seems to be vainly seeking that
repose of soul she so longs for, and recklessly acknowl¬
edges her defeat in the last impetuous phrase, as if
she had said, “I cannot do it. There is no use in
trying,” or rather, as if she thought it and expressed
her resentment at fate in this vehement outburst.
How ridiculous it would be to play this valse from
beginning to end in strict time with no change of
emotion, and especially where the strain is. inter¬
rupted and followed by three apparently^ meaningless
measures. The player must seek a meaning for these
measures. If he can imagine the girl’s shock at the
sudden interruption, he must play it so as to give a
shock to his audience. How easily could one depict
the girl’s varying moods. She sits down to quiet
her soul with music. She has almost succeeded, when
the interruption comes. That puts her out of tune,
and she rushes on to the end, with ever increasing
frenzy.
Tchaikovsky, Op. 37, No. 11.
This charming piece has three names. First, it is
called “November,” because it is one of twelve char¬
acteristic pieces, the title of the series being “Die
Jahreszeiten,” or “The Seasons.”
Each mout.h is
represented by a short piece with an appropriate
title, as “Song of the Reapers,” for July; “Hunter’s
Song,” for September, and November being the sea¬
son for sleighing in Russia, the piece for this month
represents a sleighride.
The second name for this
piece is Troika Fahrt, or a ride in a Troika (pro¬
nounced troy-ka), a Russian sledge.. But the third
name—Im Dreigespann—gives the key to the inter¬
pretation of the piece.
The words “en traineaux”
do not belong to the title, they are the French trans¬
lation of the title.
Ini Dreigespann means with three horses. Many
persons have seen a picture of a Russian sledge
drawn by three horses. The middle horse is between
the shafts; over his shoulders is a high yoke, in
whjch is suspended a bell. This horse trots. The
other two horses are on either side of the shafts;
they gallop furiously and seem to be going in oppo¬
site directions. The double rhythm of the trotting
and gall iping horses is finely exemplified in measures
18-27. The player should be careful to phrase the
bass as written, for the three eighth notes, begun
with a slight accent and separated from the next
three by a semi-staccato of the third note, repro¬
duce exactly the sound of the galloping horses; while
the steady and stately march of the chords in the
right hand may be compared to the steady trot of the
middle horse. In the city these sledges are not al¬
lowed to go very fast, but after getting out on the
plains their speed increases, until they travel with in¬
credible velocity. Therefore, the piece begins with a
slow measured swing. Where the signature changes
to one sharp, the driver cracks his whip, designated
by the sf, and the speed increases a little. But after
thfe signature changes back to four sharps there is
an increase of velocity to the end; and the last eight
measures must be played diminuendo, ending with
the softest pianissimo, giving the effects of vanishing
from sight and hearing.

LUCK-WORK.
BY FAY SIMMONS DAVIS.
i he modern definition o
Tfh« TCkjC
°ne who earns his fl°flar inst”
of finding it. The earning of it makes him prize
the prizing of it makes him careful in the spendii
in the spending he purchases something of value a
he is again called “lucky.” Read Max O’Rell’s d
nition of “luck:”
“Luck means rising at 6 o’clock in the morni
living on a dollar a day if you earn two, mind:
your own business and not meddling with other n
pies. Luck means appointments you have ne
failed to keep, the trains you have never failed

catch. Luck means trusting in God and your own
resources.”
.
, ,
The word is too often misused, however, although
it has its legitimate place. Ofttimes the word “for¬
tunate” could be substituted in many insances where
the former term is applied, if it is to be accepted
literally. This word in its true sense means “prosperous,” “successful.” There is an element of “acci¬
dent” and “chance” in the word “luck” which should
prevent it from being used in connection with one
who has won success through his own striving. \ye
read “fortune favors the brave,” not “luck favors the
brave.”
But both of these words are constantly
misused in connection with those who have won suc¬
cess by dint of hard work. Real “luck” or “good
fortune” may often benefit one person or several per¬
sons, but it never brought about great achievements
which benefited or uplifted all mankind.
Mendelssohn has been called “lucky.” His wealth
has been held responsible for his fame. It may have
helped him, but it did not win him laurels. He
“made” himself.
Dying, at the youthful age of 38,
he left to .the world, as examples of his ceaseless in¬
dustry, symphonies, oratorios, songs, piano music
and other works of greater or less importance.
George Frederick Handel was another great and
successful man who was a great worker. His biog¬
rapher said of him: “He braved everything, and by
his unaided self accomplished the work of twelve
men.” In one year, he produced “Saul,” “Israel,” the
music of “Dryden’s Ode,” grand concertos and the
opera of “Jupiter in Argos.”
A young lady who listened to one of Wagner’s
operas last winter exclaimed, at its completion:
“What a lucky man Wagner was! And just think
what a friend he had in Liszt! He would never
have become great but for him!” I looked at her in
amazement.
“I beg to differ with you,” I replied.
“His recognition would have been delayed, no doubt,
for his art was at that time sadly in need of Liszt’s
encouragement and he of the inspiration his friend¬
ship gave. But it was his hard work—against fearful
odds—which developed his genius to such an extent
that when Liszt did examine his works he found them
worthy of his every consideration.”
All the great musicians of the past and present
have been called “lucky.” Read “Thirty Years of
Musical Life in London,” and the success of every
“lucky” artist referred to can be traced directly to
hard, faithful work. Nordica’s motto is “Workwork—and yet more work!”
Henri Martin, one of the greatest living French
painters, says, “It is only what one accomplishes in
his work that really counts. The actual doing of a
thing is its best part.” Nothing in this world gives
enduring worth unless it is earned. Nothing is
worse for character than attainment without effort.
The busiest man is the happiest man. A French
philosopher once laid down three rules for happiness.
They were:
First, occupation; second, occupation;
third, occupation.
The author of “Pushing to the Front” worked ten
years compiling the book and arranging his manu¬
scripts for publication. A fire occurred which de¬
stroyed the result of his labors. He began early the
next morning to write it again! He has been called
“lucky” because he has succeeded, and as the editor
of the magazine “Success” he has made his mark in
the world.
Without his brave, indomitable spirit,
and unflagging energy', his name would have remained
unknown.
Work without genius—if it is earnest and well di¬
rected—will elevate and advance not only an indi¬
vidual, but any community, industry, or profession.
Graham, the master of the Scottish Academy', said:
“If you have genius, industry will improve it—if you
have none, industry will supply its place”—and work
combined to genius is a power which has been won¬
drous in its results ever since the world began. The
expression and demonstration offgenius and not alone
the possession of it is what makes perfection. It is
work (as well as love) which makes the world go
round. The wheels of progress turn only by never
ceasing effort.
Art itself would be years behind its
present state if its standards had not been raised
and its beauties developed by the indefatigable work¬
ers of the universe. Their self-sacrifice and devotion
disclosed glories and unfolded mysteries. Their work
unlocked the doors of great treasure houses, and we,
the really “lucky” ones (through no efforts of our
own), cateh glimpses through their portals of beauvant^^ won<^ers» which we quickly clasp to our ad-

TECHNIC IN EELATION TO MUSIC.
BY BAYNTON TAYLOB.
All playing is worthless unless it properly ex¬
presses the feeling which prompted the composer,
so that its performance may reproduce it more
or less in the player and his auditors. No man, not
even the most gifted, can succeed in reproducing
such results spontaneously. It has become a fashion
to affect ability to play by inspiration and to pretend
to improvise. As this is decidedly detrimental to
musical progress, a little study of the meaning, use,
and importance of technic may help to check a
rapidly growing evil.
Many folk talk gliby enough about playing at
sight; but I want to show them that, even when an
expert does so with tolerable correctness, the results
are only possible to him because he has made himself
a master of musical form, grammar, and technic. The
greatest player would be only too ready to admit
this, so that those who are less able performers have
no need to pretend to do without those supreme
essentials. Not even a Paganini or a Paderewski
could excel without having spent much laborious
effort to acquire a mastery of technic. The more
carefully a player studies the difficulties of the
technic of a piece and the best way in which to
overcome them, the more likely he" will he to excel
in his rendition of them.
Both teacher and pupil would do well to lay to
heart the extreme importance of a very careful in¬
vestigation and practice of every possible kind of
technic, for this must ever remain the only key which
will unlock the door by which we enter the domain
of true musical expression. In every art and science
the same rule applies. Why, even (to take the highest
possible illustration) the inspired words of Sacred
Writ would lose much of their effect if those who
translated them had not acquired word technic in
a high degree; so that, instead of a commonplace
rendering, they possess such wonderful powers of
expression that they will always remain a living
force. So in music: he who would excel must go by
the beaten path of carefully studied technic. It is
certainly no evidence of good taste or of artistic
ability to speak disparagingly of form and method.
The teacher who does not insist upon a careful and
practical study of every detail of technic and upon
its mastery, fails in his duty to his pupils, and cer¬
tainly is not competent to teach them. The pupil
who shirks its discipline is only wasting time and
money in attempting to learn the art of music.
There are performers who can play any scale, in
any possible manner, at any rate of speed, with the
power of every note kept equal. As a rule, ordinary
players shirk scale playing, or go through them in
the most perfunctory manner. The same remark
applies with equal force to every branch of technic;
for, until the performer has mastered that, he labors
but in vain. It is in this way that a Paderewski
or a Paganini can get his instrument to do anything
his hands demand of it. As the soldier needs drill
and discipline before he can be useful, as the work¬
man has to master his tools in learning the use of
them, so the musician who wishes to acquit himself
creditably must know and master all the methods
of playing, which are the solid foundation of all
musical compositions.
Technic includes in its meaning practically all that
concerns the use of instruments and the laws of the
music written for them. It' comprises a knowledge
of the construction of the musical instrument chosen,
and an experimental acquaintance with its powers.
We must be able to produce thereon easily, evenly
and regularly any succession of notes or chords at
any rate of speed or power. We must know and
practice all methods by which the instrument can
be actuated, all by the laws which control its use
either alone or in combination with other instruments
for solos, accompaniments, contrasts, balance, blends
and ensembles. It is really, then, in these directions,
the mechanical means of producing musical expres¬
sion, which can have no existence without it.
A musical composition is built up of parts, taken
from scales and exercises. Unless we know the forms
and purposes of these thoroughly, how can we hope
to render music successfully? He who plays a piece
of music at sight can do so only because of his
intimate knowledge of all musical forms, which are
to him what the alphabet is to one who reads a
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book. Expression is the end and aim of all musical
performances. We have as much cause to laugh at
the blunders of an ignorant musician as we have
for laughing at the mistakes of a reader who is
ignorant of the proper use of letters, spelling,
pronunciation, grammar, and kindred arts. To the
intelligent musical mind, technic ceases to be drudg¬
ery and becomes a well loved study. Let the teacher
make it interesting, and the pupil will eagerly seek
to know its purposes and meanings. If he is taught
to see the beauty of an arpeggio, its relation to
harp music, the various ways in which it can he
played and the like, it will encourage him of his own
initiative to become enthusiastic over it; no longer
will he look at technic as something to he slurred
over. Teach him the beauty of a chord, the why
and the wherefore of its arrangements, its relation
to other chords. Invite him to improve upon it and
in other ways interest him, then you will soon find
him gladly eager for his exercises. You will make
his work a pleasure to him and to yourself; for, in
the intervals between the lessons, he will investigate
with delight the work that he is preparing.
Each instrument has its own technic, distinct from
all others, the interest of which is heightened by a
knowledge of the rest—for example you can play
a trumpet passage better on the organ if you can
also blow it well on the original instrument. The
violin family has so infinite a variety of technic that
'not even a Kubelik could master all of it in a long
lifetime. Much the same may be said of the piano;
therefore, in dealing with either of these instruments,
we must arrange our studies so that the most im¬
portant and the most often used forms may be in¬
vestigated first of all.
Expression means a pressing, not a striking out
with fingers, feet, lungs, or lips as the case may be.
Many professional players fail to interest others in
their music because they render it only mechanically
correct without adding to it true musical feeling,
and because they display the mechanism of technic
instead of using it to express their sympathies and
feelings. Technic must always remain a mechanical
art; therefore, having mastered it, we best display
our knowledge by keeping it out of sight, in the
same way that a man reading out of a hook hides
the alphabet in the use of words. Expression and
style must he cultivated. The first shows your feel¬
ings, the second displays your individuality. The
right proportions of parts, colors, and powers, with
suitable shading, .can only he acquired by carefully
studying technic.—Musical Opinion.
THE YOUNG PUPIL’S PRACTICE.
BY MABY A. T. HOOD.
What can he said to impress upon parents most
strongly that when they place a child in the hands of
a good teacher for a musical education they, too,
have a responsibility and an important duty to per¬
form. They say, “Here is my child, make a player
or a singer of him, and, above all, make him prac¬
tice. That’s the worst of it. It is such a strain on
me to keep at him to practice.”
They are shifting responsibility upon the teacher,
whose plain duty it is to teach the lessons and in¬
struct how it is to be practiced. It is the parent’s
duty to see that it is done every day at the same
hour and for the same length of time every day, just
as regularly as school lessons are prepared. If they
have already trained the child to regularity in small
things, he will soon understand that just the same
attention to his practice is expected of him.
If, on the other hand, practice is just thrown in
when a few minutes can be snatched; if he is put
aside while a caller is entertained in the room where
the piano stands, or because the father or mother
wishes to take him out, then there need he no sur¬
prise when he sees no reason why he cannot play
football, or go off with a companion when he wishes.
Nor should he practice when the family are gathered
together in the living room where the piano is
usxially placed. Set a time when he can have the
room to himself, if only for fifteen or twenty min¬
utes, hut, let it be every day. Ten minutes daily is
better than two Half-hours weekly. It is regularity
in work which tells.
The parent should remember, above all, that she
must not interfere with the child as to how he is to
practice, but if, understanding music, she sees faults

in his work, she should go with him when he takes
a lesson and consult the teacher. If she know noth¬
ing about music she should leave the child entirely
alone to practice as the teacher directs.
Do not hasten to have him play pieces. It is not
the playing of a piece that shows what he is learning
and understands about music. A child is a good
imitator and may play a piece which may suit some
listeners, while as yet there is no intelligence in it.
There is a great deal for him to learn and understand
before he can play a simple little music story. At
the proper time the teacher will give him a piece and
then keep him always studying one; but think of
the training hands, arms, and fingers must have to
acquire ease in playing even a simple composition!
Some one may say, “My child is full of music;”
but what good will that do unless we can bring it
out, down into the fingers? In piano playing the
hands are the medium of expression. If they are
stiff, unyielding, and awkward, what will become of
the soul of music which seeks expression? It will
be as a disembodied spirit, without form, or will be
crippled and misshapen by the poor hands which seek
to give it shape. A poorly done piece of work which
can be compared to any done' by -your workman of
any trade, who may say “Oh, I know how it is to be
done,” but that will not pass with you, who can see
he does not know how to use his tools. As the
carpenter trains his hands to use the tools, as the
sculptor does the same, as any machine must be in
perfect order (well oiled, not a screw loose) for the
weaving of a beautiful and artistic piece of work, so
must the hands be trained for the weaving of the
charms of music. Think what a mixture of strength
and weakness lies in the hands, how Weak is the lit¬
tle finger side and how strong the thumb side, then
realize that this must all be equalized for piano play¬
ing. When we hear a great artist such as Joseph
Hofmann we do not fconsider how he has worked
and so won a victory over the natural disadvantages
of the hand, that his playing seems as natural an
expression of music thought as speech is to us to
express our ideas. Therefore, we say, have the chil¬
dren practice regularly, use reason and patience.
CARE OF THE PIANO.
“The idea that a piano must be shrouded in thick
felt coverings is all nonsense, unless the instrument
is to he kept in a barn,” said a piano tuner.
“In a fumace-heated'house quite other precautions
are necessary.
“When you start winter fires stand the piano as
far as possible from register or stove. See that no
heater pipe is beneath the piano on under side of
floor nor inside of wall back of the piano.
“Keep growing plants in your piano room, a dish
of water with; a sponge in it sitting underneath or
back of piano. Wire a jar of water on your ra¬
diator, and replenish as water evaporates.
“When you leave the fires out for the summer,
stand the piano in the driest part of of the room,
never near a damp wall, nor near a window or door
that is left open in the evenings.
“Remove all growing plants or other means of
moisture making from the room. Open the windows
nice days and let the sun shine in, hut close them on
damp and rainy days. If you find the room getting
damp, light the gas or a large lamp for a few hours.
“In summer the air in your house is always moist,
often too much so for the good of your piano. In
winter artificially heated air is dry, often too much
so for the piano’s health. Too mpeh dampness in
summer causes the varnish on the piano ease to
cheek, or get rough, keys to stick, metal parts to
rust, ivorys to loosen, sounding-board to bulge, and
the piano to get out of tune. Too much dry air in
winter causes the piano action to loosen and click,
sounding-board to split and rattle, ribs on soundingboard to loosen and buzz, and sometimes the piano
case to crack. Consequently, I advise in the piano
room an equal moisture all the year round, as near
as possible.
“As moths are very destructive to the felts and
woolens in a piano, begin house-cleaning in spring or
summer by having a good tuner take the piano
apart, cleaning out all the accumulated dust. It is
as essential that you keep the inside of your piano
clean, as it is the closets that you store your woolens
in. People who neglect the inside of their piano
often wonder why the moths are so bad in their
parlor.”—Selected.
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The old composers, the monks of the Middle Ages, “Hymnvs est laus dei cum cantico.”
did not require any copious volumes of musical terms,
Hymn is the praise of God with song.
for their musical signs, tempo-marks, and characters
“Hymnista est ille, qui hymnos canit.”
of notation (with the exception of the rhythm
Hymnist is he who sings hymns.
marks) were of the simplest. Jean De Muris, writ
Which last definition we should scarcely think
ing in the middle of the fourteenth century, stated
necessary even to the mediaeval mind. The following
that music had three different tempi, quick, slow, and
medium. Signs of dynamic force or of expression
is of quaint interest:—
were very rare; an occasional “F,” meaning
“Mvsica est modulandi peritia cantu sonoque con“Fragor,” or loudness; a “C,” signifying “celeriter,”
sistens.
Et haec triplex est, scilicet Aror accelerando, and a “T,” for “teneatur,” or tenuto,
monica, Organica ac etiam Rithmica.”
were all the expression marks that the ordinary com¬
Music is the skill of melody consisting of song an 1
poser employed before A. D. 1350.
tone. And it is triple, namely. Harmony,
Nevertheless it was not much more than a century
Organ and Rhythm.
later that the first Musical Dictionary had its birth.
“Mvsica Abmonica est ilia, quae per uoeem prac“Terminoruin Musieae Diflinitorium” was its title,
about 1475 its date, and John Tinctor, a Netherlander
ticatur humanam.”
who was bom about 1435 and was one of the most
Harmonic Music is that which is executed by the
learned musicians of his day, was the author.
human voice.
Tinctor became a Canon of the Catholic Church be¬
After this our author defines “Mvsica Organica”
fore his death. The musical dictionary was the
as such music as is made by instruments that are
greatest of his works. It was the only one which
sounded by breath or air. A slight recognition of in¬
attained the dignity of print, although Tinctor was
strumental music is made in speaking of “Mvsica
a voluminous writer.
Rithmica” as music made upon instruments by
It was printed at Naples, as one may surmise by
striking. But very little notice is taken of such in¬
the dedication to the Princess Beatrice, daughter of
struments, which were practically ostracised by
Ferdinand, king of Naples, but it bears neither date
the monastic music teachers. Clavichord or Mono¬
nor place of printing upon its title, nor (as was the
chord, both predecessors of the piano, are not men
old custom) at its end. It is possible that the au¬
tioned in the pages.
Perhaps the -most interesting
thor’s name was “Tinctoris,” rather than “Tinctor,”
definition of the volume is that of a musician as he
as it is generally given, and “Joannis Tinctoris” may
existed 400 years ago:—
have meant simply “John, the son of the Dyer.”
“Mvsicvs est qui perpensa ratione beneficio speeulaVery little is known about this first musical dic¬
tionis canendi oflieium assumit. Hinc diftionary maker, but his work remains as a curious
ferentiam inter musicum et cantorem
compendium of the Art of Music over 400 years ago.
The book is not quite as large as Grove’s Diction¬
quidam sub tali metrorum serie posuit.
ary, or Riemann’s fat volume. It consists of fifteen
pages only, in small quarto, and even the title and
“Musicorum et eantorum magna est differdedication are included in this small space.
We cull from its pages a few of the quaint defini¬
Illi seiunt ipsi dicunt, quae componit musica,
tions, which may interest the musical student of to¬
Et qui dicit quod non sapit rep.utatur bestia.”
day. We give a translation of the Latin text:—
Which may be freely translated thus:—
“Armonia est amenitas quedam ex connenienti son )
Musician is he who after consideration and study
causata,”
assumes the office of singing. Hence the
Harmony is the amenity caused by the sounding to¬
difference between a musician and a singer
gether (of tones).
has been stated in the following verses:
“Cantus est multitudo ex unisonis constituta: qui
A musician and' a singer are of quite con¬
aut simplex aut compositfls est.”
trasted class.
For the former can explain it, how a song is
Song is constituted of many sounding unitedly: it
brought to pass;
can be either simple or composite.
He who speaks of what he knows not, must
“Compositor est alicuius noui cantus aeditor.”
be ranked a silly ass!
Composer is he who edits a new song.
With this parting fling of the trained musieian at
“Contbapvntvs est cantus per positionem unius
the
singer
of long ago, we will leave the first of
uocis contra aliam punetuatim effectus. Et
musical dictionaries.
hie est duplex, scilicet simplex et diminutus.”
When the opera brought solo-singing and emotion
Counterpoint is song that is effected by placing one
and expression into music the signs and musical
voice against another in its notes. And
markings speedily began to multiply.
As Italian
this is of two kinds, either simple or di¬
opera carried them into every quarter of the civilized
minished.
world, it was but natural that Italian should take
It will be noticed in the above definitions that no
root as the language of musical terms. It was, and
notice is taken of instrumental composition.
In
is, very desirable that so universal a language as
those days all the highly-esteemed music of the
notation should have but a single language of ex¬
world was vocal. Instrumental music was in the
pression and tempo-marks, and Purcell speedily intro¬
hands of the jongleurs, wandering musicians, who
duced the Italian words into English music.
The
were often mere outcasts and mendicants.
The
English, however, remained for a long time without
monks taught vocal music chiefly, the organ accom¬
a musical dictionary. The earliest specimen of this
paniment being almost the only guise in which any
kind which the present writer has ever seen is a
instrument of music was tolerated by them.
little volume which is among the antiques of his mu¬
sical library. Its title runs, “A Short Explication of
“Contrapvntvs Simplex est, dum nota uocis, quae
such Foreign Words as are made use of in Musiek
contra aliam ponitur, est eiusdem ualoris
Books.” It is printed in London “for J. Brotherton
cum ilia.”
at the Bible, in Cornhill, near the Royal Exchange’
Simple Counterpoint is that in which the note of
1724.” Its preface states that:—
the voice which is placed against the other
“As Italian and other Foreign Musiek is frequentlv
is cf the same value as it.
made use of here in England, and as our Masters
A long series of definitions is given regarding the
have adopted most of the same Words and Terms in
intervals which may and may not be used in music;
their Musiek and Compositions as the Italians and
the old syllabic construction of the vocal scale is also
others do in theirs. It is humbly presumed that a
set forth with much detail. We find further vocal
short Explication thereof will be very acceptable to
definitions:—
aU those who stand in Need of such a Help._And

nothing of this Kind having yet appeared in 0ur
language is the reason that the following Explica,
tion, which at first was drawn up only for Private
use is now made Publick.”
The author modestly withholds his name. JU(jg.
ing by the results of his labor we assume that this
first attempt was drawn up by an amateur. Not
only do many errors appear, but it is comical to note
how the “explicator” takes to the woods at the first
appearance of trouble. His definitions become wonderfully vague when the subject becomes abstruse,
as may be readily seen in some of the following ex¬
tracts:—
“Adagio, by which is signified the slowest Movement
in Musiek, especially if the word be re¬
peated twice over, as Adagio Adagio.”
It may he recalled that the word “Andante” has
in Italian a different meaning from that given it by
musicians. Two hundred years ago they came nearer
to its true significance, as the following definition
shows:—
“Andante, this word has respect chiefly to the Thorough Bass, and signifies, that in playing,
the Time must be kept very just and ex¬
act, and each note made very equal, and
distinct the one from the other.”
There were some instruments in those days which
have now become obsolete, as the following defini¬
tions may show:—
“Bombabdo, is an instrument of Musiek, much the
same as our Bassoon, or Bass to a Haut¬
boy.”
“Cornetto, a Cornet, which is an Instrument of Mu
sick now7 out of use, somewhat like a
Hoboy.”
“Fagottino, a single Curtail, a musical Instrument
somewhat like unto a small Bassoon.”
“Fiffabo, is a Fife, or small Pipe, Flute, or Flagelet,
made Use of by the Germans in their
Armies, to play with a Drum.”
“Guitare, a Guittar, a musical Instrument now ont
of Use with us.”
“Hautbois, a Hoboy, or Hautboy, an Instrument of
Musiek very common, and therefore well
known.”
“Ptva, a Hautboy is sometimes so called.”
The trombone was known as the “sackbut” in Old
England, as the following quotation may show:—
“Posaune, a Sackbut, an Instrument of Musiek
made Use of as a Bass to a’ Trumpet.”
The “Cornet” above alluded to is, of course, a
totally different instrument from the comet of the
present time.
It is the instrument which Shakes¬
peare calls for when he writes “Flourish of Cornets.”
The Kettledrums were sometimes peculiarly used, as
the following may show:—
“Tympano, or Tympanum, a Drum in general, but
in Musiek it has respect more particularly
to a Pair of Kettle Drums, which are often
used in a Consort as Bass to a Trumpet.”
The contrabass had a peculiar name in the seven¬
teenth century7, from which our word “violoncello,”
or ‘Tittle violone,” came.
“Violone, is a very large Bass Violin, or Double
Bass, it being as large again, every Way,
as a Bass Violin, and the strings twice as
thick and twice as long, renders the Sound
just an Octave lower than the common
Bass Violin. This Instrument is used only
in Great Consorts, as Operas, and other
publick Musiek.”
Some of the stringed instruments were fretted in
a manner that is only7 found on Guitars, Mandolins,
etc., at present.
‘Viola, a Viol, an Instrument of Musiek well known,
the Neck of which is divided in Half Notes
by Seven Frets fixed thereon, and which is
commonly strung with Six Strings, though
sometimes with Seven. Of this Instru¬
ment there are several Sorts and Sizes.”
And the author then enumerates the viola tenors,
Yiola basso, violetta, viola bastardo, viola d’amour
and the violo da gamba as varieties of the same in
strnment.
There also existed in England, at this time, a
straight flute, played much as a flageolet would be at
present. The author speaks of this as follows:—

“Flute a Bec, is a common Elute.”
“Fiauto Tbavebso, is a German Flute.”
The former of these two was the “Recorders,” men¬
tioned by Shakespeare, in “Hamlet” and other plays;
the latter was the common flute of the present.
Orchestras, in our sense of the word, did not exist
in England at the time that this little dictionary was
printed. The word is, however, defined as follows:—
“Orchestra, is that Part of the Theater where the
Musicians sit with their Instruments to
perform.”
Certain of our terms, connected with orchestral
performance had a very different meaning in 1724
from that given them to-day. Here are a couple:—
“Symphonia, or Simphonia, a Symphony; by which
is to be understood Airs, in Two, Three,
or Four Parts, for Instruments of any
Kind; or the Instrumental Parts of Songs,
Motets, Operas, or Concertos are so
called.”
“Concerto, a Consort, or a Piece of Musiek of sev¬
eral Parts for a Consort.”
“Concerto Grosso, is the great or grand Chorus of
the Consort, or those Places of the Con¬
certo or Consort where all the Parts per¬
form or play together.”
The old-fashioned use of the word “symphony” is
still employed occasionally, especially in England.
We have spoken of the manner in which our
author dodged any doubtful or abstruse definitions;
a couple of examples will suffice to show this:—
“Suonata, or Sonata, is the Name of certain Pieces
of Instrumental Musiek, which being very
common, and well known, needs no par¬
ticular Description.”
“Fugha, a Fuge; which is a particular Way or Man¬
ner, according to which some Musiek is
compos’d, and of which there are several
Sorts.”
Our unreliable author also evades the complicated
subject of Counterpoint in a very brief and subtle
manner.
“Contbapunto, a Way or Method of composing Musick, called Counterpoint, now very little
The volume from' which the above extracts are
made is a tiny 12mo, poorly printed and evidently
prepared in haste. England did not, however, re¬
main long in such a benighted state of musical defi¬
nition. France had published a good musical die¬
tionary, long before the volume above described. Se¬
bastian de Brossard published the first reliable mu¬
sical dictionary that the world possesses, in Paris, in
1703. In 1740 James Grassineau pilfered the largest
part of this work, added a few points of his own, and
published the first large “Musical Dictionary” in
English. The edition which the present writer pos¬
sesses, is a clear and valuable treatise on musical
terms as they existed then. The volume was onee
the property of the English composer Joseph Corfe,
and was by him presented to his son Arthur Corfe,
which may seem to show that it was esteemed by
prominent musicians.
Dr. Burney, in his great “History of Music,” thus
speaks of this book:—
“Brossard’s Musical Dictionary was first published
iff 1702 and translated into English by Grassineau,
1740, but not calling a translation, which it ought to
have been, though the English editor ingeniously
confesses himself to be much indebted to the learning
and materials of Brossard’s work, which is more than
plagiarists always do on such occasions.”
To the French, therefore, we are indebted for the
first thorough musical dictionary. Soon after this
many other works of this character began to appear.
Callcott’s "Definitions,” more than a century old, the
works of Ph. Em. Bach and of Leopold Mozart, con¬
taining many musical definitions, and many other
volumes might be cited as showing the progress of
musical pedagogy in this branch, in the eighteenth
century.
Such volumes are of priceless value to the investi¬
gator who desires to discover when certain musical
signs began. It is also of practical benefit to trace
the application of these signs and marks of ex¬
pression by the old masters. Therefore these old
dictionaries, while often amusing in their archaic
simplicity, possess a distinct value to the musical
historian, analyst, and teacher.
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SCHOOL MUSIC IN RELATION TO THE
CHURCH AND THE COMMUNITY.
BY N. COE STEWART.
[In connection with the agitation in several of the
larger cities as to the question of taking music out of
the public school curriculum, the opponents contend¬
ing that it ought to be, if admitted at all, an elective,
we print some paragraphs from an article in the
School Music Monthly.—Editor.]
Has not the time come when it should be said,
“if music has no specific value or definite purpose, no
necessary place in education and in the affiairs of the
world, we should dispense with it?” If it has these
things, if it is a necessity in education, in social con¬
ditions and in religious worship, let us rise to the
dignity of true educators and ascertain what music’s
place is and then make it our imperative duty to see
that it has its place and no longer permit its indiffer¬
ent and disrespectful treatment.
That everyone can, under right conditions, and with
proper effort, master the fundamentals of musical
knowledge and practice, is beyond question. That
everyone should do this and should receive the benefit
which comes from such study, and of the emotional
exercise and development which come from sys¬
tematic and right singing of proper music, is as cer¬
tain as that they have souls.
Feeling the sentiment of what one is singing, and
singing earnestly, are absolute conditions of the best
singing. Right tone quality—“the tone that reaches
the heart”—cannot otherwise be made. The soul
side of the great trinity which is called man is as
natural law as are the two other parts, body and
mind. Certain it is, that “model men” can only thus
be developed, and as this is the part in which we
really live, and which it is believed will go on for¬
ever, the importance of systematic training of the
emotions is plainly evident.
Certainly, then, the right singing of proper songs
should be encouraged, singing daily, that the emo¬
tional side may be built up, as well as the esthetic,
the musical, and the mental.
Before taking up another side of school music
work, let us look briefly to some things for which
school work is or should be a preparation. There can
be no doubt that singing in the family should have a
prominent place. In the line already discussed what
a benefactor right singing would be! Acquaintance
with the choicest bits of poetry would follow and the
best musical compositions would thus be used and
memorized. What a capital place, too, home might
be to enjoy new musical melodies, music in parts and
of varied kinds that is constantly making its appear¬
ance. In fact, collections of new music should be
as frequent as the monthly magazine and should be
as eagerly awaited as are the Harper’s, the Youth’s
Companion, or the weekly story paper.
Then comes that other organization, the church,
with the Sabbath school, the prayer meeting and
other gatherings which make the church altogether
or nearly an institutional affair. What a field for
the employment of music’s legitimate functions which
are soul enlarging hs well as soul saving.
It will be observed, as exercise of the emotions
through singing is a necessary element in their de¬
velopment, that congregational singing is imperative.
What can he more impressive than a great congre¬
gation singing in good form and with heartiness the
grand chorals of the church?
The development and pleasure one eould aehieve
by himself if lie is well educated and trained in music
is beyond calculation. If he can write correctly and
readily music that comes into his mind or that he
hears; if he can sing new music at sight, and if he
can read to himself and know how the music will
sound just as he reads a book or the newspaper si¬
lently and understands and appreciates the thought
just as well as though he read aloud or had someone
read to him, the entire literature of music would be
open to him. Absolutely and relatively such a per¬
son has reached a higher sphere or condition in
quality, enjoyment, and fitness than the one who is
not thus educated.
This attainment should not be occasional and rare
but should be universal. Furthermore, our schools’
with their crowded courses of study, are just the
places where children must he instructed and where
the drill or practice must be given which leads to the
desired results.

It will be observed that in this discussion, musical
knowledge, the ability to sing well, and familiarly
with musical fundamentals to the extent of singing
well new music at sight, are expressed or implied
conditions of success. School is the place, as has
been said, where preparation for this work must
mostly be made.
The people of churches and their neighborhood
should not wait until a fit generation will grow up
before commencing this work, but should organize
their church and neighborhood young people, engage
for them a competent chorister-teacher-trainer who
while preparing the Sunday programs shall make aprominent part of weekly work the fundamental in¬
struction and training that they may approximate
right conditions as soon as possible.
Now, if school music work is of the right sort, if
people outside the school shall provide musical work
of right character which they expect the young peo¬
ple to do, ideals will eventually be formed and plans
will be made until finally the work will be con¬
summated. The schools must keep in mind the song
side, the voice and singing side, and the sight singing
side of the work, and these three must go along to¬
gether, from the lowest to the highest grade. What
portion of the music time should be given to songs
and what to voice culture will depend upon circum¬
stances. It may be best to give certain days to
eaeh, or it may be they can go hand in hand at the
same lesson. But right voice use, right singing, right
songs, right instruction, and right drill it must be.
If begun correctly and carried on correctly through
the school course, the result will be entirely satis¬
factory and will astonish the world.
I may not speak of methods here, but there is a
principle of nature I may mention that must run
through all the work. Nature says to us, “Follow
my ways and I will give you success, for I alone can
give it. Ignore my ways and I will not advance you,
but will leave you floundering in ignorance and in¬
capacity.” It is simply to plant the seed at the
right time and under right conditions.
Give it
proper nourishment and culture and nature will do
the rest. That is, the growing force comes from
within the seed and it must be given the opportunity
to awaken and to grow.
The mind must understand the thought and become
familiar with it. The child then tries freely and
earnestly to do the things which it understands. It
cannot do these well, but it perseveres in its efforts
until finally nature builds up the power to do it.
The doing well of an exercise is not evidence of
growth or of the mastery of the principle, but if the
exercise is mastered by repeatedly trying to do a
thing which is fully comprehended, then doing it well
is an indication of progress.
By continually mastering exercises in this way, the
ability to think quicker and to do similar things more
readily, and, after a little, the ability to do it at
first effort will finally come as this result of this in¬
telligent practice.
FINGERING.
BY J. W. F. HARRISON.
Among the various technicalities of pianoforte
playing, fingering is one which students have great
difficulty in mastering, and in which they remain,
until quite a late period, dependent on a teacher’s
assistance.
The reason for this is, probably, that good finger¬
ing calls for an amount of intelligent reasoning and
common sense not always found, even with good
students. Granted that a thorough familiarity with
rules for fingering all scales, broken chords, arpeg¬
gios, etc., have been attained, also that the knowl¬
edge has been arrived at that all passages founded
on those materials must be fingered as nearly as
possible on those rules, the player has then to study
the exceptional cases which are really the most fre¬
quent. He is, in fact, only at the beginning, and
has to rely on experience, memory of special eases,
and reasoning faculty for the rest. In studying a
new work he should not be satisfied to adopt the
fingering prescribed, but should make a point of
ascertaining its why and wherefore, and storing up
the experience for future use. Teachers, too, should
make a point of explaining the reason for any special
fingering given and try to impress it on the pupil’s
mind, so that it may be retained as valuable information.—Conservatory Bi-Monthly.
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MOTIVIZED OR INDIVIDUAL RHYTHMS IN
MUSIC.
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS.
In my article in The Etude for January I pointed
out that our usual conception of rhythm in music
as something appertaining to longs and shorts is er¬
roneous; rhythm being in fact the measured motion
of the music in time, and rhythm, in its most gener¬
alized definition, being a symmetrical fluctuation of
intensities. In music the variety of intensities is
very great indeed, hut mainly of three ground va¬
rieties: Rhythmic :.s such, Melodic, and Harmonic.
Accentuation occurs in music upon all three of these
grounds, sometimes upon one of them, sometimes
upon another, as we will see later on.
Example of Rhythmic Analysis.
The most important novelty in the former paper
is that which declares that the moment of tone-be¬
ginning is the living moment of rhythmic vitality;
something within the tones makes an impression at
that moment which is not made at any later point
in the duration of the tone. This is not a fanciful
idea deduced from the- sforzando tone-form of the
piano, which is always set in motion by a shock of
a hammer, and is therefore noisier (if not louder) at
the moment of beginning than at any moment later.
Great composers set up rhythmic motions in com¬
positions for strings and for orchestra in the same
manner as upon the piano. In fact any such form
as that in the slow movement of the Beethoven
sonata in C minor, Op. 10, where a half pulse mo¬
tion is set up by syncopated entrances of melody
and accompaniment, is as liable to be met with
in orchestral or string compositions as in those for
piano. Therefore the way to find the rhythmic ele¬
ments of any piece of music is to make an analysis
of the time-beginnings of each voice in a given com¬
pass, two, four, eight measures. Set the rhythm of
each voice under those above it, that is, the treble
highest, the bass lowest, the other voices, if any,
between.
Supposing such a piece to be written in */« meas¬
ure, it is altogether likely that we will find some
curious results. For instance I will proceed to make
a diagram of the first two measures of the Min net in
E-flat, from Beethoven’s sonata in E-flat, Op. 31, No.
3. I begin by laying out a scheme of such a kind
of measure. Being */, there will he at least tonebeginnings upon the pulses, and provisions for meas¬
ure accents upon the first pulse. Hence the general
scheme of the basal rhythm of such a measure will
look like this:—

. Mu•- i • • • i

We will now proceed to indicate all the tonebeginnings of the first two measures exactly,
that is, closing up at the end of the second beat of
the second measure, inasmuch as the piece begins
with the “measure-form” “three, one, two,” the ac¬
cent falling upon the second beat of the measure em¬
ployed. (Note: The pupil reading this must not cross
his wires. By “measure-form” I mean that form of
measure which the composer writes. In a measure
of three beats he has a choice of working from the
first beat, the second or third beat, or from any
point in either beat; and wherever he begins he will
generally go on from the same point in his phrases
as long as his unity prevails. More; if he begins
with the third heat in a a/4 measure you will find at
the end of the piece a measure written with the two
beats only, the whole piece ending at this metrical
point.)
If now we tap the rhythm of each voice in turn
with a pencil end upon a table, let us begin by tap¬
ping beats according to the ground form given at
first, three taps, the first accented. Now we do
the same with the middle voice here, observing the
silent pulse at beginning. The middle voice thus af¬
fords what we call a “motion” in half pulses. A
motion in rhythm is a settled proceeding of a given
kind long maintained, generally of aliquot fractions
of a pulse. Here we have an eighth note motion, or
(since it is impossible to know by ear what kind
of notes the composer happened to employ) a “half¬
pulse motion.” The bass yields the measure accent.
The sbprano alone has a well-determined figure, very
smooth and flowing. The quarter pulse goes below
the half-pulse motion, which is the real measuring ap¬
paratus of the movement. Were the analysis to be
continued two measures farther we would find the
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ora beginning his second phrase upon half-past
“three” in place of “three” precisely. This is one
his little devices to conceal his tricks of the
The dot on the end of the second beat in the se ond measure prolongs the tone and delays t e new
phrase precisely that much. In thematic work such
a delay would rarely take place. Now if we w
to find out the entire rhythmic effect of this passage
as to the motions we tap as before for every tone¬
beginning, no matter in what voice. Moreover, we see
by this analysis how the composer manages his ac¬
cents. A measure accent is due at the heat one‘
See how he gets it. The soprano sings good and
heartily her long tone; the bass also starts hislong
tone; the middle voice also begins its motion. More¬
over, during the up stroke nothing was doing except
the soprano voice. Thus through the mere accident
of manipulation of tone-beginnings things are so ar¬
ranged that the measure, the rhythm, and the meas¬
ure accent are defined almost beyond the power of a
bad player to conceal them.
Another example of a rhythm established at the be¬
ginning of a piece is afforded by the beginning of Bee¬
thoven’s first sonata, or in the beginning of almost
any piece, the definition of the rhythm being the
first care of the composer, because until he has set
the pace the hearer lias no means of knowing where
he is “at.” That sonata starts out with quarter
notes, arpeggio upon the chord of F minor.
As the sonata is written in 7, its opening quarter
notes are half-pulse motions. Note how neatly he
turns one to the feeling of the half-note beat, by his
dotted note and turn. Here the ‘/, is unmistakable.
Later on he quickens his motion to quarter pulses,
where the eighth notes come in.
Form and Meter.
In another place I pointed out the generally ob¬
served fact that what we call “form” in music (mean¬
ing the arrangement of matter for the sake of Sym¬
metry, Unity, and Variety) is also in great part an
expression of rhythmic feeling. What we call a
period in music is both a sentence with its “subject”
and its “predicate”; also a stanza, a system of verses
of symmetrical length. This is so much the ease
that in the great majority of pieces in thematic style
the motive is precisely of one measure (or of two as
written in fast time), a phrase of precisely two meas¬
ures (or four in fast time), a section of precisely
four measures (or eight of fast time) and a period
of precisely eight measures (or sixteen in fast time).
And the easiest way of beginning to analyze a piece
is first to try for these divisions. If the period ends
at the point expected all the subdivisions hold good
nine times out of ten. If the period goes to ten
measures it is due generally to repeating a cadence,
the last two measures; or if farther, to twelve, to re¬
peating an entire phrase, and so on. But the main
point is to observe that in thematic music and in.
lyric also, if you make allowance for the composer's
concealing his smaller divisions for the sake of
greater sustained beauty the elementary forms may
be expected either in precise metrical compass as
here given, or in something very near it, and the
point of division will generally occur precisely as
indicated by the measure-form with which the com¬
poser starts out. I think that in writing upon
“form” all have made too little of the metrical ele¬
ment which in the entire domain of salon music is
absolutely dominant; and in the higher music meter
cuts by far a larger figure in form than we have
credited it with doing.
Good Rhythmic Playing.
Now this is what I mean by the expression “Good
Rhythmic Playing.” First of all a clear and un¬
mistakable definition of the basal rhythm; that is
to say a steadily flowing pulsation and the measure
accents put in clearly and reliably and not occasion¬
ally omitted, or at least omitted in one voice. For
instance, the left hand has a tendency to play like
the right hand’s “little sister” very innocently, and
very inefficiently. The left hand has pulsation and
measure no less than the right; it also has melodic
accents at times, and almost always is expected to
have harmonic feeling and to put in unusual and un¬
expected chords with that firmness and clearness
which at once makes us feel that the chord was not
a mistake but the real thing.
Above the underlying pulsation and measure ac¬
cent, obligations upon the player which nothing re.
leases him from come the rhythmic designs, the
rhythm of the melodic designs, peculiar to the in-'

^dividual work. Here is where our current practice
leaves much to be desired. The difficulty is that the
apportionment of rhythmic times is not done exactly.
A long note is cut short a little, a dot is not quite
observed and so on. Now while the moment of
rhythmic vitality in a tone is, in its beginning, in
such a way that the prolongation or non-prolongation
of the tone does not affect the rhythm of that note
to the ear, it does make all the difference in the
world when the next note is brought in prematurely,
and this is precisely the thing that happens in bad
playing. For this part of the training we need first
of all the Mason rhythmic education through the
varied subdivision of pulses, up to nine notes and
more, so that as soon as a rhythm occurs involving a
divided pulse the player immediately values these
subdivisions mathematically, and assigns as to the
longer tones precisely the proportion of duration
they ought to have. In order to perform this part
of good rhythmic playing well it is necessary to be
able to play any one of the rhythmic designs by it¬
self in proper rhythm, and to play each voice by it¬
self in as perfect rhythm as if playing the entire
piece.
Almost all our piano playing has entirely too much
of what is improperly called “phrasing,” by which I
mean the staccato closing of the smaller unities,
and too much interruption of the general sweep of
the rhythm. Properly understood, phrasing is not a
separating of melodic molecules, but a joining to¬
gether of tones into such molecules; the joining to¬
gether, and the proper expression within the mole¬
cule, that is, the crescendos and diminuendos which
tell us whether the singer is on her way up hill
or has passed the crisis and is coming down. In
this kind of thing the silences between ideas become
smaller and smaller. They tend eventually to ar¬
rive at the same form as the phrasing of orchestral
performance, where it is seldom in a symphony that
all the instruments complete an idea at once. Who¬
ever has the melody does indeed make his little
caesuras, but they are very short; and while he has
these little breaks for breath the other instruments
keep straight on. Now this is what we want in
piano playing.
The composer rarely writes precisely what he
means to have heard. He writes almost always what
the hands have to do, and he makes up by adding
once in a while the word “ped” where he expects
a short note to be prolonged in sound. In Liszt’s
“Rigoletto,” for instance, the left hand has in the
second measure a sixteenth note B marked “ped”
which most students nip in the bud, just as written.
Liszt intended to have it sound entirely' through the
measure, since it forms the bass of all that takes
place above it; and since the left hand also has
something to do up there, he wrote this note short
to indicate that other troubles were liable to occur.
This habit of writing what the hands have to do is
almost universal, hut it is not so generally under¬
stood by students as it ought to he. Schumann’s
“Nachstuck” in F is another case where Schumann
writes eighth notes and rests alternately where he
simply means the phords to be well individualized.
If you doubt this try the experiment of making the
intervening silences precisely a half pulse long. One
such ought to be enough.
The primary thing in rhythm, then, is the onward
sweep in ’time. Persistent pulsation and measure
accent, crisp rhythmical definitions of all motives and
structural designs, whether in the melody or else¬
where; and if for the sake of expression the move¬
ment is held up for a trifling second by a fermata
or pause in the rhythm such a break in continuity
is almost always compensated for by a corresponding
hurrying before it, such acceleration being a pressing
onward toward a climax. And for all practical pur¬
poses of rhythmic playing no apparatus or practicemethod is so productive as Mason’s system of sys¬
tematic accentuation and carrying out of forms to
rhythmical completion.

THE TEACHER’S ALLIES.
BY THALEON BLAKE.
A story went the rounds of the metropolitan
press, about a year ago, concerning the declaration
of a noted society leader in respect to the education
of her children. This mother was quoted as saying:
“I have numerous demands upon my time and
strength, and I am forced to leave my children’s in¬
tellectual training in the hands of their tutor. It is
the profession of the tutors to teach, and they must
know more about teaching than I do.”
The editorial comments were not flattering to the
wives of the rich, as mothers. Very well; neglect
it not right. Children need, demand, and should
have attention, assistance, by and from their parents
—but too much parental control—what of that?
Neglect of parents toward all that concerns their
children’s studies is wrong, but meddling is a sin
also, fatal to peace, to the children’s progress, to
the teacher’s efficiency.
The man_or will it be a woman?—who shall he
able to show parents how to help the teachers of
their children, has not yet arisen. Perhaps this per¬
son, like the person who can show us how to be mil¬
lionaires without effort, is fated never to be born.
Meantime, teachers must shift for themselves and
get what help they may from well-meaning, but awkward-minded parents.
You remember—are you a teacher?—in your callow days, when life was very rosy-tinted and the
future something to dream about, how you ap¬
proached the parents, usually the mothers, and
enlisted them, if they would, to be your allies in the
battle with ignorance; with what hopefulness, not to
say greenness, did you count upon their support in
the hour of trial, in the very forefront of battle,
against an enemy almost overwhelming in forces.
Ah! you remember well enough. Sometimes you got
allies of great ingenuity and ambition for command,
who strove to supersede you as commander-in-chief.
They did not meddle; they did not dictate—obstrep¬
erously; hut they said, instead, they haM rather have
you do so and so, being a move not dangerous in
itself—pleasing, rather, to them. It may he that
you remember how much your pedagogic conscience
pricked you when you thought of doing that thing.
In the privacy of the night, long after the lesson
hours, yo-u thought about it, threshing it all over,
you decided to disband your allies forthwith, trusting
to your own valor to rout the enemy. You learned
something new—that adult ignorance is a more bitter
foe than ignorance of few years.
Since that time experience has taught you some¬
thing—you, a teacher, have gone to school. Nowa¬
days, you investigate the strength, wisdom, and dommon sense of parents, before you make them confi¬
dential allies. You have become a connoisseur of
allies; you have cultivated taste in them; you
choose with discrimination; not rashly, nor hastily,
but discreetly, at leisure.
“How to help the teacher” has been a caption not
unfamiliar to our eyes and ears. There is one way
to help—to treat him well, which has not so fre¬
quently been mentioned. This distinction is slight
in appearance, hut weighty in fact and suggestion.
“Why!” say the parents, “we treat our children’s
teacher all' right, and help him, too.” But do they?
No reasonable teacher, yourself, for instance, desires
that sort of help popularly called “letting alone.”
“To he let alone” is lonesome, if nothing else; “to
he treated well” is another matter, full of possibili¬
ties. The moralists say that the treatment which
we exend to others is returned to us; if we are kind,
kindness comes hack to us; if contemptible, con¬
tempt, or indifference, at least, lodges with us. Per¬
haps the neglect of this truth is responsible at times
for the complaints laid against parents by the teach¬
ers of their children. So it seems that equable
tempers, and constant politeness, under all stress of
circumstances, have very much to do with our well¬
being and happiness, no matter, what our employ¬
ment may he.
Thus, if teachers wish to make allies of their pu¬
pils’ parents, undoubtedly the parents wish equally
as welT to assist the teachers; and if some little un¬
fortunate friction should arise to spoil the harmony
between the principals, the oil* of politeness and com¬
mon sense, with common concession, ought speedily
to eliminate the undesirable intruder.
“But what is this treatment to which you refer?”
asks some indulgent mother, perhaps. Well, it is

All art aims at the presentation of- an idea of
beauty in accordance with certain formal laws.
These formal laws, though they differ somewhat, ac¬
cording to the medium employed, yet rest on a com¬
mon esthetic basis and appeal through the different
senses to a common action of the esthetic faculty.
Pure beauty' of color affects the eye in much the
same way as pure beauty of tone affects the ear,
f11 a
together derive the pleasure that they af¬
ford from certain psychological conditions which be¬
long to all the arts alike—Hadotc.
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very simple, indeed; easily put into practice, easily
maintained.
Honesty may he called the basis of everything
advantageous to men. Do you treat honestly the
teacher whom you have hired? Do you confide in
him? Do you trust him? If not, you would better
change teachers at once, for there must be trust
before there can he anything like fair treatment.
You should respect him, especially his intellectual
attainments should be sufficient to win and hold your
confidence. Of course, you would not ridicule his
ability, manner, or methods before your children.
More than one teacher knows that, when the parents
lose confidence, in him, the children immediately
discover it, and havoc is played with “good results.”
Do you take sides with your children or with
their teacher when unwonted lines of dry studies are
mapped out for mastery by drudgery? Undoubtedly,
you favor the teacher’s plan of work; yet if you
so much as whisper a word about its being unneces¬
sary, or awfully tedious, or not as pretty as “pieces,”
do you realize that your children take your point of
view instantly? Instinctively, like fledglings, they
seek shelter under the parental wings. It is a small
thing, hut it is criticism of the teacher, and criticism
is not only unwise, but manifestly unfair treatment
to any teacher, for there exists no teacher who
would not rather be discharged, than subjected to
criticism and still be employed.
Again, the teacher is not a servant to he treated
as some thoughtless parents treat servants, but as
an equal, if not superior, in his professional capacity.
He may not be a social lion, nor a financial wizard,
and yet know a thing or two about his lifelong
study and specialty, in which even the wisest of
parents may he somewhat rusty. You know, parents
are not called upon to know everything. Their
calling is quite arduous enough as it is, rearing presi¬
dents, and social queens. Let the teachers do the
grubbing, and the over-driven parents give them a
lift, or a boost, or something showing a sympathetic
and friendly feeling.
At last we have arrived at something worthy of
our pen—sympathy and friendship! That's what the
teacher is hungering for all the time! Quite sure is
he, if these two be given, that other aids will come in
time, and glorious results shall trip along in train. A
human being has no apology for being styled a
teacher, who has neither sympathy nor friendship
for his pupils. He accomplishes most when these are
strongest. His hold on children is a tie knotted of
these two. He accomplishes what he does accom¬
plish because this tie is mutually attractive. And
he knows it, too. As a teacher, he may he very
strict, but as a man he seeks to grasp the sympathy
and friendship of his pupils, by extending to them
friendship and sympathy.
Now if a teacher so situated, having this relation¬
ship established between himself and the pupils in
his charge, can succeed in binding by the same tie,
the parents also, the cooperation becomes ideal.
Buoyed and inspired to greater enthusiasm and
aspiration, the teacher, feeling the support of the
parents, and the pupils knowing of such support, is
given the utmost opportunity to do his work thor¬
oughly. Teacher, pupils, parents thus become one
group, with but one object in view, one heart, one
mind. If this be true,—and that it is so no teacher,
no parent must think otherwise,—what teacher
should not seek for a relationship between himself
and the parents of his pupils which makes of a
trinity, a progressive unity?—what parent would
withhold aid so simple, so effective, so pleasant to
put into practice, and, at the same time, so invalua¬
ble to the loved ones, as a treatment of the teacher,
based on civilizing common sense, sympathy, and
friendship?
Parents need not he learned to he helpful. Teachers
have that in some degree for practical purposes. But
the quiet sympathy and friendly spirit of every
greeting, meeting, and parting at the lesson time,
and between lessons, is a help no parent is incapac¬
itated from bestowing. Like a flower of Paradise,
it cannot grow but toward perfection and harmony.
So honorable treatment is, after all, something
more than prompt pay for services rendered, and a
great deal more than frigid or haughty politeness.
Rather, it is a cordiality, a fairness, a patience, a
justness, a consideration, a constant kindness, such
as springs naturally from an honorable bosom—a
doing unto others as one would be done by—which
is the chief characteristic of the real lady or gentle¬
man in music or out of it.

ART AND DILETTANTISM.
BY PERCY GOETSCHIUS, MUS. DOC.
The genuine artist is inclined to regard the ama¬
teur with disfavor. This is no doubt perfectly
natural, and excusable; but it is neither just nor
wise. It is the amateur who understands (at least
partly) the artist and his creations, and is usually
far more willing to acknowledge the artist’s merit
than are his fellow-artists.
It may be galling to the artist to witness the
presumptions with which the amateur sometimes
meddles with the artist’s hard-earned privelege and
authority; to see the amateur carry off some of
the spoils of popular favor with an audacity that,
in itself, betrays lack of real ability and tact; to
see him “compose” and “play” with an ease and an
assurance only possible to the superficial, but which
somehow carry to Ms admiring friends the con¬
viction that these are perfectly easy things to do.
This last is the most painful slur of all. Nothing
is more irritating to the sensitive soul of an artist
who has felt the weight of every single upward step,
the sting of every thorn, the burden of every obstacle,
than just such an implication—that because the true
champion of excellence has won the power to per¬
form Ms artistic service without betraying the
stupendous difficulties that it' has involved, it must
needs be so “easy” that anyone can do it quite as
well as he, off-hand.
When some of the imbecile products of those who
have innocently fallen a prey to this tempting belief
are sent to the publishers, it is no wonder that the
latter yearns for a law to restrain such waste of
energy. No wonder, likewise, that the teacher some¬
times so far forgets himself as to gnash Ms teeth,
not at the poor unoffending manuscript, hut at the
ingenuous explanation of the writer, “that he (or
she) has never studied composition,” thereby implying
the right to be free from criticism.
But there are two sides to the question—as usual.
The amateur is, as the name declares, a lover of the
art, and the one, therefore, who creates the “demand,”
without which the rarest “supply” would he as
superfluous and valueless as the most inspired efforts
of Liszt or Beethoven would be among the Hotten¬
tots. If all the world loves a lover, let the artist
look kindly upon the amateur—the lover of Ms art;
not begrudge him the enjoyment he derives from
doing his best to imitate and emulate the artist
whom he really reverences; not deny him the right
to “compose” and “play,” for, pitiable as the per¬
formance may actually be, it brings Mm into a sort
of contact with the artist that is helpful to both.
The great army of amateurs constitutes the artist’s
best and, in fact, his only reliable means of subsis¬
tence ; it furnisheSjthe, pupils who admire and desire
his wares, the audiences who recognize and appreciate
his power, and incite him to the highest fulfilment
of his destiny, by constant and spirited exercise of
his lofty gifts and accomplishments.
Let us ponder what two of the world’s great
pMlosophers have said:—
Goethe: "Among the demerits of dilettantism
are these facts: that it falls in with the fashion of
the day too easily, while true art defies time and
custom; that it believes itself, because so quickly
susceptible to artistic impressions, able to appro¬
priate these impressions and produce similar effects
with them; that it is apt to lack modesty, and
presume to create the artist’s reputation for him;
that it shirks the acquirement of the necessary
fundamental knowledge—can often color prettily,
but never draws well; that it never possesses the
areMteetonic gift in its highest sense, as compre¬
hensive, synthetic, and individualizing power, and
therefore must depend upon the subject instead of
mastering it; that, while all partiality endangers
true art, dilettantism paves the way for leniency
and favor, and thus accustoms us to tolerate and
accept the half for the whole.”
Ludwig Eokardt: “But dilettantism has also
its merits. It provides a method of ennobling re¬
creation; improves our moral sense; may succeed
in arousing and stimulating genuine talent; it ele¬
vates its lowly handiwork to at least the semblance
of real art; disseminates the artistic perception
through circles which the artist himself does not
reach; sustains and busies the power of production;
provides a staple for lovers and promoters of art;
adorns its own home and the homes of friends, and
serves humanity as an unwearied agent of culture.”
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TEACHING LITTLE SISTER.

MEMORY CORNER:
THE SONATA. I.

[The following notes on
the Sonata will give a model
for the teacher in using a
Sonatina, which is a Small

Sonata.—Editob.]
The Sonata is a form identified with the great clas¬
sical period of music, a form that still persists in its
essential features in the works of the most advanced
romanticist. It is the outcome of the grouping of
generations of musicians after a formula which shall
reconcile balance and proportion of structure with
the expression of feeling and emotion. Its historical
development will be the subject of another brief
paper; the present one will consider it from a tech¬
nical standpoint, and endeavor to explain its pecu¬
liarities in such a way as to enable the student to
analyze any given sonata, at dealt of regular form,
with clearness and understanding. *
At the outset, a distinction must be made between
a Sonata and the Sonata Form. A Sonata is a work
generally composed for a solo instrument, never for
more than two; when written for three, four, five,
or more instruments, it is called a Trio, a Quartet, a
Quintet, etc.; written for the orchestra, it is called
a Symphony—hence, what is said of the Sonata holds
good for all these forms. In general, the Sonata
consists of three movements: 1, fast; 2, slow; 3,
fast; but it may have a short introductory slow
movement, and often a quick movement, a Minuet
or Scherzo, is inserted between the slow movement
and the concluding Allegro. The first movement
must be in Sonata Form, that is, it must have two
principal subjects: the first in the Tonic, the second
in the Dominant; in case of minor keys the first i3
in the Tonic, the second in the Relative Major. The
giving out of these subjects is called the Exposition,
generally marked with a repeat. Then follows the
Elaboration or Working-out section. This is com¬
posed of fragments of either or both subjects, and
often combined with new material, running through
the related keys and finally leading back to the Tonic.
Then comes the Repetition: both subjects in the
same order as at first, but this time the second sub¬
ject occurs in the Tonic.
Thus we have the following harmonic scheme of
the first movement of a sonata:
1, Exposition,
tonic to dominant; 2, Elaboration, dominant to
tonic; 3, Repetition, tonic.
The other movements may have the same form as
the first, but one or both are generally in the Rondo
form; that is, there is a principal subject in the
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Tonic, followed by one or more secondary subjects
in related keys, but the principal subject returns
after each of the others. These subjects are often
connected by passages resembling the Elaboration
of the first movement, but the Rondo always begins
and ends with the principal subject; this is the dis¬
tinguishing point of difference between the tw<x The
Rondo is the most common musical form; its prin¬
ciple of Repetition can be traced in almost every
composition, vocal or instrumental.
It and the
sonata form are the two great types of musical
structure.
A word as to related keys. Keys are said to be
related according to the degree in which they
possess tones in common. Thus, taking the key of
C, its nearest related keys are G, its Dominant (5th),
and F, its Subdominant (4th), because each differs
by only one tone from C. Since every major key
includes its Relative Minor, it follows that the minor
relations of C are A, E, and D minor. Hence each
key is the center of a group of related keys, three
major and three minor; that is, in the case of major
keys: the Tonic (1), the Dominant (5), and the
Subdominant (4), with their relative minors, which
in each case are found a third below their relative
majors. The relations of minor keys follow the same
rule; primary relations being minor and secondary
relations major.
The student is advised to draw up the harmonic
scheme of the Sonata form in different keys, after
the plan which follows. It will give him an insight
into the principles of harmonic structure in general
and be of great service in broadening his musical
horizon in every direction.
Key of C. • I. Exposition:
First Subject, C;
Second Subject, .G (F sharp).
II. Elaboration: From G to C, rang¬
ing through related keys—F
major (B flat), A minor (G
sharp), E minor (D sharp), D
minor (C sharp).
m. Repetition:
First Subject, C;
Second Subject, C.
This is by no means exhaustive, but it will serve
to indicate the principal features of what is also
known as the first movement form.
Beethoven, in particular, initiated many irregulari¬
ties; e.g., in his “Sonata” in C major. Op. 53, the
second subject is in E major; in his Op. 10, No. 3,
there is no Elaboration, its place being taken by a
new theme of a flowing, song-like character; the
first movements of the “Sonata Pathgtique” and the
Op. 31, No. 2, are interrupted by adagio passages of
short duration; in the “Moonlight Sonata” the clos¬
ing movement alone has the Sonata Form; the range
of related keys is greatly extended; movements are
lengthened by codas, etc. However, it is believed
that the thoughtful student will find enough in what
has been said to give him a clue to the understand¬
ing of a form which has inspired the greatest masters
to some of their noblest creations.—F. S. Law.
AAuni
we save
A RUSSIAN MUSICALE. evening of Russian n
sic.
Selections
wi
played from Rubinstein, Tchaikovsky, Kargan.
Ilynski, and Borowski; some Russian folk-songs Wi
sung, and selections from translations of Russi
poetry read to music. After the program was i
ished Russian tea was served from a samovar. 1
evening ended with the singing in chorus of the R
sian National Hymn, after which a demand was as
for the American National Hymn, so that the Rsian evening really ended with “America”
q
rooms were lighted by candles in brass cand’le-stic
and incense floating up from dim corners gave au
an orientalism to the scene.
The pupils had come together beforehand and re
about the Russian composers, discussed the Russi
school of music, and the Russian music that has be

played in this country, so that they were fully ^
the spirit of the work, and everyone enjoyed it very
much— Helena M. Maguire.
This is the title of one
“TENTING ON THE
of the sweetest of our
OLD CAMP GROUND.” well-known songs. Would
you ever think that one
who had never been taught could write a song that
so many people would like to sing?
Let me teH you a story about a boy who was born
seventy-two years ago, in New Hampshire. His
father was a farmer, and there were ten more chil¬
dren in the family. What fine times they must
have had together! But I imagine that this little
boy liked better to go away all by himself, with an
old singing book and tuning-fork, than to play games
with his brothers and sisters; for when he grew up
he used to give concerts, and people enjoyed his
singing very much.
“What is a tuning-fork?” Well, it looks some¬
thing like the steel fork that papa uses in carving
the turkey on Thanksgiving Day, only it has no
wooden handle—just a short steel one, and the
prongs are close together.
When it is struck
sharply against a book or table it will sound some
certain tone, like A, second space, or C, third space,
from which the singer can get the first tone of his
song. Possibly your teacher uses a pitch-pipe.
After a while, Walter’s father (I forgot to tell
you his name before) bought him a seraphine,
and that, I can tell you, was a very fine pres¬
ent. He was as pleased with it as you would be if
your father should buy you a piano. A seraphine
really looked on the outside like a small piano, but
on the inside it was not at all like it, for, instead of
'the strings which are struck by the little hammeri
attached to the keys on your piano, it had little
whistles, I will call them—musicians call them reeds
—which made the sounds. It had pedals, too, that
pumped the air through these little reeds, for
whistles do not sound unless you blow in them, do
they?
I suppose Walter spent a great deal of time in
playing on his seraphine, and probably never thought
that he would be obliged to go to war where he
would hear the terrible roar and crash of cannon,
the whizzing of bullets, and see the sad sights of
battle.
But, after these pleasant days at home,
when he was a young man, one part of" our country
had a quarrel with another part, like two brothers
quarreling.
It grew to be a great war—the Civil
War, it is sometimes called, and the War of the Re¬
bellion.
Walter Kittredge was “drafted.” That means that
our country said he must go to war. We would feel
very sad to leave our homes and go to live in tents,
would we not ? He did also, but instead of saying
so, he just went away by himself and made a beauti¬
ful song about it. We sing it at school on Decoration
Day> y°u know, in memory of him and all the other
brave men who died in this war —Elizabeth H. Dm-

Once upon a time there
was a wise and good king
who so desired the happi¬
ness of his subjects that
he caused to be built for their pleasure a wonderful
palace. And when it was finished, so dazzling was
its beauty that as the king looked upon it and re¬
membered the dull eyes of his people, he knew that
the sight of it all at once would be more than they
could bear.
So, in order to prepare them for its
splendors, he planned a long and winding road which
was much like other roads at its beginning, hut grew
constantly more and more lovely, until it ended in
a magnificent avenue leading up to the very doors of
the palace.
Then, one by one, the people were invited to come
and those who were not too busy accepted very
gladly. . As they entered upon the long road each
one received, in the name of the king, a gift—a magic
instrument called Technic, whose use they were left
to discover for themselves.
Some of them, before very long, had found out
the secret—that this instrument could convey mes¬
sages to their friends—and so, as they traveled along
up the road, they kept trying to describe the evermcreasmg beauties around them, and sending back
word that it was all so enchanting they could never
grow weary, however long the way.
A FABLE FOR YOUNG
MUSIC STUDENTS.

THE
But the others were in such haste to see what the
palace was like that they took it for granted the
gift was meant to strengthen their sight. So they
clapped it over their eyes. And, thereupon, the
road began to look so steep and full of obstacles that
they fancied they had found a short cut and pitied
their neighbors who had started the long way
’round. And as they struggled upward the magic
instrument told their friends at home how hard they
were working and their friends admired them tre¬
mendously and said, “How splendid it must be to be
able to climb like that!” Yet at the same time they
wished in their hearts that they might hear some¬
thing about the beauties of the way. The climbers,
however, did not see anything so very beautiful, for
when they were not scrambling over stones and briars
they were sitting down discouraged, trying to decide
whether such effort was worth while; whether the
journey was not too long after all; whether they
would not be better satisfied to give it up and turn
back home.
Now, when the sensible travelers were nearing the
palace gates; full of enthusiasm and anticipation,
where do you suppose these hasty ones were? No
further along than when they started—because they
had been trying, to climb up the rocky banks at the
side of the road.—Amy A. Whitney.
Nothing is harder for
young pupils than spacing,
or going from one chord to
another on the piano.
I
know of no better plan than to think that the hand
is a hammer and the chord in view a nail. Pupils
are too much given to looking at the hand and not
at the point to be reached. Tell them to ever keep
the eyes on the destination.
Another plan: Ask the question, “Did you ever
notice a bird flying to a tree? It does not look at
its feet, but ever at the limb on the tree it wishes to
reach.”
Again this question: “Did you ever pitch or catch
a ball ? If so, you will see that your eye is on the
ball and not on your hands, in which you hope to
catch the ball.”
So it is with long spacing. Make the change and
distance in the imagination, while you are attempt¬
ing it in reality.
A very good rule for practicing skipping from one
part of the piano to another: Raise the hand and
bring it over the keys you wish to strike, but do
not let the hand fall on them. Hold it in the air,
just over the keys, counting 1, 2, 3—then let it fall
on the notes over which the hand has been while
counting 1, 2, 3, even if while counting you have
found them to be wrong. Now do the same thing
over, and you will be surprised to find that this time
your hand falls on the right notes, so great was the
impression made on the mind while counting 1, 2, 3
over the chord last time. The mind helps, and: all
LEARNING POINTS
OF DESTINATION.

This practice will be found very helpful in learn¬
ing the bass to a waltz: Strike the first note, then
come quickly to the second chord, count 1, 2, 3 before
letting the hand fall. Going over the changes in this
way makes the bass much easier.—Katherine Morgan.
My Dear Cathabine:—So you wish
to know how I “manage to keep my pupils
interested and enthu¬
siastic in recitals-.” I hardly know where to begin,
so many and varied have been the devices used to
awaken' and retain an interest in the recitals that
are held each month. And here let me say that
after a long experience in teaching I fully believe in
the benefits of recitals when judiciously conducted,
although it is a difficult matter to make a selection.
However, I will describe one that was extremely in¬
teresting to pupils and teacher, and productive of
good results.
Wishing the pupils to have a definite idea of the
meaning and application of musioal terms in general
use, I requested them to write me a letter, and,
instead of the words used in ordinary conversation,
use musical terms. In place of their own names,
sign a musical term that pleased them. When
practicable, the letters were to be mailed from some
town other than the one in which they resided.
At the next recital I was to read the letters, giv¬
ing, as I thought, the correct names of the writers.
Considerable amusement was caused when a wrong
LETTER TO A
YOUNG TEACHER ON
CONDUCTING RECITALS,

“guess” was made. Some of the letters showed not
a little ingenuity, while all were interesting.
I
think you will agree with me, when you read the
following, written by a girl of twelve:—
Dear Teacher:—As I was coming home from school
one day, with steps andante, my books in my mam
gauche and umbrella in my main droit, subito a drop
of rain falling on my hand caused my steps to ac¬
celerando. Molto agitato, I raised my umbrella, but
the wind, velocissimo, threatened to take it from my
hand.
Meanwhile the lightning flashed brillante.
The thunder, at first pianissimo, became piano, in¬
creasing to forte, and then fortissimo. The rain
continued furioso. My steps were no longer larghetto, but vivacissimo. Con dolore and con gravita
I surveyed my wet dress. The shower staccato and
con brio soon spent its force, semplice and morando
largo. The crescendo had ended in diminuendo when
I reached my home. Yours affetuoso,
Appoggiatura.
The reading of the letters was varied by playing
selections illustrating many of the terms used.
Now a little advice in regard to a side of the
question that is often overlooked. If you would
have your pupils interested in and anxious to attend
recitals, cultivate the social as well as the musical
element. We are a musical family and work for the
good of all.
Hoping these few suggestions may be of use to
you, I will say good night.—Juliette.
My little folks were just learning their notes, and I had endeavored, in different ways, to im¬
press upon their minds the homes
of the various members of the scale family. The
way which seemed to amuse and make the most im¬
pression upon them was at length gained by means
of a “Peanut Party.”
I made some large staffs out of cardboard, one for
each child. I also- made some G clefs out of black
paper. Before the party, I prepared some peanuts
by marking each peanut with a letter of the scale,
making many duplicates, so there would be enough
THE PEANUT
PARTY.

When the children came, I had them sit on the
floor, forming a circle. Each placed his staff in front
of him. I then arranged the peanuts in the center,
and told them all to close their eyes while I shuffled
the nuts. At a given signal, they opened their eyes,
and tried, as quickly as possible, to find the note for
which I called, and to place it correctly upon the
staff.
We played this game until, they could place the
notes readily. Then I asked them to form words,
such as “cab,” “beg,” “edge,” and so on. The one
who made the word first received an unmarked peaAt the end of the game, each child counted the
peanuts he had won; the pupil who had the most
received a little box of peanut candy—in addition to
the eating of his own peanuts.
It was thus that I combined work and pleasure,
and I have had the satisfaction of keeping my class
interested and instructed at the same time.—Ethel II.
Sparrow.
• * #
If I learn a poem it easily
passes from the mind, at least
enough of it to make the rest
valueless, but if I can recite
it to some friend incidentally,
or better on the platform it is a permanent posses¬
sion. The same is true with any facts and'figures
picked up from books, papers, or conversation, or of
any story or conundrum enjoyed. You have heard
a “funny” lecture, brimful of laughable stories, or
have passed an evening with a set of jolly comrades
who rattled off stories and conundrums by the
string, and a day or two after could not recall more
than two of them, and those two were the ones you
had retold to some one else. This is as true of the
facts, figures, and processes learned in school.
Everything passes from the mind sooner or later,
usually sooner, unless it is used in some sensible
way. All knowledge must be early applied in order
for it to be one’s own knowledge.
This suggestion shows a way in which young play¬
ers can retain the pieces they learn. Play them for
your friends or at a recital after they have been
learned. The effort to have them carefully learned
will make them stick better in the memory. This
indicates one phase of the value of frequent recitals.
IMPORTANCE OF
THE EARLY USE
OF KNOWLEDGE,
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We trust the interest in the
PUZZLE CORNER, puzzle work will keep on in¬
creasing.
These little tasks
are offered to our readers, not so much for individual
working out as for the members of a club to take
up together.
We give here answers to puzzles
printed in The Etude for March:—
Busied Composers.
1. Dont and Spohr.
5. Crescentini.

2. Herz.

3. Peri.

4. Hasse.

Musical Teems and Abbreviations.
Pp, rit, c, cres., mf, aria, rec, staff e, K (yrie)
E (leison); the whole proverb of twenty letters is,
“Practice Makes Perfect.”
Picture Puzzle.
The picture contains letters that form the names
of Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, and Handel. A
portrait of Liszt, a violin, and a flute have also been
worked in.
We have started a club,
CLUB
the name of which is
CORRESPONDENCE. “Chopin Music Club.”
We
.
have eleven members.
We
shall follow the Children's Page.—Hylda Kelley,
Pres.
“The Mozart Club of Albuquerque,” N. M., was
organized January, 1905, by the junior pupils of Mrs.
Rosa Futrelle-Gideon, with a membership of sixteen.
The officers are:
President, Dorothy McMillen;
vice-president, Ruth Ilfeld; secretary, Helen But¬
man; musical director, Ira V. Boldt; critics for
rhythm, melody, and interpretation, Beatrice Ilfeld,
Franklyn Fuller, Ira V. Boldt. At the first meet¬
ing quite a lengthy program was rendered by the
members; the next will be devoted to the study of
the life of Mozart, and some of his compositions will
be rendered,—Helen Butman, See.
The ,junior pupils of Miss Clark’s music class met
December 10, 1904, and organized a club, under the
name of “The St. Cecilian Music Club,” with a mem¬
bership of seventeen. The following officers were
elected: President, Pearl Stanton; vice-president,
Rosa Beuhl; ecretary. Charity Goddard; treasurer,
Walter Cunningham.
Our motto is, “Do Your
Best;” colors, violet and cream, and flower, the lilac.
We meet every two weeks. Our work is conducted
on lines similar to those indicated in the mention of
other clubs in The Etude.—Charity Qoddard, See.
We have organized a musical club, called “The Al¬
legro.” We have fourteen members, who meet the
last Saturday of every month, to play musical games
and study the lives of great composers. Our dues of
five cents a month will be used to buy books, games,
and pictures. Club colors are nile-green and oldrose; club flower, the rose. At our meeting in Jan¬
uary, the following officers were elected: Elizabeth
Murphy, president; Maude Taylor, secretary; Mar¬
cella Butler, treasurer.
The pupils of Miss Alice Carter have organized a
musical club, consisting, at present, of ten members.
It will be known as the “Mendelssohn Club.” The
following officers were elected:
Grace Courtney,
president; Mabel Frishkorn, vice-president; Delia
Shannon, secretary, and Alfred Reed, treasurer. The
program for each meeting will include a short sketch
of the life of some composer, a lesson on scales, inter¬
vals, chords, etc., and will close with some musical
numbers rendered from memory by the members.
We get much assistance from the columns of The
Etude, which is considered indispensable by all.—
Lelia Shannon, Sec.
The “Etude Music Club,” of Brooklet, was or¬
ganized during October, 1904, with twelve members,
and reorganized January 27, 1905. Mrs. Paul B.
Lewis, our teacher, is the director. We meet twice
a month and our dues are five cents monthly, this be¬
ing used for club literature, or anything tending to
the advancement of the club. We study musical
history and biographies of great composers; a short
program is also rendered, and we occupy a portion of
the time in playing musical games, in which very
much interest is taken. We have given one recital
and will give another one this month. Several of us
take The Etude, which we couldn’t get along with¬
out, and we especially enjoy reading the Children’s
Page.—Allie Wamocic, See,
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The fairest time of the year is at hand, and man
should tune himself to Nature and rejoice with her.
And in all our rejoicing let us not forget to place
ourselves in close touch with our bountiful mother.
Let us get out of doors, into the fresh air, filled with
the scent of flowers, the song of birds, with the very
energy of growing life. How refreshed and prepared
anew for labor we will be after an hour in the sweet,
fresh air out of doors! Better spirits make better
teachers, and better teachers make better pupils.
Let the little ones have bright, cheerful music; let
them have “Spring Programs,” “Flower Programs,”
etc., and make them feel that the most beautiful of
all the arts can be placed in the closest possible
touch with Mother Nature in the most beautiful of
all her moods.
The article in the Vocal Department of this
number in regard to the work of the English Music
Teachers’ Association affords very interesting read¬
ing, and will doubtless lead many of our readers to
consider how, individually, they can raise the stand¬
ard of professional equipment and work. A central
body to examine the qualifications of prospective
teachers, with authority to grant a certificate, such
as the State Medical and Pharmaceutical Boards
give, is more or less a dream, for the present it is an
impossible dream. Anyone who chooses may begin
the work of teaching music. Of course, this is not
right.
No one should have the opportunity, at
pleasure, of working with such plastic material as
the minds of children. They can be affected for good
or ill, intellectually as well as emotionally, by mu¬
sical training. Hence music teachers should be a
corps of picked persons, skilled educators in their
special line, just as public school teaehers are trained
to be. At this day, teachers alone can protect the
public against charlatans.
Good work tells. The
teacher who is honest, sincere, and careful to equip
himself protects the people among whom he lives.
It is only a question of time when the quack and the
schemer will be obliged to seek new fields.
The music festival season is now at hand. We
give to all associations our hearty congratulations
for the work they have undertaken, and our wishes
for their complete artistic and financial success. A
music festival, rightly organized and conducted, can
do much for a community, so much that business
interests are generally ready to contribute and in
other ways materially to assist in making the move¬
ment popular among the people. Musicians who are
in charge of festivals should not forget that the
first consideration is not the music; we think suc¬
cess is the thing to he desired. The committee that
is unwilling to yield in one place and another to the
minor things on which the non-musical public insists
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will prove unsuccessful in the end. The festival aims
to educate, to interest the people by giving them some¬
thing better than what they can ordinarily have.
The chief consideration is not what the people shou.d
like, but what they are likely to care for. A mu¬
sician who has had experience in this matter of pro¬
gram making says:
“For one piece to please the
educated musician give two to attract and interest
the general public.”
Each year shows an increasing number of festival
organizations. Next year we trust the increase will
continue. And the most interesting feature in this
advance is the fact that the increase in number is
not due to activity in the cities, but in the smaller
places. There are towns, however, which feel that
the population is too small to make a festival suc¬
cessful. In such case why not try to combine with
one or two adjacent towns, and have a joint fes¬
tival?- This plan has been tried, and successfully,
too. In the State of Maine there is a festival asso¬
ciation which embraces three cities; each has a con¬
cert in the series. The chorus is composed of mem¬
bers from the three cities; the festival saves money
on the orchestra and soloists by engaging them for
the full series. It costs- less to give three consecu¬
tive concerts than if they are separated by intervals.
Another plan is to hold one or two days’ festival,
first in one town, the next year in one of the other
towns. We urge those of our readers who live in
cities of 10,000 population and upward to study up
the music festival plan and make a start for 1906.

,. .+r.
We cannot here repeat the story of the
activity.
®
Garcia, the singer and the teacher
^"singers the -ventor of the laryngoscope, the
°f
T2i man of music.” It has been given in the
dfilTpapers and all the readers of The Etude have
daily pap
Jn the VocAL Department is a
“that offers some interesting reading. Suffice
H to sav that music can offer no stronger refutaIt Dr Osier’s statement than the career of
Manuel Garcia, as well as that of many others in the
musical world, and the careful, conscientious, enthuZ c progressive work being done m all quarters
of the world by teachers and educators who have
passed the two-score period. ^

BLISS CABMAN said a good thing, recently, in his
essay entitled, “On Being Ineffectual,” a statement
that should be burned into the minds of students,
whether of music or of other matters. He wrote:
“I have an idea that evil came into the world when
the first man or woman said, ‘That isn’t the best I
can do, but it is well enough.’ In that sentence the
primitive curse was pronounced, and until we banish
it from the world again we shall be doomed to ineffi¬
ciency, sickness and unhappiness.”
Mr. Carman hits the root of that great, permeat¬
ing non-success that reaches more than nine-tenths
of the body of students. Among the very elements
of success is thoroughness. It is the “knowing every¬
thing of something and something of everything”
that counts. Of course this aphorism cannot abso¬
lutely be taken literally. No man ever knew all
that was to be known of any one subject, save in
When a professor in one of the leading American
the early days when no man knew much of any.
universities stated that a man’s work is on the de¬
But it must be approximated by the student who
cline after he has passed the age of forty, and that
he is useless after sixty, quite a stir was made in the
would he pre-eminent.
Inattention and careless misapplication of powers
business, literary, scientific, and art world.
Scribes
immediately set to work to refute the statement,
have more to do with failure than the lack of musical
staff writers commented editorially on it, and the
gifts. More than in other forms of activity the
compiler of statistics turned to his records to see
musicians must regard the perfection of details.
what he could find bearing on the subject. Without
The constructor of a great building need not try
passing an opinion on Professor Osier’s dictum, we
each brick with a square, or sandpaper each stick ot
simply call to the attention of our readers the fact
timber—his attention is given only in proportion to
that it is merely another statement of the old say¬
the nature of the material used and its place; but
ing that “youth will be served.”
the musician deals with a myriad of details in each
It is not a new thing that the music teacher who
composition. He is a miniaturist who stands or falls
is nearing the age of fifty will find that it is not so
by the perfection of multitudinous detail.
easy a matter, to attract pupils as it once was. Of
Every student of the musical art must realize that
course this does not apply to teachers who have won
when he permits this statement, “It isn’t the best I
great reputations; it is based on the common ex¬
can do,” to appear frequently in his practice or In
perience. Too often the reproach is given, and
his attitude toward his art, he is descending the lad¬
justly, too, all too frequently, that Mr. Blank is get¬
der and each repetition places him one rung lower
ting old, and becoming fossilized, is more or less of
on the ladder which he thinks he is climbing.
an “old fogy,” is “behind the times,” has forgotten
that there is such a thing as being “up-to-date,” has
Why is it that the large majority of great musi¬
not kept track of new “ideas and methods,” has been
cians are men? Is it, as some affirm, because of an
content with what he learned twenty years before.
inherent lack in the musical nature of the woman?
Making due allowance for the fact that the mu¬
That may be in the matter of constructiveness, in
sical public is prone to follow the latest aspirant for
composition; but it is also notable that the greatest
public support, the one who excels in great promises,
hundred of pianists or violinists would include hardly
and is making the greatest stir, we must admit that
ten, each, of women.
teachers do justify the charge that they allow them¬
In this connection the writer is not speaking of
selves to fall behind. Only here and there are some
amateurs, for there the woman out-swarms the male
who are alert and aggressive, keen to meet with new,
dabbler at art, handicapped, as he is, by the require¬
advanced, and progressive methods of teaching and
ments of business and the lack of a fair start at mu¬
of increasing public and private interest in music.
sical matters. The only fair ground of comparison
The fault lies, in nearly all eases, with lack of in¬
is in the professional world, where each sex is giving
itiative on the part of teachers. He who wishes to
keep a firm hold upon public patronage must ever be
all its time and energy toward the same end.
in the current of activity; he must watch it, must
Is not the reason for this state of things found in
study it, must note the good things as they come
the fact that woman has been coddled and taken care
within his reach; must direct and never be content
of so much that she does not realize the peeessity
to drag along in the train. Is a man’s experience,
for entire application.
If she isn’t successful she
his confidence, the authority that comes from doing
confidenly counts on falling back on some willing
things, to count not at all in the race? The teacher
male for support.
Men have had for ages that
must make these things count by force of his own
practical incentive to sufficiency—the support of
personality. He can better test new ideas than can
woman. The specter that urges the man onward is
his younger, less experienced competitor. But, alas!
sometimes called by the unpleasantly frank name of
too often he does not trouble to test the ideas that
starvation.
may be in vogue, and thus misses a chance to keep
How many women start out to keep step with the
abreast of the times.
procession of professionals and are soon seen to drop
We do not believe that there is any reason why
out into rank amateurism! True, they do much
the music teacher, the player, the singer, the com¬
good as amateurs, but that is aside from our point.
poser, should go on the shelf after he has passed the
The woman who succeeds must be as eager, as care¬
age of forty. We could cite many instances from
ful, as attentive, as full of application, as her brother.
the records of music and musicians to show what
Effectiveness has no short cuts that it shows to the
great and useful work had been accomplished by
weak sister. Compare the successful woman in any
men, and women, too, between the ages of two and
walk of life, and see how she shines above her sisters.
three score, and much also by men beyond the three
She is self-reliant, because she has tested her own
score. Just a few weeks ago a musician of renown
powers; she has proved her energies are as good as
extending through a period of four score years, cele¬
a man’s; she has equaled him on his own grounds.
brated his one hundredth birthday, and his life,” from
She has become a success because she has been
the age of forty to one hundred, is a story of useful
willing to make sacrifices and to give her best effort.
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VESPER CHIMES
After Millet’s Painting

THE ANGELUS
Twilight,precursor of the sable night.
Now wraps her mantle o’er the busy world.
The balmy air breathes incense to the brows
Of these,the weary toilers of the earth.
Silence steals softly forth to weave her spell,
And,as the Vesper Bells peal out their tones,
The toilers pause, and withuncoverd heads,
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ON THE RHINE

Andante affetuoso
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Slavonic Cradle Song
(Berceuse Slave)
F. NERUDA,Op. 11

Edited by FREDERICK E. HAHN

Violin and Piano
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VALSE NAPOLITAINE
LEON.RINGUET, Op. 32
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ODE TO SPRING

No. 4882

1 come! I come! ye have called me long;
I come o’er the mountains with light and. song!
Ye may trace-my step o’er the ’wakening earth,
By the winds which tell of the violet’s birth,
By the primrose stars in the shadowy grass,
By the green leaves opening as .1 pass.
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ED.SCHUTT Op. 34 N9 5

Mrs. ITemans.
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VILLAGE GOSSIPS
LES COMMERES DU VILLAGE

The staccato thirds and sixths in this piece are to be played with loose wrist and a light boun
ing motion of the hand- For the legato sixths a combined touch (down and up) is to be employed,
care being taken to observe the proper fingering.

Edited by PRESTON WARE OREM

GEORGES BULL,Op.lOO,No.8*
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FAIREST LORD JESUS
Melody by BATISTE.

Andantei
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Herewith follow the tests that are being prepared
for the 1905 examinations:—
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THREE ROSES RED

Singing—Grade 1.

LPARJAVE/NT
(conducted by H-W-Greene
MANUEL GARCIA, CENTENARIAN.
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The claim to distinction which is, without restric¬
tion or discrimination, accorded to longevity, is con¬
ceded throughout the world.
The years of three-score and ten, we are taught,
are all that we have a right to expect as our share
of that inheritance which is measured out to us b,
the changes of the sun, moon, and the seasons. If.
by reason of strength and sane living, that mark is
exceeded, honor and interest increases in proportion
to the number of years added. Men of 80, whose
faculties are unimpaired are held in high esteem,
their counsels sought and their, opinions treated with
deference.
In the race from 80 to 100 it is the lot of most of
humanity to fail. Indeed, if the century mark is
reached, the one that wins in the fight against time
is usually such a pitiful wreck that nothing at¬
tractive or palliative remains except the mere fact
of longevity, which, when it attains to such rare
proportions, provokes the attention and comment of
a large part of humanity.
It is, rare, indeed, that a man of sedentary habits,
whose life has been marked by exceptional attain
ments along professional lines, has been permitted
to carry forward to the full rounding of a century
a worthy career, filled at every step with effective
effort. Until within a very few years Manuel Garcia
has been one of the vocal teachers of London. When
our grandmothers were children he had already given
up his operatfe career and entered the profession as
a teacher. One could, with profit, follow his career,
which is marked by an identification with many of
thq greatest artists of the century.
But it is not alone as a teacher of singing that he
lays claim, to the homage and respect of the world.
It is not because he was a successful teacher of
singing that the Emperor of Germany paid him the
high honor of presenting him with a medal in the
interest of science. An eminent surgeon said, a few
evenings ago, in the presence of the writer of this
note, that the medical profession is even under
greater obligation to Manuel Garcia than is the
musical profession; that his invention of the laryn¬
goscope marked an epoch in the ability of physicians
to examine and diagnose diseases of the throat. So
herq we have a. man whose life has not been in vain,
who reached out with a strong hand both to the
alleviation of distress' and the understanding and
aggrandizement of the vocal art.
We cannot all live a, century, but we can all, i£
we will' so live that ttfe years which are given to us
shall not be lived in vain, and shall be marked by
definite purposes, carried forward in the right direc¬
tion, so, that it may be said of us that our oppor¬
tunities and gifts were made significant by success.
To one who is a natural lover of history of the
growth and changes in the art of music, another
line of thought is compelled. He recalls the fact
that this man has been a contemporary of Weber,
Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin, Schumann, Mendels¬
sohn, and scores of other celebrated musicians, and
so intimately in touch with them in relation to the
period in which they worked as to give him almbst
a practical formula for the signs, promises, expecta¬
tions, and fruition of the genus genius. What this
may mean to a man, how few of us live to know.
To scan across the span of a century; to be made
acquainted with the early efforts of so many young
composers; to follow them in their writing, analyz¬
ing, and using their compositions, mentally deciding
their worth, making false estimates undoubtedly
many times, but finally having at command all of the
experiences of first impressions and subsequent suc¬
cesses or failures as a basis for future consideration
—how much more certainly should such a man be
able to see the end from the beginning of the young
composer’s career.
It would be interesting to know whether Garcia
has followed sympathetically the mighty change that
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has taken place in vocal writing from the days when
the coloratura aria was the supreme test of artistic
attainment to the present, when the Wagnerian hero
and heroine must be met and conquered before the
singers can be said to have achieved the greatest
glory in art, whether, like Verdi, he took cogni¬
zance and yielded to the demands for a change, or
fostered a love for the operatic writing which of
necessity comprised the repertory which was given
by his father’s opera company in New York, in 1829.
Many will agree that the dictum of the now famous
Dr. Osier needs no stronger refutation than that pre¬
sented by the life of Manuel Garcia.
A MUSIC TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION.
II.
We return to the subject of the Incorporated So¬
ciety of Musicians, of England, the Annual Register
o£ which we quoted from in our last issue. The im¬
portant bearing it has upon this department is to be

Sustained Notes.—To sustain any note within easy
compass of the voice, for the time of a double whole
note at a 104 metronome beat for quarter notes.
Scales.—Major, to be vocalized to the extent of
one octave, ascending and descending. (The above
scales must be sung, without accompaniment, within
easy compass of the voice.
One note . for a 104
metronome beat.)
Studies—Concone, Fifty Lessons (Sopranos and
Tenors, Nos. 2, 4, 6. Mezzo-sopranos, Nos. 2, 3, 6);
Concone, Forty Lessons (Contraltos, Baritones, and
Basses, Nos. 2, 4, 6).
Songs—One of the following:—Soprano, “Golden
Days,” Sullivan; “Hope told a flattering tale,”
Paisiello. Mezzo-soprano, “Rosy sunbeams tip the
hill-tops,” Weber; “The Last Farewell,” Gerard Cobb.
Contralto, “Sweet and low,” Wallace; “Noontide,”
Goring Thomas. Tenor, “Rouse thee, young knight,”
Old English; “All Souls’ Day,” Lassen. Baritone,
“Were I a bird,” Hiller; “Come, Lasses and Lads,”
Old English. Bass, “The Standard Bearer,” Lindpaintner; “The Cure of Care,” Leveridge.
Grade 2.
Sustained Notes.—To sustain any note within easy
compass of the voice, forte and piano, for the time
of a double whole note at a 96 metronome beat for
quarters.
Scales.—Major and Harmonic Minor to be vocal¬
ized to the extent of one octave, ascending and de¬
scending.
Arpeggios.—Major and Minor Common Chords to
be vocalized to the extent of one octave, ascending
and descending. (The whole of the above to be sung
without accompaniment, within easy compass of the
voice. The Scales and Arpeggios one note to a 96
metronome beat.)
Studies.—Concone, Fifty Lessons (Sopranos and
Tenors, Nos. 7, 9, 10.
Mezzo-sopranos, Nos. 4, 8,
11); Concone, Forty Lessons (Contraltos and Bari¬
tones, Nos. 7, 9, 10. Basses, Nos. 11, 12, 14).
Songs.—Two of the following:—Soprano, “Twilight
is dark’ning,” Kueeken; “Blow, softest winds,” H.
Smart. Mezzo-soprano, “Gentle Zephyr,” 12 Songs,
No. 6, Sterndale Bennett; “Canst thou believe?”
Giordani. Contralto, “The Soldier’s Love,” Schu¬
mann; “Lord, in my inmost soul,” Hiller. Tenor,
“Thee only I love,” Abt; :“Thou ar.t gone from my
gaze,” Linley. Baritone, “Fifinella,” Tchaikovsky;
“What shall I do?” Purcell.
Bass, “The Black¬
smith’s Song,” Hatton; “Captain’s Song,” Leslie.
Grade 3.

found in. the examinations which voealists must pass
if they desire to qualify as Licentiates of the Society.
The manner of conducting the tests is worthy of
Alf examinations are arranged for through the
offices of the General Council. Two examiners re¬
port upon each paper and oral presentations. A
member of one section cannot be examined by offi¬
cials connected with his own section. All who appear
before an examining board are known to that board
only by their registration numbers. Thus all chance
of bias or favoritism is avoided, and those who are
in control of the various examining centers have no
motive other than to keep the standard of musical
scholarship unimpaired. The fees for examinations
are from two to five dollars, according to grade. To
pass the examinations sixty-five marks must be
gained out of a possible one hundred, and those who
pass with eighty-five marks are awarded an honor
certificate. In the ease of the oral examinations of
vocalists the applicant must get twenty marks on
the rendering of each selection, and thirty marks se¬
cures an honor certificate.
If they fail to make
twenty on either of the numbers presented they fail
to pass.
In the vocal examinations the following points are
considered: Correctness of notes and rests; choice
of tempo and strictness of time; phrasing and ac¬
centuation (diction); position; tone; breathing,
and voice production.

Sustained Notes.—To sustain any note within easy
compass of the voice, exemplifying crescendo and
diminuendo, in addition to the sounds of equal
strength required in the previous grades, for the time
of a double whole note at an 84 metronome beat for
quarters.
Scales.—Major and Harmonic Minor to be vocal¬
ized as in the following example:—

Arpeggios.—Major and Minor Common Chords to
be vocalized to the octave (4 notes), to the tenth (5
notes), and to the twelfth (6 notes), ascending and
'descending. (The whole of the above to be sung
witlfbut accompaniment, within easy compass of the
voice. The Scales and Arpeggios four notes to a
66 metronome beat.)
Studies—Concone, Twenty-five Lessons (Sopranos
and Tenors, 2 and 4); Concone, Fifty Lessons
(Mezzo-sopranos, 16 and 17); Concone, Forty Les¬
sons (Contraltos, Baritones, and Basses, 8 and 17).
Songs—Two of the following:—Soprano, “Ye little
birds,” Goring Thomas; “The birds were telling one
another,” H. Smart.
Mezzo-soprano, “Hark! the
lark,” Schubert; “Where the bee sucks,” Arne. Con¬
tralto, “The silver stars in myriad train,” W. H.
Hunt; “There is a Reaper,” Mendelssohn.
Tenor,
“Blow, blow thou winter wind,” Arne; “Slumber
Song,” Stainer. Baritone, “My Neighbor,” Goring
Thomas; “Sir Roger,” Gerard Cobb. Bass, “I fear
no foe,” Pinsuti; “Maid of Athens,” Gounod.
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Grade 4.

Sustained Notes.—To sustain any note within easy
compass of the voice, forte, piano, and exemplifying
crescendo and diminuendo, for the time of a double
whole note at a 72 metronome heat for quarters.
Scales.—Major, Melodic, and Harmonic Minor, to
be vocalized as in the following examples:—

Chromatic to be vocalized to the extent of one
octave, ascending and descending.
Arpeggios.—Dominant Seventh Chords to be vocal¬
ized to the seventh (4 notes), to the octave (5 notes),
to the tenth (6 notes), to the twelfth (7 notes), as¬
cending and descending, in addition to the Arpeggios
required in Grade 3. (The whole of the above to be
sung without accompaniment, within easy compass
of the voice. The Scales and Arpeggios:—Sopranos,
Mezzo-sopranos, and Tenors, four notes to an S8
metronome beat; Contraltos, Baritones, and Basses,
four notes to a 76 beat.)
Studies.—Condone, Twenty-five Lessons (Sopranos,
22 and 25. Tenors, 6 and 14); Concone, Fifty Lessons
(Mezzo-sopranos, 21 and 31); Concone Forty Lessons
(Contraltos, Baritones, and Basses, 23 and 28).
Songs.—One song from each of the following
List A—Soprano, “Hear ye, Israel” (Elijah), Men¬
delssohn; “What thought I trace” (Solomon), Han¬
del. Mezzo-soprano, “As when the dove,” Handel;
“When I am laid in earth,” Purcell. Contralto, “In
the beginning was the Word” (St. John the Baptist),
Macfarren; “As with rosy steps the morn” (Theo¬
dora), Handel. Tenor, “Oh! house of Jacob” (St.
Peter), Benedict; “Full fathom five,” Purcell. 'Bari¬
tone, “Oh! Lord have mercy” (St. Paul), Men¬
delssohn; “Non pill andrai,” Mozart. Bass, “The
people that walked in darkness” (Messiah), Handel;
“Lord God of Abraham” (Elijah), Mendelssohn.
List B—Soprano, “St. Agnes’s Eve,” Sullivan;
“Where the bee sucks,” Sullivan. Mezzo-soprano,
“The Valley,” Gounod; “Oh! fair dove,” Sullivan.
Contralto, “Enchantress,” Hatton; “As when the
snow drift,” Goring Thomas. Tenor, “Serenade,”
Schubert; “Why did you come ?” Gerard Cobb. Bari¬
tone, “Jilted,” Stainer; “The Two Grenadiers,”
Schumann. Bass, “Droop not, young lover,” Handel;
“If doughty deeds,” Sullivan.
It must be clear to an observant teacher that the
material selected and the technical work accom¬
panying it will indicate to an intelligent board of
examiners the applicant’s ability with a fair degree
of certainty. When we consider that the applicant
does not get his certificate until he has passed the
four grades it appears as if the public were in a
measure protected through the efforts of the So¬
ciety.
While the grade requirements are not se¬
verely exacting they are by no means trivial.
In addition to the above, candidates must also pass
in sight-singing, incidental questions, ear tests, and
rhythms. It would be interesting to know how
many of our young American vocal teachers could go
before these examining boards and qualify as licen¬
tiates in the English Society.
In the syllabus of the professional examinations'
for teachers the following additional questions' are
asked:—
Questions for Vocalists.
How would you teach a correct method of breath¬
ing?
What method would you adopt to unite the regis¬
ters in young and miniature voices?
What method would you employ to obtain a clear
and distinct enunciation?
Give a short description of the organs used in
voice production.
Mark breathing places in a passage which will be
supplied at the examination.
While American musicians have not been taught to
regard the English es a musical people, we can, with
eminent propriety, sit at their feet and learn of them
the lesson of successful organization.
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SOME ASPECTS OF MY PROFESSION.
BY ALBERT VISETTI.
The profession to which I have the honor to be¬
long is, almost more than any other, a free pro¬
fession; to the extent that anyone possessed of a
plausible manner can undertake it, and sell to his
credulous neighbors as good merchandise the most
agreeable nonsense which human brain could conWe are all aware by what peculiar means certain
so-called masters make much of their lack of knowl¬
edge. Take Italy, the land of song. Do not its
sons alone possess the miraculous gift of a special
throat? They say so. Who teaches than? Na¬
ture. So they at once consider themselves the spe¬
cial means through whom the secrets of that manysided lady may be imparted to foreign and less
favored brothers.
I admit the freedom of numerous other profes¬
sions in sundry branches of art, but not in the art of
teaching singing. Singers who devote their time and
money to the study of the vocal art as a profession
have a right to be protected. For them, success
often means their very existence. In order to at¬
tain this success they have to cross, so to speak,
that pons asinorum, the footlights. But for masters
of singing it is a very different thing. They do not
have to undergo this unpleasant ordeal. On the con¬
trary, they are sheltered’ from the hisses of the
theater. Things are not thrown at them, at least
not hard, solid things that hurt.
It is evident that this teaching profession has a
tendency to become a trickery of the worst kind.
And the poor singers who are the victims.
They
assimilate occult systems with an all-embracing faith
that is pathetic. I have heard them discuss the socalled “placing of the voice” (they always speak of
this, because they do not know anything else) in a
language so mysterious that it gives one gooseflesh to listen to it. I dared to ask one of them (he
was a tenor who was airing his ideas on “closed
sounds”) what was meant by “closed sounds.” He
stared blankly at me for a few moments and his
mouth remained closed, tighter closed indeed than
the sounds about which I sought information. There
are enough of these episodes to fill a book.
The
fault certainly does not rest with these irresponsi¬
ble individuals, but with those totally incompetent
singing masters under whose charge they are placed.
The qualifications necessary before one can eonsciectiously undertake the training of a voice are a
thorough knowledge of production and of the
physiology of the vocal organs. Then one must be
a capable pianist—aye, more than that: one must
have a perfect grasp of the varying characteristics
of the music of different schools. Further, it is
necessary to possess a special sensibility for the
perception of defective sounds, and also for the
detection of those innumerable throat contractions
which are the cause of bad emission of sound. No
one of these alone, is sufficient.
Yet often this profession is undertaken by a
pianist or other instrumentalist possessing absolutely
no qualification whatever beyond. Quite recently an
acquaintance of mine, a professional accompanist,
said to me: “I give my first singing-lesson to-mor¬
row.”
I said, “Oh, indeed; I—er—didn’t know you had
studied that branch of the musical art.”
He seemed hurt.
“Why I have frequently ac¬
companied the most famous singers.”
I didn’t attempt to argue with him. The story
came hack to me of the small hoy who, having seen
a parachutist make/ a descent, went home and climbed
up a tree. Then, opening his father’s umbrella, he
floated off the highest branch—and broke his neck.
The only difference is the type of singing-master
referred to above doesn’t break his own neck; he
experiments on other people’s.
A friend of mine tells me that in New York there
is a certain singing-master who sells to his pupils,
to give “timbre” to their voices, bottles, at $2 each,
full of Italian water!
This would seem incredible'
were it not that in Italy, and especially in Milan,
there are to be found better and more illustrious
rivals in this field.
For instance, there is one to
whom all can have recourse (presumably even deaf
mutes), and he possesses the rare method of teach¬
ing singing even to those “who have no voice.”
These are his own words! A second, not less cele¬
brated, makes his pupils swear on a crucifix not to
reveal his specific for voice production.

Another gentleman I came across made his pupils
tie bits of elastic to the legs of the piano and pull
them out and let them go again in order to “feel”
the gradations of a crescendo and a diminuendo. He
was excelled, however, by the. artist in invention—I
met him in America—who, in order to demonstrate
the messa di voce, faced his pupils with an umbrella
in his hand. They, with the ferrule pointing threat¬
eningly at them, opened their mouths and emitted a
soft note. The wielder of the weapon then grad¬
ually opened it out, and the quaking group opposite
him let their voices “go,” untii as the umbrella was
fully expanded so were their happy throats. Then
the proceeding was reversed, until, as the umbrella
was shut once more, a peaceful silence, reigned over
the room.
The possibilities that these examples bring before
one’s eyes are indeed vast. Why should one not em¬
ploy a hose to impart a liquid tone. Again, the in¬
sertion of a long pin into the anatomy of an unim¬
aginative pupil might produce a needed outburst of
feeling unattainable by verbal persuasion. But I
give the suggestion for what it is worth. Each in¬
dividual must devise his own means of putting it
into practice.
Seriously, however, this noble art of ours will be
degraded, as long as this perfect freedom in the
teaching of it exists—and the public continues to
rank the singing-master below doctors, lawyers, and
other professional men.—Musical Standard (London).
TEMPERAMENT IN SINGERS.
BY i/EORGE CECIL.
The enthusiastic amateur probably imagines that
singers are limited to those who sing very well and
those who only sing fairly well. But all hardened
critics are agreed that no matter how great a “draw”
a man or woman may be, the rendering cannot give
the maximum amount of pleasure unless good vocali¬
zation is allied to temperament. To put the mat¬
ter briefly, it is absolutely essential that the singer
should enter into the spirit of the song. The baritone
who undertakes Hatton’s passionate “To Anthea”
cannot hope to please an intelligent audience unless
he can actually feel that he himself is the ardent
wooer, and the imaginative soprano who attempts
the “Liebestod” without thoroughly entering into
the woes of Isolde would be better employed in, shall
we say, performing household duties. Indeed, so neces¬
sary is temperament—even in interpreting the sim¬
plest ballad—that the true connoisseur would rather
listen to a singer with a poor voice and the power
to act the meaning of the words than put up with a
fine voice and an uninteresting inteipretation.
There are instances, of highly intelligent men and
women having been so thoroughly coached by com¬
petent teachers that they have succeeded in blinding
the audience to their failings. But when left to their
own devices their efforts are little short of exasperat¬
ing. Incapable of infusing life into “The Toreador’s
Song” and equally strenuous ditties, or sentiment
into a song of the “Cielo e Mar” type, they simply an¬
noy those listeners who expect more than mere
vocalization. Nor is there (alas!) a remedy. For if
the singer is not at heart an actor, he can hardly
be expected to imagine himself the ardent lover, the
disappointed swain, or the victorious hero, as the
case may be. His only alternative is to seek the
aid of some person who is able to demonstrate how
each phrase should be expressed with the voice.
There js a painfully large number of singers who
are devoid of temperament, whilst nine out of every
ten aspirants have not the intelligence to apply their
instructor’s precepts. Yet these enterprising people
(aided by a little persuasive flattery from injudicious
acquaintances) enter the lists in a manner which is
both fearless and foolish—to discover, after a few
disappointing years, that the high water mark of
fame, a ballad concert, is beyond them.
.
singers who are heard from time to time
“ America and England are gifted with tempera¬
ment in so remarkable a degree that if they were
out of voice their performance would stiff give plasure. Chief among these fortunate artists are Calve,
ASlie de Lussan, Caruso, Santley, Bispham, John
Coates, Plunket Greene, Blanche Marches!, Denis
O Sullivan, Nordica, Joseph O’Mara, Fanny Moody,
Scotti, Renaud, and Alvarez. To hear Calve laugh
•!.„tewel SonS’” or Zy>e de Lussan sing the
Seguidille ( ‘Carmen”) in that peculiarly and fas¬
cinatingly subtle manner which she has made her
own is little short of a revelation to the music lover

who is accustomed to the well-meafit efforts of cer¬
tain concert singers. When Caruso and Scotti are
heard in the delightful duet from “La Forza del
Destino”—“Solenne in quest’ ora” (which, by the way,
is a blessed respite from the eternal “All’s Well,”
“Love and War,” “Excelsior,” and similar well-worn
compositions) the use of temperament is wonderfully
illustrated. In private life both artists are as un¬
demonstrative as any oratorio tenor and baritone.
But in the fine dramatic phrase “Lo giuro, lo giuro,”
which, it may be remembered, is the reply to the un¬
fortunate Alvaro’s “Solenne in quest’ ora giurarmi
dovete far pago un mio voto,” Scotti makes his hear¬
ers feel that he is giving a sacred promise, whilst in
the beautiful cantabile, “Or muoio tranquillo,” Caruso
conveys the impression that he is Alvaro about to die
happy since he knows he may trust his friend to
carry out with the utmost faithfulness the usual
‘last dying wishes!”
Nor are Santley, John Coates, and Plunket Greene
in any way inferior in this respect to their foreign
competitors. Let us take the first named in Gounod’s
“Maid of Athens,” the tenor in the role of Lohengrin,
and Plunket Greene in that exquisite song, “Mary,
Call the Cattle Home”—each shows himself to be pos¬
sessed of temperament. There is no such person as
Santley—we simply hear a lover who is about to
leave Athens declaring to the woman whom he loves
that he cannot live without her; John Coates does
net exist—the Knight of the Grail himself is on the
stage; whilst Plunket Greene tells us how poor
Mary met with her death, as though he had been an
eye-witness of the scene. As to the others, has not
Blanche Marchesi shown us that temperament can,
to a eertain extent, make up for a lack of voice?
Would Denis O’Sullivan charm all as he does at his
recitals were he unable to portray every emotion
and feeling? What has made Nordica (the greatest
woman-singer of the day) equally famous as the
light-hearted Susanna and the love-stricken Alda?
Why is Joseph O’Mara as convincing in the r61e
of Don Jos6 as in that of Myles, the hero of that
tiresome production “The Lily of Killarney”? What
is the reason that Fanny Moody sings the “Styrienne”
in “Mignon” so gaily and “Know’st Thou that Dear
Land” so wistfully? What makes Bispham as great
an actor as singer? Why are Renaud and Alvarez
such fine artists apart from their singing? The
answer is—temperament!
It is difficult to say why so many singers are un¬
able to identify themselves with the spirit of the
music. Some writers have assured us that French
and Italian artists sing with meaning because they
are naturally theatrical and imaginative. But this
is an absurd theory—since so many English actors
and actresses and persons who perform in musichalls have the temperament which many a singer
lacks. Perhaps this indispensable adjunct can only
be developed in those who are surrounded by favor¬
able conditions. Austere parents whose opinions are
the essence of narrowness are unlikely to encourage
their daughters to sing as Miss Marie Brema does;
hideous things perhaps have so disastrous an effect on
the mind of the growing tenor that any suspicion of
temperament is prematurely nipped in the hud. In the
meantime it is certain that a large percentage of
singers are, apart from their more gr less good voices,
not particularly interesting. And since the lack of
temperament cannot be manufactured, it is to be
feared that they and their successors will continue
to displease the cognoscenti unless they have the
forethought to be coached in every measure of the
works they sing.
“THE JUGGLER OF NOTRE DAME.”
[The following is an extract from a letter written
to the Vocal Editor by Mis3 Ruth Kedzie Wood, a
former pupil, who is sojourning in Paris. The story
upon which the opera is built is so interesting and
unusual that I take pleasure in sharing it with the
readers of The Etude.—Editor.]
I thought of you the other night at the Opera
Comique, when we heard Massenet's beautiful work,
“Le Jongleur de Notre Dame,” which is better known
as “The Juggler.” I am confident that your ar¬
tistic, melodic, and “maestric” soul would have been
enthralled. We heard first an amateurish rendering
of “Cavalleria.” They showed good musical sense
in putting it first, for, by comparison with Massenet,
Mascagni seemed inferior—as it was. This is “The
Juggler’s” story as told in the opera:—
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A poor, simple fakir seeks to earn his bread by
performing his crude tricks for some peasants before
the door of a priory which houses a brotherhood de¬
voted to the worship of the Virgin. The abbs comes
to the door, and, horrified at the sacrilege, drives the
crowd and the juggler away. The juggler falls in
supplication, receives pardon and resolves to re¬
nounce his life of roaming, to enter the monastery.
In doing so, however, he succeeds in smuggling into
his bag of juggler’s paraphernalia his viola, on which
he has accompanied himself in his ballads.
The second scene is an exquisite picture of the in¬
terior of the monastery, with its white-gowned,
monks. The painter monk, the sculptor, poet, and
musician, are all engaged in pursuing their muse.
Another old monk pares vegetables, and others prac¬
tice hymns. It is the Feast of the Assumption and
each one offers his talent to the Holy Mother. But
the juggler has nothing to consecrate to her. He
is scorned by all, each of whom sings in his turn to
the glory of his art. But as the others leave him
in contempt, the old man who has been paring car¬
rots consoles him and sings (with one of the most,
beautiful baritone voices I have heard) a legend of
the Christ-child which encourages the juggler to be¬
lieve that his humble gifts will be accepted by the
The last act sees the shadowy chapel of the
Virgin, showing the altar, with a life-size figure of
the Virgin above. The juggler steals in to pray and
to dedicate to her his talents. Before the altar he
dances and sings the songs of the people, and then
stops, disheartened that he has nothing else to offer.
Suddenly he thinks of his juggling kit, and, fetching
it stealthily, performs before the Virgin his simple
tricks with balls, etc.
In the midst of it, the
monks surge in, scandalized, and set upon him with
their tongues. Suddenly the figure of the Virgin
illuminates as the poor juggler falls at her feet and
she stretches one hand toward him. At this, the
monks beseech the juggler to bless and pray for them
to the Virgin, who has so miraculously showed him
her favor. He lies half-alive on the altar steps, and
recovers consciousness only long enough to offer up
his soul in prayer and glorification of Mary. She
extends both hands and leans toward him in bless¬
ing. He falls dead by the altar. The illumination
then fades and she assumes once more the upright
position. A halo of light appears over the humble
juggler’s head and heavenly voices are heard. The
monks, kneeling, chant a prayer and the curtain de¬
scends.
As you see, there are none but men’s voices to
interpret the lovely story. MarSchal, who created
the role of “The Juggler” at the first performance in
Nice, two years ago, is a tenor of marvelous art.
The simple, poetic, sincere atmosphere with which
he surrounds the part, so perilously near sacrilege,
his wonderful poses and expression, and the sym¬
pathetic tones of his voice, make this one of the
greatest characterizations I have ever heard and
seen. There wasn’t a mediocre voice in the entire
cast. No one was out of the picture—each helped
to make an absolutely perfect whole. The scenery
and stage management added a poetic setting. Mas¬
senet’s music is beautiful—so beautiful that it de¬
mands frequent hearing for adequate appreciation.
In lugubrious contrast we heard “Le Prophete,”
at the Grand Opera House, a few nights later. Al¬
varez was in the cast, but the singers and orchestra
were at swords’ points apparently, and succeeded in
producing an effect which drove us from the house
after the third act.
The Opera Comique is considered far finer than
the Grande Opera this year, and has a more fash¬
ionable patronage.
Calve sings there; also two
American girls, Mary Garden and Bessie Abbott.
The two great artists among the men are this Marechal, the tenor, and Fugere, the baritone, of whom
I spoke. His work in the simple legend was as
clever as anything I ever heard.
REQUIREMENTS OF A GOOD SONG.
BY W. J. HENDERSON.
It is difficult to speak of the formal qualities of
a song separately from its other esthetic properties;
because the form is so important a part of the
expressive power. The form and style are almost
inseparable, and both are dictated by the subjectmatter. The simpler the emotion to be portrayed,
the simpler as a rule are the form and the style.'

Hence we find that songs range from those of a
purely lyric nature, in which emotion is the product
of pure contemplation, as in songs of night’s beauty,
the loveliness of spring, or the charms of a maiden,
to those in which the dramatic element is almost
as much in evidence as it is in opera, and in which
emotion is the product of personal passion, as in
Schubert’s “Erl King” or to “Doppelganger,” Schu¬
mann’s “Ich Grolle Nicht” or Franz’s “In Herbst.”
The requirements of a genuinely goon song are not
numerous, but they are difficult to fulfill. A good
song should reproduce perfectly the form of the
poem, should be absolutely faithful to its spirit,
should exhibit a lofty simplicity of style, should have
a moderate compass, and should be supplied with an
accompaniment thoroughly in sympathy with the
emotional character of the work. The accompani¬
ments of Schubert and Schumann are the perfect
models. They always have lyric beauty and dramatic
force, yet they never interfere with the voice part,
but, on the contrary, afford it complete support.
“What is Good Music?”
In William Byrd’s “Psalms and Sonnets,” printed in
1588, we and the following quaintly expressed reasons
why everyone should learn to sing.
1. It is a knowledge easily taught and quickly
learned, where there is a good master and an apt
scholar.
2. The exercise of singing is delightful to Nature
and good to preserve the health of man.
3. It doth strengthen all parts of the brest and
doth open the pipes.
4. It is a singular good remedie for a stutting aiid
stamaring in the speech.
6. It is the best means to procure a perfect pronouneiation and to make a good orator.
6. It is the onely way to know when Nature hath
bestowed the benefit of a good voyce: which gift is
so rare, as there is not one among a thousand that
hath it: and in many that excellent gift is lost be¬
cause they want art to expresse Nature.
7. There is not any Musicke of Instruments whatso¬
ever comparable to that which is made of the voyces
of men, when the voyces are good, and the same welsorted and ordered.
8. The better the voyce is the meeter is to honour
and serve God therewith: and the voyce of man is
chiefly to be imployed to that end.
Since singing is so good a thing, I wish all men
would learn to sing.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
E. H. M.—'Your letter is of too personal a nature
to be answered in The Etude. I shall advise with
you by mail as soon as possible.
5. M.—1. The sombre tones mentioned in the work
you quote can hardly be intended for the practical
work of singing. My advice is to avoid the sombre
quality as far as possible. I do not think it possible
adequately to express in print how to produce the
clear and brilliant forward tone. The best model is
the bright, cheerfully, quickly spoken word taking
a'tone immediately after it, as nearly like it as pos¬
sible.
2.1 should hardly do much with voices of 12 years
of age; if, as I presume, they are girls to which
you refer, I would advise waiting until they are
older. The same rule applies to them, however, as
would apply to the older person if it is desirable
to make an illustration of the free tone, namely, the
spoken tone.
F. K. L.—Cultivation rarely avails much in extend¬
ing the natural compass of the voice, either above or
below, except as through cultivation the voice is
made free and normal, under which conditions its
true compass will be revealed. One who uses the
lower register exclusively does so usually at a sacri¬
fice of the elasticity which gives freedom of emission
to upper tones. Thus, one also might gain greater
strength by working wholly on one end of the voice,
but it is not advisable. Your brother’s voice would
be of greater value if he could extend the D to F
going up than if he could extend it from the E to
the D going down.
A. The differences between the speaking and
the singing voice, presupposing that both are cor¬
rectly made, are, that the singing voice is governed
as to pitch by melodic requirements, and the vowels
in the words which are sung are lengthened and
sustained in . response to rhythmical requirements.
The speaking voice is free in both these respects.
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Edited by EVERETT E. TRUETTE.
It is generally acknowledged among musicians that
the fugal form represents the
highest type of abstract mu¬
sic, and preserves the most perfect balance between
the intellectual and emotional elements. It is, there¬
fore, impossible to perform a fugue adequately unless
we understand its construction. ' As few choralists
have more than the haziest notion of the various
developments of a fugal subject, it naturally follows
that choral fugues are rarely performed with the full
effect of which they are capable.
A fugue is a composition developed frqm a' short
melody called the "Subject.” The subject is usually
given out by one part and taken up by the others in
turn, until all the voices have entered. This part
of the fugue is called the “Exposition,” and, as in
“His yoke is easy,” all the voices may enter in the
same key. But the more usual procedure is for the
first voice to be in the key of the tonic, and the sec¬
ond to have the subject transposed to the key of the
dominant, the third voice returning to the tonic, and
the fourth voice being again in the dominant. For
example, in “He trusted in God” the bass leads off
in C minor, the tenor in G minor, the alto in C minor,
and the treble in G minor. This presentation of the
subject in the key of the dominant is called the
“Answer.” If the answer be an exact transposition
of the subject into another key, it is said to be a
“real answer,” but owing to the closeness of the sub¬
ject and answer to each other it is not always advis¬
able or possible to begin straight away in the new
key. We often find that at the beginning of the
answer the composer retains one or more notes of the
tonic key, and then modulates to the dominant at
the earliest possible opportunity. In “Her trusted
in God” the bass begins and ends in C minor, but the
tenor begins in C minor and then immediately modu¬
lates to G minor. The basses have a drop of a fifth
between the first and second notes, while the tenor
lias only a fall of a fourth. Such a change gives us
what is called a “tonal answer,” and this constitutes
one of the greatest stumbling-blocks in the singing of
fugues. In “And with His stripes” the subject be¬
gins with the interval of a third, and the answer has
only a second. One of the most difficult choral
fugues ever written—“Behold now total darkness,”
from Mendelssohn’s “St. Paul”—is full of pitfalls for
the unwary chorister who does not realize that the
answer is tonal and not real.
When the second voice is singing the answer, the
first voice sings an accompanying part. If this he
specially designed for after-use in connection with the
theme, it is called a “counter subject,” and must be
written in “double counterpoint,” so that it may ap¬
pear above or below the subject as required; a fine
example is the passage in quarter notes which forms
the counter subject in “And with His stripes.” An
examination of the whole fugue will show that it
accompanies the theme throughout.
The exposition of the fugue usually ends with the
entry of the last voice, but a composer may some¬
times give us an extra entry or two in the tonic and
dominant keys, after which he writes a short passage
called an "Episode,” to lead to a fresh group of
entries in other keys; the episodes should be con¬
structed from some part of the subject. A fine ex¬
ample will be found in “He trusted in God,” in the
short phrase “Let Him deliver Him,” which, in vari¬
ous forms, is used for all the episodes. When the
fugue has been developed at sufficient length, a re¬
turn is made to the subject in the tonic key, and the
whole movement brought to a conclusion. Other
devices used in fugal construction are Stretto, Pedal,
Augmentation, Diminution, and Inversion.
By stretto is meant the entry of one voice with the
subject before the preceding voice has finished it. In
measures 22 and 23 of “He trusted in God,” the alto
enters with the subject one measure after the bass.
Pedal is the holding of a note for several measures,
usually in the bass, while the other voices have the
HOW TO SING
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subject in stretto above it. There is a fine pedal
point in the “Amen” chorus, thirteen measures from
the end.
Augmentation is the presentation of the subject in
notes of longer value than in the original form. In
the chorus “0 first created beam,” in “Samson,” the
phrase “To thy dark servant” is first set to quarters,
but toward the end appears in whole and half notes
in the soprano part, while the inner parts have the
theme in the original time.
Diminution is the opposite of this, the subject
being presented in notes of shorter value. One of
the best-known examples will be found in “Let all
the angels of God,” from the “Messiah,” where the
counter subject in bars 5 and 0 is a diminution of
the subject, the two being used together throughout
the fugue.
Inversion is a variation of the subject, brought
about by taking all the intervals in the contrary di¬
rection—for example, if the subject began with the
notes C, D, E, the inversion would give us C, B, A.
An instance of this occurs in the treble part fortyfour measures from the end in the chorus “The na¬
tions,” from “St. Paul ”
All our theoretical studies are of no avail if we
cannot make some practical use of them, and in
studying a fugue W'e must keep clearly in mind cer¬
tain guiding principles:—
1. That the subject should have due prominence
wherever it appears.
2. That the counter subjects and purely accom¬
panying parts should be kept subordinate.
3. That all episodical passages should be sung so
as to form a contrast to the principal subject.
4. That all the devices of augmentation, diminu¬
tion, etc., should-be clearly presented.
5. That the entries of the subject in stretto should
be marked by each voice in turn, and then the part
immediately subdued so that the following entry may
be easily heard.
It may not be out of place at this point to add a
word of caution. There must be no exaggeration of
emphasis, but just that slight increase of force neces¬
sary to let the voice be felt. Let us take “Behold
the Lamb of God.” The voices enter with the same
theme at half a measure’s distance; this is usually
sung?). The contraltos may begin mp and then reduce
to p when the sopranos enter. The sopranos begin
mp and also reduce to p when the bases enter mp,
and in their turn reduce so that the tenors can be
heard. The effect of the whole must be piano, and
there must be no forcing of the tone; but when this
gentle accentuation is done with aristic restraint
there is no more beautiful effect in music. This is
one of the points not indicated in the score—one that
depends entirely upon the taste and experience of
the conductor.
The principle should be applied systematically in
glees and part-songs where imitative figures are em¬
ployed, as well as in oratorio choruses, and the in¬
crease in interest will be astonishhing. Instead of a
fugue becoming, as it so -often does, a tangled mass
of sound, the details will stand out clearly. It must
often have been noticed in looking at a picture how
important it is to stand in the right position. Taken
at a wrong angle, it is a mere blur of color, but
viewed in the proper light every figure tells. Just so
with a complicated fugue.- Badly performed, it rea¬
lizes the old definition as a composition in which the
voices try to run away from each other, and the
listener runs away from the lot. Sung with clear¬
ness and intelligence, it rises to the height of Milton’s
description:—
“Notes with many a winding bout
Of linked sweetness long drawn out,
With wanton heed, and giddy cunning;
The melting voice through mazes running.
Untwisted all the chains that tie
The hidden soul of harmony.”
—The Musical World.

l wonder with how many
Americans, of whose voeabulary the word “Oratorio” is
such a familiar member,
there is an equal famHiarity with the origin of the
term; with the first small stirrings of the germ of
this great art form, far away within the shadows of
the past. By way of suggestion to intimate study
of the subject, let us glance back across the cen¬
turies at one or two points connected with the sow¬
ing of this seed, and, in bringing the glance again
to the present, note a few specimens of the noble
fruitage to which this tiny germ has come, during its
years of growth in the sunlight of the genius of old
and modern masters.
The English word, oratorio, is derived from the
Latin orare, to pray, and from the same verb, evi¬
dently, comes the word oratorium, or oratory, “the
apartment or building set apart for private or do¬
mestic worship,” with the associations of which, in
Italy, in the sixteenth century, the first almost in¬
finitesimal germ of the fully developed oratorio is
so closely related. For, about the seventh decade of
that century, Filippo di Neri, who, after his depart¬
ure from this planet of ours, was canonized by tlie
Roman Church, founded his order, “The Congregation
of the Oratory,” a fraternity, living in community,
but working out what was, for that church, and for
that time, a phenomenaUy free and democratic plan
of brotherhood life. While too great a share in the
origin of the oratorio has been accredited to St.
Philip by some historians, we can hardly escape the
conclusion that, in the dialogues set to music, dia¬
logues relating to sacred incident and story, which,
through the active inspiration of his influence, were
given in the houses of “The Oratory” on Sundays
and festival days of the church, there was the first
faint suggestion of the greater idea. Very possibly
these vocal dialogues may have given to Emilio del
Cavaliere the inception of the purpose which found
fruition in the writing of his first oratorio, “Representazione di Anima e di Corpo,” which was per¬
formed at Rome in 1600.
This first oratorio, though a great step beyond
what had been, was only the dimmest foreshadowing
of what was to be.
In fact, it would be hard for
most of us to find in it even a foreshadowing of the
beauty which the mere mention of the word has so
long suggested to the people of the passing years.
Its music, could we hear it, would interest us only
from the historical point of view; as do the small
beginnings of all great accomplishment; musical
charm for the modern ear it has none. The orchestra
was as yet a thing unknown. The accompanying in¬
struments for this first oratorio were “a double lyre,
perhaps a viola di gamba, a harpsichord, a large or
double guitar, and two common flutes.” Yet here
were beginnings, from which, through the passing
decades, under the genius of the masters, was to come
that development which should make possible the
great oratorios of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries and the ineffable beauty and power of the
modern orchestra.
Fourteen decades slip by, and the germ which lay
within that composition of Cavaliere has flowed in
Bach’s great “Christmas Oratorio.” This oratorio,
it is safe to say, ie quite unfamiliar to the principal
part of our public, and any detailed description of
it is much beyond the purpose of this article. In
addition to the markedly individualistic style which
always characterizes the music of Bach, we may men¬
tion two features, which pronouncedly differentiate
it from the oratorios which are more generally well
known in America.
Instead of being written for
one consecutive performance, its music is in six sec¬
tions, designed for rendition on the six chief days of
the festival of Christmas, December 25, 26, and 27;
New Year’s, the Sunday thereafter, and the festival
of the Epiphany, January 6, the "Twelfth Night,” to
which belongs the story of the adoration of the Magi.
The music for each day requires only about one halfhour for its rendition and so could easily be included
in the day’s religious services, in accordance with the
design of its great composer. The other unusual
feature is the introduction, at appropriate places in
the oratorio, of some of the chorales of the Lutheran
Church, “which every child in North Germany learns
with his mother tongue,” and in the singing of which
in the oratorio, the congregations in the “Vaterland”
are expected to join.
Without doubt, the oratorio most intimately as¬
sociated with the Christmas season in the minds of
the greatest number—perhaps the oratorio most uni¬
A FEW THOUGHTS
ABOUT ORATORIO.

versally known (by name, at least)—is the master¬
piece of Bach’s contemporary, George Frederick Han¬
del. Who that has come beyond the span of child¬
hood has not felt the thrill of “The Messiah’s” great,
closing chorus, the restful beauty of its “He Shall
Feed His Flock,” the charm of the sweet certainty
expressed in the phrases of “I Know that My Re¬
deemer Liveth?” Its spell .has been felt by all sorts
and conditions of men, from one end of society to the
other, from the possessor of unlimited riches of edu¬
cational opportunity, to the denizen of the slums,
who scarce knows opportunity for anything but the
daily struggle to keep body and soul together. A
striking proof of the power of good music to reach
the people of the slums of a great city was shown in
the first performance of the “Messiah” in White¬
chapel, when the absorbed attention of the listeners
and the tears upon many faces proved that its potent
spell had touched the springs of universal life.
Would that the poor and the downtrodden of the
great American cities might more frequently be given
opportunity to feel the touch of music’s brightening,
sweetening influence in the darkness and the bitter¬
ness of tlieir lives. Something lias been done in this,
one of the truest fields of philanthropy, and with
the most gratifying results; but what has been done
is but a thousandth part of what waits for the doing
—has touched only the most infinitesimal portion of
the need which cries out for something above and
beyond the drudgery of every-day life.
It has been said that in England, Handel’s great
oratorio has literally fed the hungry and clothed the
poor, so repeatedly have the proceeds of its perform¬
ances gone to lighten the burdens of life’s heavyladen ones, to protect and uplift the orphan and the
friendless.
To Handel belongs the honor of having been the
first to acquaint the London public with the oratorio
form. A quaint advertisement, preserved from the
initial performance of his “Esther,” in 1732, shows
how completely new this musical form then was in
England. It runs as follows:—“By His Majesty’s command, in the King’s Theatre,
in the Haymarket, on Tuesday, the second May, will
be performed the sacred story of Esther, an oratorio.
in English, composed by Mr. Haendel. It will be
performed by a great number of voices and instru¬
ments.
“N. B., There will be no acting on the stage, but
the house will be fitted up in a decent manner for
the audience.”
But Handel’s genius, through the repeated perform¬
ances of his master works in this form, ere long
found its way to the heart of the English public.
What was then so great a novelty came, years before
the close of his life, to be a thing beloved in the
island of his adoption; and, strange though it seems,
in 1791 thirty-two years after the composer’s death,
Haydn was compelled to go to England to hear the
oratorios of Handel, which were then unknown in
Germany.
A beautiful modern work, having for its inspira¬
tion the same great subject, is Saint Saens’s “Christ¬
mas Oratorio.” It is interesting to compare, in these
two art works, the spirit, or rather, the art musical
of the mid-eighteenth and latter-nineteenth centuries;
the totally different musical conceptions which, in
classicism and in romanticism, are evoked by the same
lines. A notable example of this is seen in the com¬
poser’s interpretation of the lines “Why do the
heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing.”
The charm of Saint Saens’s music has been widely
felt in America, but it seems to me that this oratorio
is not as generally known among us as it should be.
The beauty of its melody and harmony, the vivid
illumination which the music, in certain passage^,
throws upon the text, will endear it to every lover
of tonal charm of expressional the. country over,
are these lovers but given opportunity to feel its
spell. It is of no great length, and should contain
no unconquerable difficulties for the well-trained
choirs of our small cities, especially if, when neces¬
sary for the solo parts the assistance of vocalists
from near-by musical centers can be secured. If it
is unknown to your public, and if, on its examina¬
tion, you hesitate to have your choir undertake it
in its 'entirety, take some of its gems from their set¬
tings, and use them as individual numbers in your
Sunday programs. So shall you give to choir and to
audience, so shall you find for yourself new wellsprings of beauty.
A work which seems to belong especially to this
season, when, in response to the call of “the Great
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Life,” Nature is waking from its sleep to new ex¬
pressions of beauty, is Haydn’s “Creation.” Of all
seasons of the year, the spring should be sacred t>
this oratorio.
But if you have neither choral society, nor choir
competent to make possible rendition of the whole,
or of excerpts from the easier of these oratorios, or
from Mendelssohn’s great contributions to. the
world’s true life in “Elijah” and “St. Paul,” there is
a thing, which, if you are an organist, you can do.
You can select some of their exquisite melodies for
your solo work. You can persuade the organ to in¬
terpret their beautiful messages to the people, to
sing the secret of their power over the hearts of men.
You can make the gems of oratorio so familiar to
your audiences that they shall come to know and
love them, and will come to feel their messages of
joy, of beauty, and of peace. So shall you at once
enrich the lives of your auditors, and contribute
something to the advancement of the cause of good
music.—Marie Benedict.
S. A.—(1) Please name six or
QUESTIONS
eight pieces suitable for a beginAND ANSWERS, ner on the organ.
(2) Do you
think that pieces for sight-read¬
ing would be suitable for this grade?
(1) Three Andantes, by Porter (Novello); “An¬
dante Religieuse,” by Deshayes (Schmidt); Com¬
munion in G, by Guilmant (Schirmer); Twelve Short
and Easy Pieces (Book I), by Smart (Novello).
(2) A “beginner” is hardly advanced enough to be
benefited by pieces specially for sight-reading. The
studies and pieces which are to be learned for each
lesson are sufficient.
A neat little booklet has been reMIXTURES. ceived from the Los Angeles Art Organ
Co. descriptive of their large organ in
Festival Hall, St. Louis, containing cuts of the hall
and the organ.
A printed order of service for both morning and
evening services of the Episcopal Church has been
issued by G. Schirmer, in the form of a pad of 100
sheets, with spaces for writing in the names of the
musical numbers, hymns, etc., which will be found
useful for organists and choirmasters of that church.
A musical correspondent of a church paper calls
upon “some inventive genius” to design a practical
footgear for organists. The inventive genius might
employ himself to better profit. It is unlikely that
organists will .ever adopt any unusual form of boot
or shoe. Every organist has his own preference, and
so long as the footgear is light, noiseless, and com¬
fortable, allowing free play to the ankle, it does not
matter much what the boot or shoe is like. He who
would pedal comfortably should be unconscious of
having anything on his feet at all, which practically
means that he will hold on to his old shoes so long
as they will hold on to him.—Ex.
An organ recital, the program devoted to the works
of Bach, was given by Mr. William C. Hammond in
Mary Lyon Chapel, Mount Holyoke College, South
Hadley, Mass., the last of March.
The old question as to
whether
Mozart really
wrote the “Twelfth Mass”
which bears his name has again turned up. It seems
a pity to deprive the village organist of the notion
that he is doing homage to the composer of “Don
Giovanni” by frequent Sunday performances of that
long-suffering “Gloria,” but we fear it must be
frankly admitted that Mozart had no more to do
with the so-called “Twelfth Mass” than he had to
do with “The Pirates of Penzance.”
The Mass was first published in 1816, by Simrock,
at Bonn. It then bore the number seven, and the
present number was assigned to it by Vincent No¬
vello, when lie published it later on. It has been re¬
jected as spurious by Otto Jalin in his monumental
“Life of Mozart,” and it finds no place in the re¬
cently-completed edition of the master, published by
Messrs. Breitkopf and Hartel. Even from the first
its authenticity was disputed. It was pointed out
that in Mozart’s time there was an inflexible law that
there should be no heterogenous changes of key—that most of the movements should be in the prin¬
cipal key; that the first and last keys must be al¬
ways the same; and that it was sheer heterodoxy to
A “MASS” OF ERROR,

have such a succession as G and F. The movements
in the Mass, so far from showing agreement with
these laws, carry on a flirtation with the whole
gamut. The orchestration, too, is not in Mozart’s
style. And so we come back to the paradox that
Mozart’s “Twelfth Mass” is not Mozart’s at 'll.
Whose it may be is another question, which we a^o
not prepared to discuss.—Ex.
“Magnificat”
and
“Nunc
Dimittis” in D, Marks, Boston
Music Co.; “The Lord gave the
word,” Turner, Boston Music Co;
“The earth is the Lord’s,” Lynes, Schmidt; “Children
of Light,” Scott, Schmidt; “Blessed are the people,”
Trowbridge, Schmidt; “Teach me Thy Way (trio),”
Thayer, Schmidt; “If thou but suffer God to guide
thee,” Foote, Schmidt; “I cannot find thee,” Foote,
Schmidt; “Te Deum Laudamus,” Neidlinger, Maxwell
Music Co.; “Grant us Thy grace,” Buck, Schirmer;
“Seven Responses,” Salter, Schirmer; “The earth is
the Lord’s,” Spohr, Schirmer; “O Lord, our Gov¬
ernor,” Gadsby, Schirmer; “Peace I leave with you,”
Roberts, Schirmer; “From the recesses of a lowly
spirit,” Brewer, Schirmer; “Stabat Mater,” Dvorak,
Schirmer; “The Prodigal Son” (an oratorio), Sulli¬
van, Schirmer.
NEW CHURCH
MUSIC.

Schmidt’s Choir
Collection
OF ANTHEMS, HYMNS AND
RESPONSES
Compiled from the Works of Mrs. Beach,
Arthur Foote, Frank Lynes, G. W. Chadwick,
E. W. Hanscom, G. W. Marston, F. N. Shackley, Thos. G. Shepard, Henry Housley, Jas. H.
Rogers, P. A. Schnecker and others.
Vol. I. Compiled by P. A. Schnecker, $1.00
Hoi. II. Compiled by Frank Lynes,
$1.00
€| Chosen with a view of the capabilities of the
average choir or quartet. The range of the titles
is a wide one, and provision has been made for
most of the church seasons and festivals.
Cl Complete Octavo Catalogue containing lists of An¬
thems, Part Songs and Cantatas (for Mixed, Women’s
ajid Men’s Voices), sent free upon application.

Arthur P. Schmidt
BOSTON
120 Boytston St.

LEIPZIG

NEW YORK
136 Filth Ave.

FOR THE ORGANIST
A PIPE ORGAN COLLECTION OF
STANDARD AND ORIGINAL
COMPOSITIONS OF MEDIUM
DIFFICULTY FOR CHURCH AND
RECITAL USE
jk
jit

THE ORGAN PLAYER
Compiled by PRESTON WARE OREM.

Price, $1.50

The chief object in the compilation of this
/olume has been to cover the ground more
widely and more thoroughly than has been
done in any other book of organ music yet
issued.
Appropriate registration has been given
throughout, suitable for two or three-man¬
ual organs Fingering, phrasing, and ped¬
aling have been carefully indicated.
In grade the pieces range from easy to
moderately difficult.
Every piece is a gem, which, if not already
popular, is destined to become so.

THEO. PRESSER, im chestnut si., PfflLA.
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The Etude
‘usic Study Clubs
LESSONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY:
BY W. J. BALTZELL.
Previous lessons gave a view of the opera in
Italy and France, and. carried the latter through the
period of Lully and Rameau, these composers follow¬
ing, in their musical works, the general idea of the
French classic drama,the musical settings being based
upon, yet an adaptation of, Italian methods. The
followers of Lully and Rameau formed what was
considered a French school of opera composition.
Opposed to them was a coterie which advocated the
Italian opera.
A severe blow to French opera was given in 1752
by the work of an Italian opera company in Paris,
presenting operas by composers such as Leo and
Pergolese, in the style called opera buffa. They won
great appreciation. The sweet, melodious airs capti¬
vated the public, and won partisans for Italian
opera and singing. Among them were the celebrated
writers and essayists, Diderot and Rousseau, the lat¬
ter being very pronounced in his adherence to the
Italian opera. The struggle between the two fac¬
tions resulted in good to French opera, which later
revived and formed a national comic opera, with
many notable works and composers.
In addition to his literary work, Rousseau tried his
hand at musical composition, for he had a great de¬
sire to be known as a composer. Writers differ in
their opinions as to the value and extent of his
musical endowment; contemporaries also varied.
Some believed in him, others denounced him as a
charlatan. Rameau, who was certainly capable of
forming an opinion, from a theoretical standpoint, of
Rousseau’s work as a composer, hearing a ballet
called “Les Muses Galantes,” said that the piece was
the work of one who was ignorant of the first
principles of composition. These opponents also held
that his two best known works, “Les Consolations”
and “Le Devin du Village,” ar,e marked by poverty
of musical ideas and expressions. The latter work
was first given in the Court theater, at Fontaine¬
bleau, in 1752. In 1753 the work was given in the
Academy of Music in Paris, and was most flatteringly
received. The fact is that the piece, feeble in style
though it was, was expressive, simple, and sweet, and
a reaction against the pompous lauguage and style
of the “classic” works previously given. It gave a
picture of life as it was among the peasantry, and
thus in reality was national in character and ten¬
dency as compared with those following classical tra¬
ditions.
Rousseau contributed several essays in connection
with the war between the factions, his most cele¬
brated being one entitled “Lettre sur la Musique
Frangaise (Letter concerning French Music). Tho
French historian, Felix Clement, says: “The writ¬
ings of Rousseau on music, like all others coming
from his pen, offer some truth, mixed with much that
is erroneous. I will notice some of them:
‘I be¬
lieve,’ he (Rousseau) says, ‘that our language is but
little suited to poetry, and not at all to music.’ Cor¬
neille, Racine, Molfere, Lamartine, and Victor Hugo
replied to the first statement, while Lulli, Rameau,
GrStry, Gluck, Herold, Meyerbeer, and others, to say
nothing of composers who have written perfect melo¬
dies to French verse, have answered the second.
Many persons, before and after Rousseau, have re¬
cognized that the Italian language is sweet, sonorous,
harmonious, and accentuated, and since many of the
syllables are formed only of vowels, the elisions ren¬
der the pronunciation more flowing; besides, it has
few nasal vowels; yet we cannot coincide with Rous¬
seau’s opinion and believe that the inverted order of
the Italian construction is so much more favorable
to good melody than the didactic order of our own
language.”
Bearing upon Rousseau’s c'aim that the more mu¬
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sical qualities of the Italian language had much to
do with the superiority of Italian music, Clement
says: “The superiority of the Italian was due to
the superiority of Italian methods of musical instruc¬
tion over that of the French. Their natural supe¬
riority was seconded by long study based upon the
principles of their art. The singers, male and female,
were subjected to the strictest drill in counterpoint
and various other exercises. All this was unknown
to the artists of the French opera in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries.” The Ialian singers, as
well as composers, were the best equipped in the
world and thus gave support to those who claimed
that a national opera equal to the Italian was im¬
possible- in France.
The successors to Rousseau,
better schooled in the principles of music and compo¬
sition than he, showed that the French language and
French canons of art could be used to produce works
of the highest standard.
The writer of this lesson has given space to this
claim of superiority of the Italian language as a
medium for song because, our own language has been
made the subject of unfavorable comment by certain
writers. It lacks certain favorable elements that the .
Italian has, yet, on the contrary, it is a fair claim
that the presence of a larger number of consonants
aids in declamatory effects. Every language has its
own peculiarities, and art work based on that lan¬
guage should be judged, not in comparison with work
in another language, but by its truthfulness and sin¬
cerity. Good songs have been written to English
text, and no doubt greater and some of the great
songs of the world would have been written to Eng¬
lish verse had we developed composers the peer
of Shakespeare and Milton in poetry. The lesson
for June will be devoted to a review of the lessons
for a number of months previous, with some sugges¬
tions for summer study.

MODERN SCHOOLS OF PIANO MUSIC.
FROM THE GERMAN OF WALTER NIEMANN BY
FREDERIC S. LAW.
[In the following article the writer makes an in¬
teresting study of music written for the piano by
composers outside of Germany. He is convinced
that in this branch of composition his countrymen
have little to show which compares favorably with
most of that achieved by the former. His object is
to draw attention to the many unfamiliar names as¬
sociated with some of the freshest and most charac¬
teristic modern music for this instrument, in the hope
of making it known and thus of bringing a revivify¬
ing influence to bear upon the present dull routine of
German composers in writing for the piano. From
its wide scope his article can hardly bring less profit
and instruction to American readers. It is there¬
fore reproduced in its essential details for those of
the Etude.]
The French School.
Saint Saens by no means represents the new
school of French music for the piano; he belongs
to the classical-romantic period. With all their un¬
deniable Gallic characteristics his finely constructed
works bear unmistakable traces of the German clas¬
sics—Bach and Beethoven. With him may be classed
an array of others: Widor, whose post important
compositions, however, are for the organ; Chambreir
and Pierre Lacombe—the latter, like Benjamin God¬
ard, a tone-poet of particular grace and charm in his
miniature creations for the piano. With them may
also be associated the artistic colleague of Agathe
Backer—Gr6nd.ahl
(Norway), CCeile Chaminado,
whose works in small forms show in the highest de¬
gree the finesse and finish of French art.
The new-romantic French school begins properly

with Cesar Franck. Its most significant representa¬
tives, for example, d’lndy, Chausson, Dukas, Bruneau,
Debussy, occupy themselves with the music drama,
the symphony, and chamber music rather than with
the piano. The impressionists of this school—Debus¬
sy, Ropartz, Rhene-Baton, et al.—manifest a pro¬
nounced tendency to remove all trammels of tonality.
This they share with other contemporaries, for ex¬
ample, Peterson-Berger (Sweden), Reger (Germany),
in his last works; Lukeu (Belgium), and Scriabine
(Russia) in part. To it we owe many strikingly or¬
iginal compositions, among them those by Theodore
Dubois, Lacroix, who depicts the tenderer phases of
nature with the utmost delicacy; Yanzande, heroic
in style; Ravel, whom we thank for many finelyconceived and poetical concert etudes—and many
others. We must not fail to note the genial master
of the child song, Jacques Dalcroze (Switzerland),
after Reinecke the first in this field, and who has
written some dainty little pieces for the piano.
The Russian School.
The prominent composers of piano music in Rus¬
sia? are, in general, writers of symphonies and cham¬
ber music as well, though among them there is a
small group devoted exclusively to this one instru¬
ment. Strongly influenced by Chopin and Schumann,
their works also show marked national and oriental
features which produce the most peculiar and original
effects. It must be said, however, that lack of the¬
matic development and intellectual meaning often
deprive them of much of the pleasure given by their
fresh, unhackneyed melody. We find but few con¬
certos and sonatas among them; they are for the
most part characteristic pieces which masquerade
under a surprising variety of titles. Rubinstein and
Tchaikovsky, owing to their domination by German
and occidental ideals, do not call for mention in this
connection; our design is to consider only the latest
development of strictly national schools.
The five innovators and leaders of the young Rus¬
sian school—Rimsky-Korsakoff, Borodin, Cui, Moussorgsky, and Balakireff—have busied* themselves
principally with the opera, the program symphony,
and chamber music; though Rimsky-Korsakoff and
Balakireff have given us some notably fine piano
solos.
To Glazounow and Arensky, undoubtedly
modem Russia’s greatest composers, we owe some
of the choicest blossoms in this domain. The first
is more genuinely Russian in tone and is particularly
fond of the epic; the other appeals more to us on ac¬
count of his strong inclination to Schumann. Among
the younger generation are Rachmaninoff, who has
written a fine concerto; Scriabine, Liapounoff, Rebi-koff, and Blumenfeld—all of whom justify the strong¬
est hopes. Scriabine is apparently under the influ¬
ence of Liszt, and to a less degree of Brahms. His
sonatas and concert pieces in large forms often de¬
generate into a glittering mosaic work, but in his
preludes and shorter characteristic compositions true
pearls are to be found. Liapounoff also inclines to
Liszt, as the form of his “Etudes Transcendantes”
indicates. Rebikoff, the Russian Humperdinck, is far
more national in sentiment. His “Autumn Pictures
(HerbstbilderJ” prove him an interpretative poet of
nature in her finest aspects. The most extreme in
tendency are Gretchaninoff and Stcherbatcheff. Both
fascinate by the rich Asiatic coloring they lavish on
their works, and are thus easily distinguished as
genuinely Russian. The two Blumenfelds, Kalafati,
in his sonatas, the recently deceased Amani, and
Alpheraky, form a group of South Russian composers.
Their music is pervaded by a Levantine-Italian char¬
acter, which is also discernible in the charmingly
melodious works of another South Russian group,
composed of Kraganoff, of no great originality; the
two Ivanoffs, and Korestschenko, who draw inspira¬
tion from the folk-songs of the Caucasus.
Still
others form a German-Russian group—Juon, who of
late has unfortunately , adopted the manner of Brahms
and Bruch; Winkler, Medtner, et ah, all of whom are
naturally influenced by the German school (Brahms,
Schumann, etc.).
In the realm of the miniature there are Kopvloff;
Aleneff, Grodzki, Antipoff, Barmotin, and Liadoff;
who in his delicate details is strongly akin to Chopin,
worthy of particular mention. Drawing inspiration
from the soil of his native province is the Russian
Grieg, Josef Wihtol, a Lett, who. however, is to bo
reckoned as belonging to-the Tchaikovsky school.
Another composer of mark is Nftpravnik, who to Ger¬
man solidity unites native Czech and acquired Rus¬
sian characteristics.

The Slav School.
In Bohemia piano music is still principally repre¬
sented by the names of Dvorak and Semetana, though
that of Foerster may be coupled deservedly with
them. One of the most original composers of recent
times is Zdenko Fibich. He and Novak, Josef Suk,
and Nedbal have written many beautiful and poetic
works for the piano—true tone pictures of their ro¬
mantic land. Enchanting in their naive melodies in¬
spired by the folk-music of the people, they bear no
sign of the subtleties of Liszt and Wagner further
than that of accepting frankly from them only what
accords with their own individuality.
Poland has not produced a second Chopin or
Moniuszko, but beside the Sckarwenka brothers, who
blend Polish brilliancy with German depth, she can
show others like Zelenski, Noskowski, Stojowski, and
Godowsky, who are worthy of earnest consideration.
At present Igoaz Paderewski counts more as
pianist than as composer, while Moritz Moszkowski,
who has conjured up the spirit of the national dances
of all countries with such striking fidelity, manifests
in his style the influence of his long life in Paris; it
is a fascinating union of French characteristics with
Polish grace and piquancy. So far as national color
is concerned none of these has approached the two
greatest Polish masters.
Of Hungarian composers, aside from Liszt we only
know Adler, who combines French elegance with
Hungarian fire; Horvath, in his salon music, and
Agghdzi. Of others more recent than these—Gobbi,
Zichy, Chovan, et al—only Szanto, Busoni’s distin
guished pupils, is known beyond his native land.
The Italian School.
Turning to Italy we note that the new Italian
school, like that of the French, has lately made
marked advance. This holds good not alone of piano
music, but of all branches of the art. First of all
comes Sgambati, whose works evince the true Italian
richness of melody with a solid foundation of the
German romantic school. He has worthy colleagues
in Bossi and Martucci, the latter of whom, the most
important of the young Italian school, has put the
bulk of his artistic activity into compositions for
chorus and for the organ.
Martucci also demon¬
strates that it is not impossible for Brahms to exer¬
cise an influence in Italy—granted the affinity of a
manly, vigorous character. With these Longo, the
Scarlatti scholar, is also well known in Germany.
All have created many masterpieces in small forms.
This is true of others as well—Buonamici, Polleri,
Falconi, Frugatta, Floridia, Pirani (the last two now
in America), who are gradually proving the possibil¬
ity of composing thoroughly good salon music.
The Spanish-Pobtuguese School.
Seldom it is that anything reaches us from Spain
and Portugal. Not long since, however, the first
performances of Albgniz’s operas in Brussels occa¬
sioned no little astonishment by revealing the fact
that these lands of the orange and fig possess com¬
posers who are to be taken seriously. This is not to
be disputed. Neither can it be denied, however, that
their piano music, as well as then: symphonies and
operas, suffers from lack of thematic development,
and this in spite of all the charm of national color
imparted to it by the use of folk-songs and folkdances, in spite of the striving to emulate the
achievements of the new Freneh and German schools,
and the too patent imitation of Wagner’s methods.
For this reason the piano works of such composers
as Granados, Nicolau, Chapi, Breton, Morera (Spain)
—who are, to be sure, not the equals of Eslava, Saldoni, or Pedrell—or Napoleao (Portugal) have not
succeeded in crossing the frontiers of their countries.
The English School.
England will not detain us long. Though Sterndale Bennett was over-estimated by Schumann, his
countrymen have never had his equal as a composer
of works for the piano, refined and finished in style.
From his time to the present day Mendelssohn has
been the deciding factor in English music. There
has been no definite pianistie talent among English
musicians.
BalfS, Barnett, Sullivan, Mackenzie,
Stanford, and others, have devoted their energies
to the opera and to orchestral composition the
former in its various phases from grand opera to
operetta. The most important representative of the
young English school, Edward Elgar, confines himself
to the orchestra and the oratorio. In this he is
followed by Holbrooke and Bantock, to mention only
a few of those prominent in this field. Graham
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Moore, belonging to the older school of Mendelssohn,
and Algernon Ashton, one of the younger school
represented by Liszt, are two of the best known
composers for the piano in England. The latter is
Scotch and draws inspiration from the folk-songs of
the land of his birth with happy results.
Among Americans Edward McDowell has been par¬
ticularly fortunate in combining a brilliant, Liszt-like
style of writing with a truly poetical and character¬
istically American feeling in his piano compositions.
The Scandinavian School.
The best Scandinavian piano music is still asso¬
ciated with the names of Kjerulf, Grieg, Binding
(Norway), Gade, Hartmann, Winding, the elder
Kuhlau (Denmark), Norman (Sweden). The present
has, however, also noteworthy names to show: in
Norway, Cleve, with her brilliant concertos and char¬
acter pieces; Alnaes, with works of small forma,
strongly national in spirit and deeply expressive;
Agathe Backer-GrOndahl, who has distinguished her¬
self by songs and charming piano miniatures.
Denmark possesses in Mailing an organ composer
of great merit, schooled both by Gade and Liszt.
Other Danish composers are Lange-Mtiller, whose
chief characteristic is a tender, elegaic tone; Henriques, the poet of the piano for children; Bechgaard,
Tofft; Schyttfi, the indefatigable creator of exquisite
little tone-poems; Glass, whose sonatas show the in¬
fluence of Brahms.
In Stenhammar, Sweden not only acknowledges
her greatest pianist, but a composer of feeling and
originality as well. As a writer for the piano he is
surpassed only by Emil Sjogren in the latter’s piano
cyclus, “Auf der Wanderschaft” (Roaming). This
is one of the most charming works imaginable, full
of freshness, color, and vigor, thoroughly national in
tone. Peterson-Berger, of the young Swede school,
joins forces with the corresponding school in France
by his efforts in his latest compositions to rid himself
of the ordinary restorations of tonality.
They
show, however, a wealth of feeling and poetic enthu¬
siasm for nature. The other leaders of the modern
Swedish school, Hallfin and Alt veil, have thus far
held aloof from the piano.
In Finland since the days of Kajanus, Borenius,
Wegelius, Mieloek, et al., the piano has received less
attention than the song and symphony. Jean Si¬
belius, the head and front of the new romantic Fin¬
nish School, and his colleague, Jhmefelt, have scarcely
noticed it.
Melartin, Merikanto, and Palmgren
might he mentioned as composers of piano music, but
the light they shed pales to obscurity before the blaze
of the twin stars just spoken of.
All these schools are essentially national. Root
and branch they are the outgrowth of the ideas and
creations of Edward Grieg, the father of the new
romantic Scandinavian school, which, under the in¬
fluence of native literature, seeks inspiration from the
folk-song, the folk-dance, and the glories of nature
as revealed in a land of mountain, fiord and, cliff.
All these elements are brought together and moulded
into art forms by aid of a technic thoroughly modern
in means, brilliant and dazzling in effect.
The Dutch School.
In many respects Holland has had a development
similar to that of England. Her leading romantic
composers—Heinze, a German by birth, Verhulst,
and Hoi—are still under the ban of Mendelssohn.
Among composers of a less recent date are Silas,
known for his interesting character pieces, and Ber¬
nard Boekelmann, whose salon music is dainty and
attractive. The new romantic school has the con¬
servatism of the national character. It shows but
slight traces of Wagnerian influence, more of the
older romantic school, and many of the impressions
made upon it by Brahms. This is by no means singu¬
lar when we consider the affinity between the Dutch
temperament and that of the lower Germans. This
is the ease with Schlegel, of German descent; Riintgen, Coenen, Schaefer, of whom rich hopes may be
cherished, and who, like Rontgen and Brandts-Buys,
has composed much fine chamber music.
Other
young composers are van Anrooij, Wagenaer, Lies,
and Kuiler, who have devoted themselves more espe¬
cially to choral and orchestral works.
Conclusion.
Altogether, an encouraging prospect is afforded by
a review of the condition of piano music outside of
Germany. Everywhere we find more or less the in¬
fluence of Wagner in harmony, while technically the

foundation is that laid by Chopin, Schumann, Liszt,
or Brahms. There is an unmistakable emphasizing
of the national note, a richly developed appreciation
of nature, especially in the Russian, Scandinavian,
and Bohemian schools. In general there is an incli¬
nation to orchestral effects and ideas, a greatly
heightened coloring, with strong suggestions of
program music. Progressive tendencies are notice¬
able in Russia and France; conservatism still rules
in England and Holland, while in the Pyrenean penin¬
sula a striking disproportion exists between modern
feeling and antiquated technical methods.
SCHUMANN’S NOVELIETTEN.
by Edward Baxter Perry.
In the earlier part of the nineteenth century, a
number of German writers of fiction of the romantic
school, led by Paul Heise, inaugurated a new depart¬
ure in the realm of national literature. It was
their aim to condense into from fifty to a hundred
pages all the salient points, all the force, interest,
and dramatic effect of the full-length novel, omitting.
all needless detail and florid description, all mere
“fine writing” so-ealled, and to concentrate their
efforts on the plot and movement of the story, and
to portray the life and love, the thoughts, feelings,
actions and personalities of their characters, in a
few bold, broad, telling strokes.
This new product was named the Novelle or Novel¬
ette, meaning simply a miniature novel, and became
very popular. It fell into line with the modern ten¬
dency toward concentration and epigrammatic brev¬
ity. It was the beginning of the flood of short
stories with which our literary market is now wellnigh submerged. In spite of the thousands of in¬
ferior imitations which pass current too freely to¬
day, the form when well handled has much to recom¬
mend it.
Robert Schumann, who was one of the staunchest
and ablest champions of the romantic school in mu¬
sic, and an inveterate foe of the pedantry, prolixity,
and over-elaboration of the old formal school, was
quick to catch this new idea to appreciate its many
advantages, and to adapt it to his own art.
He
wrote nearly a score of Novelletten for the piano,
some of which are among his very best productions
for that instrument. In fact, it may be remarked
in passing that Schumann seems, to the present
writer, always most thoroughly at home, most com¬
pletely master of himself and his resources, in the
smaller forms.
His pronounced tendency toward
vague mysticism and inconsequential wandering into
the nebulous regions of thought has here less time
and space to manifest itself, while his grasp of logical
sequence and symmetrical relatipns seems more fully
adequate than it sometimes appears in works of
larger proportion.
In these Novelletten his ideas are admirably bal¬
anced and expressed with concise precision. In most
of them he has adhered strictly to the original con¬
ception, which was to embody clearly and forcefully
in small compass the simple elementary factors which
are the life and substance of every good story. That
is, the strong, bold, sometimes even rough, masculine
element, represented in fiction by the hero, and the
sweet, tender, graceful, feminine element, spoken of
so often in German as the “eternal feminine,” and
personified in books in the heroine.
The striking contrasts in their natures, which,
nevertheless, blend into a happy artistic unity, their
transient strifes and differences, and final reconcilia¬
tions, and the difficulties and struggles which they
meet along the path of true love, which we are told
never runs smoothly—these make up the details and
fill in the picture. It is a brief, terse, vigorous
sketch, without a single superflous phrase or irrele¬
vant ornament, manifesting a refreshing scorn of
mere sensuous effect and technical display.
The first Novelette, Op. 28, in F, is the best known
and most used, and one of the most satisfactory.
The stirring first subject, in chords and octaves, is in
gavotte movement, and the character of the hero it
suggests is that of a rugged German baron of the
fighting half-brigand class, in solid plate mail, hack¬
ing his way to victory and love with a mighty twohanded sword, though with a genial heart and many
sterling, manly qualities. To judge from the second
subject, the heroine is a mild-eved, domestically in¬
clined frhulein, loving and lovable, with a marked
religious trend of mind.

THE
The No. 7, in E, is almost identical with the above
in general style and form, but the characters are dif¬
ferent. This time the hero is a dashing cavalier,
with more polish, indeed, with something of the
* ^lal*d manner,” but not less of courage and prowess,
perhaps a knight of Charlemagne's court; while the
lady is unmistakably a court dame, a good specimen
of the “steel-engraving lady,” refined, graceful, charm¬
ing, with many a dainty air and winsome witchery,
but a tender heart.
The No. 8, in P minor, which is undoubtedly the
greatest of them all, is not so easily analyzed. The
outlines are less clear and, simple, and the content
far more complex and metaphysical. It contains
much of medieval mysticism, mgeh of thwarted pas¬
sion, o£ vain psychological struggle, and infinitely
tender sadness and pleading, while I infer from the
close that the end of the story was tragic.
The Opus 99 contains a charming little Novelette
but little known', yet very attractive. It differs from
most of the others in being more delicate and fanci¬
ful, and containing less, of the distinctly human
element. Its first subject deals, not with the story
of love and life and struggle, but with sylvan soli¬
tudes and their imaginary denizens.
To quote
Kullak: “It suggests the sprightly dance and frolic
of forest elves, about a secluded chapel.” The trio
gives us the organ and choir within the chapel, fill¬
ing the quiet woodland twilight with rich solemn
harmonies, while the evening wind in the treetops
murmurs Nature’s dreamy obligato. When the serv¬
ice is ended the elves resume their dance, which they
have suspended apparently to listen.
The above will serve as representative examples of
the Schumann Novelletten- and the general lines on
which they should be understood and interpreted.
HARMONY TOPICS OF THE DAY.
BY CARL W. GRIMM.
Evolution in Harmony.
The history of harmony is the history of everincreasing richness of combination, from the use,
first, of simple consonant intervals; then of intervals
superimposed on one another, producing what we
call common chords, and of a" few simple discords
simply contrived; of a system of classification of
these concords and discords by key-relationship,
which enables some of them to be used with greater
freedom than formerly; of the use of combinations
which were specially familiar as analogues to essen¬
tial chords, and also of the enlargement of the bounds
of the key, so that a greater number and variety of
chords could be used in relation to one another.
Theory is the echo of practice. The sensibility of
the artist seizes combinations which science learns
to explain and justify afterward, and' consequently
the dogmas and doctrines of harmony have been
more quarreled over than anything else in the world.
G. W. Finck, a: theorist of the past century, once
said* in despair that theory and practice are to be
compared' to a married couple who are continually
at odds and make* their life miserable.
There are persons who apprehend' that the relation¬
ship of tones will* have no place in future music, and
tonality be altogether banished; Then there are
those who believe in homotonie scales, or in the
unitonio; the transitonie, the pluritonic, the omni¬
tonic, and the nullitonic order, not to speak of the
simple and transcendent enharmonic. Others claim
harmony is based upon the chromatic scale, and
a few that the minor- scales are incomplete chromatic
scales; Some inconsistent theorists would have us
believe that in general there' is noticeable a state
of key relationship in modern music, but that many
strains in it are entirely keyless:» All men consent
that there is eternal law in nature. What would we
think of the scientist who admitting that there is
order fn the universe; in-spite of it should insist upon
it that there are some spots of irregularity contained
in it, because he could' not discover the principles
involved? Such declarations clearly indicate the
insuffiency and' inadequacy of the system employed
to explain matters.
An extremely important principle evolved in
modern harmony teaching is the principle of “Varia¬
tion.” Music must always admit of a satisfactory
tonal solution and of a reduction to a certain state
of key relationship, and it is but natural that as
music develops, new or improved harmony systems
are disclosed and brought to light.
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CONDUCTED BY GEORGE LEHMANN.
The season just ended reVISITING ARTISTS, introduced to the American
public two artists of interna¬
tional fame, and acquainted us with a child .who had
long and loudly been heralded by European critics
and American press agents as the fiddle wonder of
the present century.
These three players—Eugen Ysaye, Fritz Kreisler,
and Franz von Veesey—have given serious musicians
something to think about for months to come. Each
unquestionably excited the interest of intelligent
music lovers in no small degree, and each had some¬
thing different to offer than the other, so that com¬
parison, often rational, and perhaps more often
absurd, was inevitable.
Of the three visitors, Ysaye naturally took the
lion’s share of the honors bestowed by the public
and the press. Incidentally, he also attracted the
largest audiences and made the largest profits for
himself and his manager. But however great has
been his personal success, with the public, there are
many who find it difficult to forgive the Belgian
artist the many musical crimes which he committed
in New York. Nor can they reconcile his numerous
musical sins with his unquestionably noble attributes
as a player.
Ysaye has proven to us anew that his is the tem¬
perament which .makes successful public players.
He has convinced us that, with the aid of a beauti¬
ful Guarnerius fiddle, he is capable of producing a
charming tone. He has also demonstrated, to the
satisfaction of those who least admire his art that he
is not a mere virtuoso whose highest ambition in
life is to juggle .with the technic of his instrument.
But he has likewise left upon the minds of our
critics, professional and otherwise, an ineffaceable
impression of his strange limitations—indeed, of the
incongruities of his art.
When, after all, Ysaye’s musical virtues and short¬
comings are justly and conscientiously weighed, our
disappointment with him is far greater than the joy
which' his best work has given us. For his virtues,
when wd consider him as a great artist, are truly not
many, whereas his deficiencies are startling in num¬
ber and degree. His technic in general is rarely sat¬
isfactory, oftentimes his left-hand work is shamefully
mediocre. His interpretation, or better, his misrep¬
resentation, of the G minor Concerto by Bruch, only
goes to prove how unmusical he can be, at times. On
the other hand, there are moments, in the Concerto
by. Saint-Saens, when Ysaye entrances one with the
beauty of his. stylet In a word, the Belgian violinist
offends more often than he pleases; and if we are to
judge him at all by many of his performances, and
more especially by his last, undignified appearance,
we must necessarily arrive at the conclusion that he
has- but a mean opinion of our intelligence and
our musical culture.
Mr. Kreisler, too, has had a successful season, and,
we are happy to record, he has thoroughly deserved
the eulogies bestowed on him-wherever he has been
heard. His art is serious, at" all times healthy and
dignified; He has developed his technic to. a high de¬
gree, but it is always obvious that his ambition in
matters technical is as praiseworthy as it is sane.
With him- technic is truly the means, not the end;
and when, in a concerto like Brahms’s, he displays
his fine powers of virtuosity, he excites the admira¬
tion which a high degree of technical skill always
deserves when it is combined with sound musicianship.
Mr. Kreisler’s playing has frequently been com¬
pared with- Ysaye’s- during the past season, and the
verdict has often, indeed nearly always, been favor¬
able to the Belgian artist. In- such a1 comparison of
the merits of the- two players, even the staunchest
admirers of Kreisler seem unable fio forget the beau¬
tiful quality of Ysaye’s tone; and they seem equally
unable to remember how much Kreisler has done

during the season to increase our admiration and
respect, and how much Ysaye has done to lessen our
esteem of his art.
Of the wonder-child, Franz von Veesey, little re¬
mains to be said. His abilities have not been under¬
estimated. That he failed to impress us in the same
degree as he had previously impressed his European
audiences and critics is due to the fact that we are
fortunately capable of distinguishing between the
merits of a child, however great these may be, and
the achievements of a mature artist. It is well that
we have reached a state of musical culture which
enables us to exercise cool judgment, however as¬
tounded we may be by feats of virtuosity.
Among a certain class of
AMATEUR
men who are more or less inF1DDLE-MAKERS. terested in the violin, the idea
' seems to prevail that, given a
reasonable amount of mechanical ingenuity, the mak¬
ing of a good fiddle is a comparatively simple matter.
In the United States, at least, the number of un¬
trained men who are convinced that the art of mak¬
ing violins requires chiefly skill in handling tools and
fashioning wood, is growing so rapidly that it is now
a common occurrence to read of “a wonderful violin”
being made by Mr. X., who, though wholly unfa¬
miliar with the art, had simply made up his mind to
follow in the footsteps of Stradivarius, and, without
more ado, proceeded to astonish his fellow-townsmen
and professional musicians with his skill.
Such an ambitious and gifted fiddle-maker was dis¬
covered on the police force of Binghamton, some
time ago, and it will probably amuse and instruct
our readers to learn how this guardian of the peace
set about his self-imposed task of making a violin for
his son. The following story, which we reproduce
literally from a New York newspaper, requires no
further comment:—
FINE FIDDLES MADE BY A COP.
Musicians Surprised by the Work of a Binghamton
Policeman.
Binghamton, Jan. 21.—Out of an old washstand.
Policeman George Warner, of this city, has made
four violins which by their excellence surprise musi¬
cians hereabouts. The achievement is the more sur¬
prising as Warner is not a musician himself.
Warner has been on the police force for twelve
years. Before that he was a farmer and carpenter.
Last summer he_ wanted his fourteen-year-old son,
Chauncey, to take violin lessons, and looked around
for a violin. Good violins cost more than he could
afford to pay.
“I was always handy with tools,” said he, in tell
ing of his experience. “When I worked at carpenter¬
ing I built several houses, and one time I wanted a
special kind of a skeleton wagon to break a team of
colts. I could not find anything that was just what
I wanted, so I set to work and made me a wagon,
and it was a good one, too.
“When I couldn’t find the kind of a violin that I
wanted for Chauncey without paying several hundred
dollars, I says to myself: You’ve built houses and
you made that wagon. Why can’t you make a good
violin?’ And so I set to work.”
He hunted around the second-hand shops until he
found a curly maple washstand, about a hundred
years old. Then he Vent to a house that has been
built for over ninety years and obtained one of the
pine attic steps from which to make the front of his
violins. Then he began work.
no* eveu have a pair of calipers to gauge
le thickness of the wood, but determined when he
had obtained the proper thickness by feeling the
wood between his fingers and looking through it at a
lamp. The work was all done at night when he was
oil dut.v

He whittled and gouged and scraped until he had
his piece reduced to the proper shape for his first
instrument. Then he obtained the assistance of T.
D. Franklin to help him to glde the violin together.
After several weeks the instrument was completed,
and after it was thoroughly dried, Warner took it to
Prof. Pultz, the Owego violinist, from whom his son
took lessons. On trying the instrument Prof. Pultz
would not at first believe the story of its manufac¬
ture, the tone being rich, clear, and strong.
Our readers are probably not
MISCHA ELMAN, yet familiar with the name of a
little Russian boy who, accord¬
ing to European newspapers, is the most gifted of all
prodigies of recent times. Mischa Elman is the
boy’s name, and if we are to believe in the sanity
and judgment of European critics, this Russian child
is no mere prodigy, but a full-fledged, earnest mu-
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having the tonic and the violin the major third. This
form is carried practically throughout the number by
the second violin and viola, the ’cello leading off
with a beautiful melody which is responded to later
on by the first violin, and finally the splo parts blend
in a very beautiful duo.
After having been called down several times for
playing too loud, it was explained to the second vio¬
lin that his part, together with the viola, furnished
simply a background for the duo between the ’cello
and first violin, and that they should, therefore, be
played very softly. After another trial, when the
correct balance had been obtained, the second violin,
a young man of nineteen summers, exclaimed:—
“Now I see how it is: The first fiddle is the
miller’s daughter and the ’cello is the guy that’s do¬
ing the proposing, and me and the viola are just the

After this the second fiddle was tempered with due
reference to the true state of affairs, and ever after¬
wards, in this particular piece, was willing to be sat
An interviewer for the London Daily News gives us
upon, on condition that the second fiddle part repre¬
the following facts concerning the boy:-—
sented the "irl’s end of the sofa.
“How did you come to play so well?” I asked
Mischa.
“I began,” he replied in German, “when I was 5
We are in receipt of three compoyears old. Father gave me a tiny quarter-sized fid¬
NEW MUSIC, sitions by H. N. Redman (Whitedle as a toy and played tunes to me, which I imi¬
Smith Publishing Company) which
tated. It was just a toy to me, and I would play
deserves attention. Two are sonatas for violin and
with it for a few minutes and then leave it. But I
piano. Ops. 16 and 17, respectively; the third is a
soon got to be able to play father’s tunes by ear.
quartet for strings, and, presumably, Mr. Redman’s
We were very poor then. Father taught in a poor
first attempt at this delicate and difficult form of
Jews’ school at Talnoje, in Kiev, where I was born
composition.
in 1892.”
Of the three -works, Mr. Redman’s Op. 17 com¬
“But you soon got a teacher ?”
mands the most interest. That it will probably also
“Well, although my father does not play much
prove unsatisfactory, both to listeners and perform¬
himself, he knows what good playing is, so he moved
ers, will be due to unusual form, rather than to un¬
from Talnoje to Odessa, and from there I went to
satisfactory thematic material or uninteresting
the Imperial School at Moscow, where I was taught
development; for Mr. Redman clearly proves that he
by Professor Fidelmann, who is a great teacher. Both
is not lacking in invention, and that he possesses
my grandfathers were violinists. My father’s father
adequate skill to array his ideas in a logical and
was what in Russia is called a house musician. He
interesting manner. But the form of this sonata
was fiddler to a nobleman, and always went about
will not appeal to. the majority of music lovers. Its
with the nobleman’s family. He died when I was a
two slow movements rob it of much brightness and
baby, but an old gypsy who knew him well used to
interest, more especially since the second of these
show me how he played.”
constitutes the last movement of the sonata, and
“And then you used to practice A great deal?”
presents, furthermore, nothing new in structure or
“No. I got to be able to read music by sight very
thematic material. Of the four movements of this
quickly, so that I could tell what it was meant to be.
sonata, the first is unquestionably the best in every
I would play for about twenty minutes, and then, if
respect.
I found I had not produced the melody just as I
The Sonata Op. 16 also evidences Mr. Redman’s
thought it ought to be, I would stop playing and
sound musicianship. It resembles his Op. 17 in that
think the music over until I felt how it should be.
the first movement is superior to the others.
In November, 1902, Professor Auer came to Moscow
Of the string quartet we are not in a position to
during a concert tour, and through him I got to St.
speak intelligently; for the very good reason that no
Petersburg to be his pupil. It was very difficult to
parts received by us.
get from Moscow, for poor Jews in Russia are not
allowed to move from town to town as they like;
A few years ago, when orbut Professor Auer obtained a special permit from
MR. HERMANN
chestral affairs in New York
the Czar, and all our family went to St. Petersburg.
HANS WETZLER. were peacefully slumbering, the
I have a sister who is 8 years old; she plays' capi¬
daily newspapers informed their
tally; and my other sister is only 2 years old, but -readers that a new conductor had arisen, and that a
she is our real prodigy; you should hear her sing!”
new orchestra, under his leadership, had been called
“Then last year you began playing at concerts?”
into life. This announcement .was quickly sub¬
“Yes. I had played a lot in Russia. I played be¬
stantiated by the appearance of a prospectus which
fore most of the Grand Dukes, including the Grand
gladdened the hearts of all true lovers of orchestral
Duke Sergius, who was killed.
Then in October I
music; for it conveyed the information that a series
went to Germany.”
of high class orchestral concerts, given by a new or¬
“Instead of other games you played the fiddle?”
chestra, would be a feature of future musical seasons
“All my real amusement is with music. I am fond
in the metropolis. The success and permanency of
of thinking music. You see, I think if anyone can
the new organization, it was rumored, was assured,
do a thing well they ought to do it well, and I want
inasmuch as its financial supporters had assumed the
to be the greatest fiddler in the world. So I think
burden of all expenses for the first three seasons of
music a lot. I have written some cadenzas to
the orchestra’s existence. The new conductor was
Paganini’s Concerto, and now I cannot play them,
Mr. Hermann Hans Wetzler, and the orchestra was
though I know how they should go. That is how I
a carefully chosen body of musicians of whom the
amuse myself. But I played athletic games like the
best work might reasonably be expected.
others to make me strong. See!”
The Wetzler Symphony Orchestra gave its concerts
And the lad tightened his grip on a tumbler till it
for three seasons, ending its third season last year
broke in his hand and cut a finger. “Never mind,”
with the Richard Strauss festival concerts. The lat¬
he said, “it is only the hand I use the bow with.”
ter, over which the eminent composer presided, ter¬
And wrapping his handkerchief round the finger, he
minated the life of the Wetzler orchestra. At any
started off playing Saint-Saens’s Rondo Capriceioso.
rate,' Mr. Wetzler gave no concerts during the sea¬
son that has just come to a close, and we are proba¬
bly right in assuming that he regarded retirement, at
We are indebted to J.
least for a time, a wise step after all the trials and
A SECOND FIDDLER’S A. D.-> of Oberlin, for
tribulations which beset him during his three strenu¬
REALISM.
the following story:—
It was at a string quar¬
ous seasons as conductor of a New York orchestra.
That Mr. Wetzler’s task was an arduous one, no
tet practice, and the work in hand was “The Pro¬
one acquainted with present musical conditions in
posal,” from Raff’s suite, “The Miller’s Daughter.”
New York, and more especially orchestral conditions,
To those unfamiliar with the composition it will be
will gainsay. The man who attempts to control a
necessary to explain that “The Proposal” begins with
eighths for the viola and second violin, the viola
large body of musicians in the metropolis requires.

in an extraordinary degree, mental and bodily vigor;
and even though he possesses all the requisite quali¬
fications for success, we can well understand that
the storm and stress of three seasons’ work will
make him yearn for peace and temporary retirement.

Copyright, 1905, t)y U. A. Hoegger.
silenced (Yerstummt).
In December, 1903, The
Etude gave a musical picture
supplement, which Bhowed the
distress of the musician who
surprised an old scrub-woman in the act of cleaning
his violins and ’cello with soap and water. We give
herewith a reproduction of a new work by a Phila¬
delphia artist, Ulrich A. Hoegger, which shows a
musician’s studio after a fire has brought destruction
on the contents. It is a melancholy scene that the
artist chose as a subject for his skill; charred tim¬
bers all around, the double bass, blackened, split;
the violins on the floor, no longer able to give forth
the sweet strains of song; the ruins of a ’cello,
clarinet, trumpet, trombone, bassoon, etc., strewn
all around, and in the background the portrait of
Beethoven, in a frame touched by fire, with glass
cover broken by the heat, yet the picture itself un¬
harmed, rising like the phoenix from the ashes, as
if the spirit of music protected the master.
A large reproduction, in photogravure, 7 by 8 ’/4,
has been made by Mr. Max Zeitler, 1208 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, and will make a most attractive
picture for the musical studio. The price is $1.00.

A NEW MUSICAL
PICTURE.

CORNELIUS GURLITT
No.
No.
No.
No.

I. Sonatina in Q
■
2. Sonatina in C
3. Sonatina in B flat 4. Sonatina in A minor
“ This Set of Sonatinas is of the first importance.
They possess the fine musical worth which
Gurlitt gave to all his writings. Undeniably
they are always interesting The harmony is
' '
’ ' ' For instructive purposes
or recreations
se Sonatin

L. QABRIELLI
Complete Catalogue of ^Music for the Violin
free upon application.

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
BOSTON
120 Boylston St.

LEIPZIG

NEW YORK
136 Fifth Avenue
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We shall shortly place on the market a collection
of songs bearing the title “Standard Graded Songs,”
Book I, specially selected and edited for the use of
teachers in their studios, the pieces being suited for
pupils’ recital work or for the home and social circle.
The book will contain songs for the use of pupils who
are in the first year of their vocal study, and is in¬
tended to supplement the vocalises in Book I of H.
W. Greene’s “Standard Graded Course of Singing”
and the various parts of Mr. F. W. Root’s “Technic
and Art of Singing,” Ops. 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, making a
complete, well-rounded course in vocal music. Many
teachers are accustomed to use songs quite freely
from the beginning of vocal lessons, and have much
difficulty in finding pieces moderate in range, and
technically and artistically within the ability of the
average pupil. The present volume is intended to
fill just this need. It is practically a collection of
songs for use with pupils in the first year of vocal
study. Until the book is ready for the market we
will accept advance orders at the special price of 40
cents, postage paid, if cash accompanies the order;
if a charge is to be made on our books, postage will
be extra.
The new volume of compositions by Anton
Schmoll, which was announced in the last issue of
The Etude, will be ready for delivery this month.
The volume is entitled “Melody Pictures,” and con¬
sists of short and attractive pieces and studies of an
interesting and original nature. These pieces . are
between Grades II and III.
Anton Schmoll’s com¬
positions are a combination of the German musical
temperament with the vivacity of a Frenchman. He
has spent most of his life in Paris. The “Melody
Pictures” contain, as he says, some of his best writ¬
ings ; 20 cents will pay for a copy of the book, post¬
paid. We would like to see a great number of them
in the hands of teachers.
We have had engraved a unique musical Prize
Card, about 672x4*/, inches. The printed portion
of the card is in oval shape, made up of the eight
portraits of the principal composers. The reading
matter on the inside of the oval is simply as fol¬
lows:—
Reward To .
For.
the blank line being for the name of the teacher or
school. This card will be very useful as a stimulant
to better effort among pupils.
It was intended to be used in connection with our
Reward Cards. The teacher might award one of
these cards for a certain number of Reward Cards.
It could also be used as a prize in a musical contest,
or in many other ways devised by the teacher.
These cards will sell for 10 cents each. They are
steel engravings and present a very handsome ap¬
pearance. It would be well for every teacher to have
one on hand which could be used as occasion arises.
Duking the present month we will issue two collec¬
tions of piano music; both of the same nature, only
one larger and more difficult than the other. The
larger one is called “Modern Drawing Room Pieces,”
the pieces ranging from about Grade IV to VI. They
are the best parlor pieces we have in our catalogue.
We have no volume of this kind at the present time,
containing attractive, playable drawing-room compo¬
sitions. Every piece has been carefully selected and
has been tested through several editions. The price
is set at 40 cents, postpaid. The postage alone on
this volume is almost half this amount. It is sold
in advance for less than paper and printing.
The other volume is of a similar nature, but
smaller and the pieces easier. This volume we will
sell for 25 cents, postpaid. It is called “Popular Par¬
lor Album.” Both together will be sent for 60 cents.
We consider that these two volumes contain the
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choicest pieces in our catalogue, and will be by all
means the most popular collections that we have yet
issued.
We will continue during the present month the
special offer made last month on two popular works,
Diabelli, Op. 149, and Czerny’s “One Hundred Recrea¬
tions.” These two works are possibly the most popu¬
lar works used in musical education. They are used
by almost every teacher. The edition that we will
issue will contain the latest ideas of phrasing and
fingering. Each of these volumes will contain four
books bound in one: Our “Special Offer” is only 15
cents each, postpaid.
This is positively the last month for this offer.
It would be a good plan for teachers who have no
use for the volumes at the present time, to take ad¬
vantage of this special offer and lay the works aside
until such time as they can use them. Cash must
accompany the order.
During this and the coming two or three months
many of our patrons will discontinue tjjeir season’s
work and will have occasion to return unsold por¬
tions of music ordered on sale from this house and
in that connection we will again repeat our usual
warning and request that in all cases when music is
sent to us for credit the name of the sender, with
his or her address, be written plainly on the outside
of each parcel—we simply cannot undertake to enter
proper credit when we don’t know who sends the
goods to us.
Owing to the phenomenal success of the “Anthem
Repertoire” we have been obliged to print a new edi¬
tion of this collection. In addition to the twentytwo numbers already included, we have added one
more anthem, “Come, Weary Soul,” by Gilbert. For
general church purposes this is the' cheapest and best
collection ever published. The rate at which it is
sold brings the anthems down to the cost of less
than one cent apiece. Anthems will be found suita¬
ble for all occasions; they are bright, tuneful, of
moderate length, and of medium difficulty. The im¬
mediate success of the “Anthem Repertoire” is a
sufficient guarantee of its unusual worth. Organists,
choir directors, and others interested in church
music, will be well repaid for a careful examination
of its contents.
The “Monarch Collection” for mandolins and
banjos, with guitar or piano accompaniment, is pro¬
gressing satisfactorily, and will shortly go on the
press. The “Special Offer” will be continued during
this month. This collection is so made that it may
be used for a mandolin orchestra; or for first, sec¬
ond, and third mandolins, with guitar or piano ac¬
companiment; or first and second banjos, with piano
or guitar accompaniment; or, in fact, for any com¬
bination of the instruments. The arrangements have
been made by the well-known player and author,
J. J. Eberhardt, the banjo parts being supplied by
Paul Eno, another well-known player and teacher.
It is a bright and snappy collection, and should prove
immensely popular. It will make a capital compan¬
ion volume to our well-known “Majestic Collection,”
and will doubtless prove equally successful.
The
advance price is extraordinarily low, the entire set
of parts will be sent for 50 cents, postpaid; separate
parts will be sent for 15 cents each. All those inter¬
ested in mandolin, banjo, and guitar music should not
fail to avail themselves of this exceedingly generous
offer.
Eleven pieces are contained in the twenty-four
pages devoted to music in this issue, the numbers
being unusually diversified. Particular attention is
called to the number of excellent teaching pieces.
The “Ode to Spring,” by Henri Weil, a name new to
The Etude readers, is from a capital set of easy
pieces.
The left-hand melody should prove very
attractive to pupils. The “Viliage Gossips,” by Bull,
is a very useful wrist study and melodious as well.
“On the Rhine,” Franke, is expressive and well writ¬
ten. Wenzel’s “Thoughts of Thee” is a charming bit
of drawing-room music and should be welcomed by
many.. Ringuet’s “Valse Napolitane” is a character¬
istic bit of writing by this popular composer. “Ves¬
per Chimes,” by Wilson G. Smith, a beautiful descrip¬
tive piece, inspired by Millet’s painting, “The
Angelus,” has been newly revised by the composer;
this piece deserves to be extensively played.
The

four-hand number is an arrangement of Edgar A.
Barren’s “Marche de Fete.” This piece was originally
written for the pipe orghn, but lends itself well to a
piano transcription; It should prove popular in
both forms. The “Reverie,” by Edouard Schfitt, is a
very high class bit of modern writing, and truly
pianistic. It requires nice playing- to bring out its
harmonic values and dainty melodic structure. In
deference to many demands we have included a piece
for violin and piano, Neruda’s “Slavonic Cradle
Song.” Violinists will be glad to study this dainty
and expressive composition, so admirably suited to
the instrument. The songs are interesting: Norris’s
“Three Roses Red” is a splendid recital song, appear¬
ing in this number in the low key. Church singers
will be pleased with the song, “Fairest, Lord Jesus,”
set to the celebrated organ melody by Batiste.
In the catalogues of musical literature there are
but two recognized encyclopaedias of music. The one
is beyond the purse of the average teacher, being
published at $25.
The other is printed in one vol¬
ume of 899 pages, at a nominal price, $4.50 at retail.
The latter, “Riemann’s Encyclopaedic Dictionary of
Music,” commends itself not only on account of its
cheapness, but its compactness. Between its covers
lies a wreath of information that is presented with
regard to the needs of teacher and scholar. Items
of general interest are treated at length, while those
of minor importance are not omitted, but simply con¬
densed. The fact that Grove’s Dictionary is being
revised, and that the old edition is out of print, is
a point in favor of Riemann’s, as the latter was
brought up to date only a few years ago.
Bovs, sell Etudes to all musical persons (all own¬
ers of pianos), and earn spending money during your
leisure time out of school, and during your vacaWe will set you up in business. A copy o* The
Etude contains ten to twelve pieces of music and a
lot of reading interesting to musical persons.
15
cents is the retail price, or about one cent for each
composition.
Every one would take advantage of
such an offer, if it is properly and forcibly brought
before them.
The Etude is so valuable that after the first copy
is sold the solicitor would only have to call and de¬
liver the copies during the succeeding months. In
this way a business of lasting worth and increasing
profit would be established. The copies would be
sold to the hoys at a price to make it an object for
them to do the work.
The music contained in each issue is both piano
and vocal, and of different grades of difficulty, and
of various styles, so that anyone can be satisfied
with popular but good pieces.
Every boy who wants to try this should send us
his name and address and we will send first copies to
start with and full information as to prices, etc., as
well as suggestions as to how to work. We would
ask all of our subscribers, teachers, students, and
lovers of music to show this notice to the boys of
their family and acquaintance.
White gummed cloth in narrow strips, used for
the passepartouting of pictures, we have found in
our business to be the best, that is, the strongest
and most economical method of mending torn sheet
music, for the reinforcement of the backs. In our
business we use a great deal of it, and we think that
the information may be of considerable value to our
subscribers. It can be purchased at most art stores,
or we will furnish it from our stock in rolls of ten
yards each for 10 cents, postpaid, no discount.

tions as to the methods to be used in returning “<
Sale” music. We expect the return of such mu;
during the summer months, so that all may be :
ranged and settled for before the opening of the n.
season on September 1st.
Be sure that your name and address are on t
outside of each and every package returned. Retu
small packages by mail (two ounces for 1 cent) a:
do not seal. Wherever the exnress charges exce
8 cents a pound, return by mail, in four pound pac
ages.
Our customers are entitled to puhlishei
printed matter” express rates of 8 cents per poun
because the packages are sent out by us in that wa

Large packages may be returned by freight securely
boxed, but both your address and ours must be on
the outside.
To our patrons in Canada and Mexico we strongly
urge that you return your “On Sale” music by mail.
On packages returned to us this season the express
companies have made a charge for custom declara¬
tion, and for storage. This is not done on packages
returned by mail. Larger selections can be returned
by mail in several packages, not weighing over four
pounds each. Very large selections will, of course,
have to come by express or freight.
Wrap all packages, mail or express, flat between
pasteboard, but the most important direction is that
your name and address must be placed on the
package, as on this depends the proper credit to
your account.
We will have ready for distribution during this
month our new Classified Catalogue, which will
contain everything that we publish outside of piano
solos arranged in the following classification: Songs
for high, low, and medium voices; octavo music, sa¬
cred and secular, for male, female, and mixed voices;
both songs and octavo music for special purposes;
piano studies, eight-hand, six-hand, and four-hand
arrangements, as well as reed organ solos and duets,
mandolin, violin, etc.
This catalogue is one which we have needed since
we have purchased the H. B. Stevens Co.’s catalogue,
which has added materially to our vocal list. We
shall be very glad to send this free to any of our
patrons.
No publishing house has made so much of a
specialty of music for the reed organ as we have.
In our new classified catalogue will be found a list
much larger even than we have sent out heretofore
of both solos and duets written or arranged for this
instrument. This list of sheet music, together with
the “School of Reed Organ Playing” and the “Reed
Organ Method,” by Charles W. Landon, have all been
used by the leading teachers of the country, and
have been found most available.
We are willing to send any or all of our reed organ
publications “On Sale” to our patrons for use during
the coming four months, during which time the teach¬
ing of the reed organ seems to be the most active.
Send for our “On Sale” circular, if you are unac¬
quainted with this system.
It will give you
thorough directions of the most convenient system of
buying music supplies, a system originated by this
house, and used more liberally by us that by any
other.
Camera Premium.—As the vacation and the
traveling season of the year approaches, there is
certainly no more opportune time to mention one of
our premiums, which we give for the sending to us
of subscriptions to The Etude. We refer to one of
the best cameras on the market, the “Premo,” made
by The Eastman Co. We give this camera, which
takes a picture 3'/, x 4 */„ for the sending to us of
only seven subscriptions.
Subscriptions to The Etude are-not hard to get
as has been found out by a very large number of our
subscribers. Our new premium list is now ready,
and we should be glad to send it to any who are
interested. We will furnish free sample copies, and
have several systems for aiding in obtaining subscrip¬
tions, one of which we will mention particularly,
where it is not necessary for the persons to send
the subscription in themselves in order to receive
credit for it, due credit being given for the subscrip¬
tion, no matter from what source it comes.
Piano stools and benches as premiums for ob¬
taining subscribers to The Etude. The most modern
style stool is in hard wood, with a fancy claw-foot.
We give one of these in any finish for five subscrip¬
tions to The Etude. Or, we will give what is per¬
haps more attractive in the studio or library, the
now much-used piano bench.
We will furnish one
in the style of the XVI century for only ten subscrip¬
tions, and a much better one in Colonial style for
fourteen subscriptions.
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The Life of a Leaf
A Cantata for Women’s Voices
By EMMA L. ASHFORD
For the Use Women’s Choirs, Women’s
Musical Clubs, Women’s Col¬
leges, Seminaries, etc.

I

N THIS very attractive and unique composition, Mrs.
Ashford has reached the high-water mark of her
artistic power. We know of nothing for women’s
voices quite equal to it in artistic effectiveness, in emo¬
tional power, and practical availability. It has solos,
trios, quartets, and choruses, and an ad lib. violin
obligato. It is not light, trifling music, but strong and
expressive of many and widely varied feelings. The
mere reading of the notes presents no difficulties, but
Intelligent and sympathetic interpretation is essential
to its .full success.
Any choir, club or school looking for something
striking and unique, something ■ out of the ordinary,”
will surely find it in this most charming and delightful
portrayal of the birth, life, and death of a leaf.
Price: 75 Cents per Copy, Post-paid
A Discount of One-Third is Allowed to Choirs, Clubs
and Schools.
THE LORENZ PUBLISHING COMPANY
150 Fifth Ave., New York. 216-218 W. Fifth St. .Dayton, Ohio.

“THE ETUDE*”

DRAMATIC

CANTATA

Of MODERATE DIFFICULTY

THE COMINQ OF RUTH
BY WILLIAM T. NOSS
Price $1.00 each
$9.00 per dozen
A -work suitable for choral conventions, singing societies and
church choirs, containing solos for sopranos, alto, tenors, bari¬
tone and bass, together with a mixed chorus, and in six scenes.
This cantata is founded on the first chapttr of the Book of
Ruth, being a work of exceptional merit, a fascinating and in¬
structive presentation and portrayal of Biblical story, dramatic
•’ >e expressed in words.
,
_e solos and chorus are all of moderate difficulty, melodious
throughout, expressive and inspiring. The choruses are wellwhic
_
l; can be prepared in from 12 to 15 rehearsals.
The production of such cantatas tends to awaken interest m
congregation, Sunday school or young people s society,
side from the social and educational benefit derived, it is a,
teasan t and profitable method of financially aiding any church
THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

INTERLUDES (311) BROWN

For Organ. Price, $1.50.

MODULATIONS (633) BROWN
To and from all keys major and minor. Price, $2.00.
These two works are veritable encyclopedias of
richest harmonies and most brilliant progres¬
sions, and enable any organist to rival the
work of the greatest masters of improvisation.

VOLUNTARIES (Vol. I) BROWN ft!®.
VOLUNTARIES (Vol. II) BROWN

A

Exquisitely arranged organ pieces from rare sources.

TONIC

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate
Half a teaspoonful in half a glass of water,
refreshes and invigorates the entire system.
A strengthening tonic and nerve food.
with Inside and
' Outside Envelopes, prepaid,
er r\ Finely Engraved Professional or Visl
vj v ting Cards (with Plate), postpaid,
ie, and Reception (

100

Photographs

$7.75

' 75c

Specially made and copyrighted photographs of
twenty-eight of the foremost native born American
composers, singers, violinists, pianists and organ¬
ists, will appear in the May PHOTO ERA, for sale
at ail news-stands or postpaid on receipt of 25c.
These pictures cannot be purchased in any other
form, and form the most complete and valuable set
of portraits of American musicians ever produced.
If you are interested in music, you should not miss
this number.

PHOTO ERA PUBLISHING CO.
170 Summer Street, Boston, Mass.

WALKER BROS., 108 N. 10th Street, Phila., Pa-

Poppy Blossoms cy £1°
A Brilliant Waltz for the Piano: of medium
grade and full of rich and beautiful Melody.
An ideal piece for a Pupils' Recital. Price 6oc.

JEAN WHITE

BOSTON. MASS.

A Better Location
than Yours

GUILMANT ORGAN RECITALS
’red by M. Alex-

wottld be in the Land of Manatee, in Vir¬
ginia, the Carolinas, Georgia or Florida

,
'e will be pleased to mail you
the book, postaye paid, upon receipt of 50 cents.
WORLDS Fair PROGRAM CO..
Room 406, Granite Block
St. Louis, Mo.

AND WE CAN PROVE IT
RITE for a copy of the special South¬
ern edition of the Seaboard Air Line
Magazine, which is superbly illus¬
trated and contains

hundreds of

specific opportunities for profitable

Xt itafVt
* *■ *• * *
'11 "
1

Reverie for Piano.
Song, High Voice.
Song, Low Voice.50
SPECIAL—This ad. and 12 cts.
■■11
will secure one copy
TT1 nwprs chas. is. boat music co.
^
Battle Creek, Mich.

of the

investment in the South, and points
out a desirable location for you, it matters not what
your occupation.

A list of orange groves, banana

plantations, truck and fruit farms for sale, will also
be forwarded if desired.

J.

W.

WHITE

General Industrial Agent
PORTSMOUTH, VA.

Seaboard Air Line Railway

SUMMER SCHOOL ADVERTISING
Special Terms under this head.
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Correspondence solicited.

Philadelphia, pa.

j SEND $3 FOR THIS
1 KING MUSIC CABINET
Choicest Mahogany Finish. Hand finished. Piano
poiisli. 6 movable shelves. Dust-proof doors. Brass
trimmings 4 in. high, 18 wide, 11 deep. Shipped
* on reoeipt first payment.
* balance payable Sir "
actory Price. Me
at satisfied. Send
KING FURN. CO.
End0(ea fiI,„ t3
2065 Genesee Street
Music Cabinet to be shipped
Saginaw, Mich.
^°
•r*w—
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TEACHERS’ ROUND TABLE.

DO IT NOW”
SEND

The “Kinder” Adjustable Foot FOR THE
Rest and Pedal Extenders
p,ANO
pedafwithou^tL^ED^L EXTENrDER^PUfisedCb^annupTo-datettKichers?nAre’youtone?
Fool Rest, $3.00.
Pedal Extenders, $2.00 per set of two.
Wanted.

Illustrated Catalogue for the asking.

_W. MARKS,

ZABEL BROTHERS

145 West 84th Street, New York

Send

LiBt

Music Printers
AND ENGRAVERS
Music Typography In all Its Branches

Music Printing
COMPOSERS AUTHORS TEACHERS
Write For Prices
Titles All Styles.8

Copyrights teemed.

E. A. Stege Co., 252 W. 47th St., New York

! (V

Dudley C, Limerick

|
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(Continued, from page 206.)

HERE’S A RICH FIELD

do for me the simplest possible example of four-part
harmony, they were as helpless and incapable as they
would have been had they never before heard of such.
a thing. With pupils left in this condition after the
study of harmony, only one good could have resulted
to them—the same as is ordinarily claimed as one
of the objects of the Latin study—mental training.
The pupil has benefited along this line, but it issometimes difficult to perceive in what other way.
Little practical benefit results to pupils when their
study is confined entirely to such work as is laid
down in the majority of current text-books. Bu.
the fault may perhaps be more with the teachers
than with the text-books. The teachers do not know
how to give the practical work, never having been
taught themselves.
The text-books are very good,
most of them, as catalogues of chords and chord pro¬
gressions.
But the exercises give the pupils im¬
practical working knowledge of these chords an i
chord progressions, and for the reason that they areworked out in a purely mechanical way. In many
hooks the chords are all indicated ty figures placed
under them, and in the most instances the pupil nee L
only write down the notes indicated by these figures.
He does not need to know the names of the chords,
except in a general way, for if he write down the
notes indicated by the figures the exercise will come
out fairly well.
To look these books through it
would seem that there is only one chord that the
pupil needs to know’—a triad in the root position.
When there is no figure under a bass note, the pupil
is to write a triad in the root position. All other
ehords are exactly indicated by figures. He writes
his exercises in the same way as he would work out
a puzzle. Give him a bass with no figures under it
and he can do nothing with it unless all can be filled
out with chords in the root position. Give him a
four-measure melody to harmonize, he is absolutely
helpless. He is now placed where he must choose
his chords for the various tones, and he does not
know the first step in making this choice. Ask him
to play the first exercise in the book at the keyboard,
and he is filled with consternation. Every serious
harmony student should be taught—first, to write
from figured bases; second, to harmonize these at
sight at the keyboard; third, to determine eorre.-t
chords for unfigured basses; fourth, to harmonise
melodies; fifth, to work simple modulations at the
keyboard; sixth, to identify chords and progressions
in modern music.
These six departments should he
developed simultaneously. In much of the current
teaching only the first is attempted, work which by
itself develops the mentality and musicianship of the
pupil but little.
Directly in line with what I have been saying con¬
cerning the study of harmony I have the following
letter in regard to elementary work:—

Be Independent send Your Own Employer
YY'E ^successfully teach

“What can I do in elementary harmony or theory
for my pupils? Can you give me a few suggestions
of the simplest work ?
“Young Teacher.”
Teachers who are endeavoring to add to the stu¬
dent’s study of the piano a little knowledge of har
mony deserve every encouragement. Unfortunately
there has been but little published that is of direct
bearing upon this sort of work. Most of the books
presuppose that the pupil wishes to take an extended
course, and are too bulky for use in cases where the
study is not likely to go beyond the first half-dozen
chapters. There is need for a book that presents
the elementary principles in a way that can be used
by teachers of small experience in teaching harmonv.
and at the regular piano lesson. Such a book shouid

BY MAIL

temperament W^have^th!

^■SlSSaS

te TUNE-A-PHONE, a..
*of CMi ulsters ,* PuEifc
versities, Colleges, Piano Manufac:essful graduates. In these days of
“
..ej( by

learning a profession which c
ice. Write to-day
any place in the civilized wo:
for our illustrated prospectus
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TVN1NG
203 Music He.ll
Ba-ttle Creek. Mich.

Lyon (El Healy’s

PIANO
OFFER

higher prices," indudr’Ha

’ ---—'>py°f

in colors, which contains prices and illus
_
of 20 different makes of pianos; photo
ianofactorkl^and our Emrriew plans of s^imc
ianos for cash or on small monthly payments.
LYON <a HEALY. 77 Adams Street, Chicago

ENNEN’S!
^wder
PRICKLY HEAT,
CHAFING, and
SUNBURN, SFDTfltL!ffiuam,‘

YffSKSsJSSss*
Using a Kegrize Fountain Pen is a

PLEASURE
(Guaranteed
Ink will not drop from Pen while writing.
Manufactured by the
KEQRIZE PEN CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, $2.00—Registered mail, 8c. extra
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be small and inexpensive.
A series of them a l
twenty-five cents each would be best, and pupils
could go through with as many of them as they
could hud time for. In trying to urge upon pupils
a branch of study that they almost resent to begin
with, it is not only necessary that its presentation
should be made as simple as possible, but it should
be possible to secure it at a merely nominal price.
Perhaps such a hook could be made up of the mate
rial that teachers should present viva voce to their
pupils, and in which case only a teacher’s manual
would be needed. The book should be divided into
lessons, with only one principle to be presented at
each lesson, and in such a manner that not more than
five minutes’ time would be required. It should also
be such as pupils could first play on the keyboard
and write out afterward. Teachers who are thor¬
oughly conversant with the principles of harmony
through long experience in teaching it, can easily
adapt these principles as needed. But the majority
of piano teachers have not this experience to draw
upon, and are therefore as helpless as the writer of
the foregoing letter. It is for such that these ele¬
mentary text-books or booklets should be provided.
They would by no means supplant the larger text¬
books now in current use, not being intended for
those who wish to make a thorough study of the
subject, but only for the average run of pupils who
are learning music as an “accomplishment,” and need
to know a little more about it than they are getting
from usual methods of instruction.
In direct answer to the question I would say—very
little. Begin by teaching one by one the major and
minor intervals.
One at a lesson is enough with
children. Do not confuse them with the augmented
and diminished intervals.
Leave these until such
time as they shall come in actual contact with them
in their examples. At the beginning most time may
be spent on the major and minor thirds, as these
are the important intervals in chord construction. It
will be good ear training for them to learn to dis¬
tinguish between the major and minor thirds. After
this teach the triads. Show them how to compute
them in all the keys by counting the tones one,
three, and five. Let them make both the major and
minor triads. Make finger exercises of these in
broken chord style. Children will need to drill on
these a long time before they will thoroughly take
them in. Try this for a time, and then report pro¬
gress. and additional suggestions will then be given.

^ HUMORESQUES
►

By ALFRED H HA US RATH

Tastes Differ.—Susan (who has just committed
several nerve-racking harmonic crimes while playing
a transcription of "Die Walkure”): "Uli, 1 thins.
Wagner is just grand!”
Father: "Are you quoting him verbatim? Because
if you are, I prefer a boiler factory.”
Teacher (to bright pupil of sixteen summers):
“What does f signify?”
Pupil: “Forty.”
Teacher: “Forte; and fft”
Pupil: “Eighty, I suppose.”
“What is the name of your favorite composer?”
said the young man who was taking notes.
“Rest,” replied the weary musician.
“Never heard of him. is he versatile? What is
the style of his music?”
“He is very versatile,” said the musician. “In fact,
the most composing composer that ever composed.”
Analysis.
A hang, a crash, a violent dash,
A tink-a-doodle-dee;
A thump, a jump, a mighty bump—
And that’s a rhapsody.
An expressman, who, to satisfy an old debt had
been given an antique square piano, for months tried
to convert this, chattel into cash. Failing in every
effort, he at length hit upon the novel idea of calling
it by a different name, and on a blackboard placed
in his window he wrote:
“Flat piano for sale,
cheap.” Heretofore the upright has enjoyed the
distinction of this now de plume.
Miss Green: “I heard a lovely piece at the con¬
cert last night.”
Mr. Gray: “Yes, what was it?”
Miss Green: “The two sky-rockets, by Let-er-sisky.”
Mr. Farback:
Mr. Halfback:

“Of what political machine is Wag“I never heard he was boss of

“Mr. Farback: “Well, what’s all this talk I hear
about the Wagner ring?”
Germany Outdone.—From an old German paper
published during the last century, we have gleaned
the following information: “Hungary, always great,'
this winter claims the prize for concert music. We
Germans in Berlin look with pride upon a mere
sixteen-voiced mass composed by Grell; but the
people of Buda-Pest, in honor of Bishop Haas, re¬
cently produced a three-thousand-voieed serenade.
The instrumental accompaniment consisted of crash¬
ing window panes.”

*
HONEST CONFESSION

If persistency leads to success, the hand-organist
is on the right road.
An Attbactive Lure.—Party (who has come
about rooms): “Use of the piano? That’s no ad¬
vantage to me; 1 don’t play the piano.”
Mrs. Leech (the landlady) : “You would still have
the use of it, sir; my daughter practices on it several
times a day.”—Judy.
Minister: “We will sing the 444th hymn.”
Organist (making mute efforts to attract attention
of minister by shaking his head violently, and wav¬
ing his hands frantically in the air).
Minister (more emphatically): “We will sing the
444th hymn.”
Minister (patience fast ebbing) (ft): “We will
sing”—
Organist (bounding to his feet upon the organ
bench): “Ve vill not! Ladies ant chentlemens, de
gwire cannot sing, de organ js busted.”
Extracts from Miss Hammierchewer’s Home-made
Dictionary of Musical Terms:—
Postlude—A noisy performance without audience.
Nacht Stuecke—Vocal themes from the nur.-erv.
Composed to arouse the peaceful slumberer. Usually
replete with emphasis.
Pocket Dictionary—A dictionary for the pocket,
not for reference.
Professor—A male teacher.
“A-man-of-parts”—The librarian of an orchestra
or singing society.
Foot note—In organ music, a more or less essential
note in the bass, produced on the nethermost keys
of the organ by contact with the foot of the per-

A Doctor’s Talk on Food.
There are no fairer set of men on earth than the
doctors, and when they find they have been in error
they are usually apt to make honest and manly’ con¬
fession of the fact.
A case in point is that of an eminent practitioner,
one of the good old school, who lives in Texas. His
plain, unvarnished tale needs no dressing up: —
“I had always had an intense prejudice, which I
can now see was unwarrantable and unreasonable,
against all muchly advertised foods. Hence, I never
read a line of the many ‘ads.’ of Grape-Nuts, nor
tested the food till last winter.
“While in Corpus Christi for my health, and visit¬
ing my youngest son, who has four of the ruddiest,
healthiest little boys I ever saw, I ate my first dish
of Grape-Nuts food for supper with my little grand¬
sons. I became exceedingly fond of it and have
eaten a package of it every week since, and find it a
delieio.ys, refreshing and strengthening food, leaving
no ill effects whatever, causing no eructations (with
which I was formerly much troubled), no sense of
fullness, nausea, nor distress of stomach in any way.
“There is no other food that agrees with me so
well, or sits as lightly or pleasantly upon my stomach
as this does. I am stronger and more active since
I began the use of Grape-Nuts than I have been for
10 years, and am no longer troubled with nausea and
indigestion.” Name given by Posfum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich.
There’s a reason.
Look in each pkg. for the famous little book, “TheRoad to Wellville.”
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ALESSANDRO SCARLATTI:
HIS LIFE AND
WORKS. By Edward J. Dent. Imported by
Longmans, Green & Co. $3.50, net. Postage, IS

mi ublications
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tGANISTS, AND 1
TECTS, CONCERNING THE INSTALLING OF
BUILT ON MODERN PROGRES¬
SION.

Columbia,” a cantata in^costume, was^ given

R5’dWM'

THEODORE THOMAS: A MUSICAL AUTOBIOG¬
RAPHY. Edited by George P. Upton. Two
Volumes, Portraits and Views. A. C. McClurg &
•Co. $6.00, net.

Charles W. Morrison, Director, Oberlin, Ohio.
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Fletcher Music Method * *

TO MUSICAL CLUBS, SOCIETIES AMD MflHtOERS

Original Kinder¬
garten System in
America and

HAROLD

EDWARD FISHER, Director Conservatory, 1
W. O. FORSYTH, Metropolitan School of M
SIGNOR GARCIA, London
M. ANAGNOS, Director of th
CAVEN BARRON, Director ]
don
DR. GERRIT SMITH, New
W. MACDONALD SMITH, London, England
THOMAS TAPPER, Bos

GILMORE BRYANT, Dir. Du
Durham, N. C.
MRS. KATHERINE FISKE, New
SAMUEL W. COLE, Boston

SPECIAL

DATES NOW BOOKING

FLETCHER MUSICAL ASSOCIATION BULLETIN. A paper edited three times a year (or the benefit of the Fletcher i
Evelyn A. Fletcher-Copp, the originator of the Fletcher Music Met!
demand in these foreign centers is^so great that Mrs. Fletcher-Copp h

Address at once! Henry L. Mason, 492 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

E. A.

(The Mason & Hamlin Pianoforte.)

SWEET= N0RMAL
WHITNEY TRAINING
school
IN

PIANOFORTE

10 Volumes

Si .00 Each

Standard studies, arranged in progressive order, selected from the
best composers, for the cultivation of
TECHNIC,

TASTE and

SIGHT

READING

carefully edited, fingered, phrased and annotated, with complete
directions for the application of Mason's "System of Touch and
Technic" for the production of a modern style of playing.
SEND FOR ANY OR ALL OF THE VOLUMES ON INSPECTION

THEO. PRESSER 1

■ Phila., Pa.

MUSICAL
.

By W. S. B. MATHEWS
10 Grades

Fletcher-Copp

DUNNING SYSTEM OF IMPROVED MUSIC STUDY FOR BEGINNERS

Thousands of Testimonials

THE

Guelph, Ontai

NOTICE

The success of the Fletcher Music Method and the need which it filled has caused a greater demand than can be supplied, if I am to be the only
Normal teacher. The idea in limiting the Normal work, at the first, was to protect the System from many who would rush into the work seeing the financial
success to be gained thereby, though unqualified by disposition, character and education to teach children. Again, until the Fletcher Teacher had taught
the entire Svstem to a considerable number of children she could not have the necessary experience to make her a true exponent of the Method to teach¬
ers. A number of teachers have desired to study my method in order to train teachers but such have been refused, for they were not willing to prove
their competency with the work with children. I have taught 429 teachers my system, and have now some teachers, in this country, ready to help me in
the Normal work. These teachers have proved their ability with children, have taken special courses of study which I have recommended and will take
in May and June the special Normal course for Fletcher Method teachers of teachers. They will open classes in different parts of the United States and
Canada in July. Any Fletcher Teacher can fit herself to graduate from the teaching of children to the teaching of teachers after proving her ability with
the former woik.
EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP.
THE APPARATUS
Fletcher Musical Association, tno
The musical apparatus necessary in teaching this system ha
ers, the Fletcher Musical Association has been formed. The object
States, Canada, England, Germany, Belgium, Italy, and other f
i".
K,- teachers who complete the course of study with
nand for teachers of th'
Ion, England.

Will come to America next Fall (September, 1905)

FOR

have taught the Fletcher Musk Method now for
* 11tChas6hdped^meHwTmder^illy,1 not only directly

Sd’Setoc!

- York
DR. WILLIAM MASON,
JOHN ORTH, Boston
DR HUGO RIEMANN, Leipsic, German
LYMAN ABBOTT, D.D., New York
DR. PERCY GOETSCHINS, Boston
COUNTESS OF MINTO, Ottawa
SIGNOR AUGUSTO ROTOLI, Boston
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Standard Graded
Course of Studies

KINDERGARTEN

WM. CUMMINGS, Dir. Guildhall School ol I
London
- MADAME HOPEKIRK, Boston
B. J. LANG, Boston
LEONARD LIEBLING, New York City
i ALBERT A. MACK, Director St. Mary’s School, R;
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From Prominent Teachers Everywhere.
Attest to the Practical Value of the
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KINDERGARTEN.

You can come to us and enter the
regular training school or take our
Complete Correspondence Course
of sixty lessons .....

This course is the most perfect in application and
execution of any course of its kind ever offered. Any
music teacher can take this course by correspondence
and teach it at once.
Our method has never failed
to give immediate results to the many who have taken
it.
The value of the kindergarten work is beyond
question ; it is no longer a theory but an accepted fact
that its training is essential to the perfect development
of the human mind. With the Correspondence Course
*e tofnish materials and most minute instructions for
sixty lessons. Write at once for our free illustrated
booklet.

SWEET=WHITNEY CO.
999

The

Gilbert,

Grand

Rapids,

Michigan

Carrie L. Dunning, the originator of the system, having been called to Germany to place her work in several music schools there, has returned
bringing with her endorsements of the world renowned masters who acknowledge the superiority of her method of instructing the rudiments of music not
only to children but older pupils as well. The fame of this ingenious system and the phenomenal success it has met with in America had reached Europe to
that extent that Mrs. Dunning has promised to return and conduct a teacher’s normal training class in four of the principal cities in Europe next winter.
invitation of the kind lo be
Others from whom Mrs. Dunning has equally as fine letlers are:
is said lo be the fi
extended lo an Ameri
To Mrs. Carrie L. Dunning :
.
.
Teresa Carreno.
" ~ Of the Dresden Cons<
I amn happy
haDDv to commend the method of Instructing childrt..
children JO
ing devised by Mrs. Carrie L. Dunning, as especially ]y]Af
auapteu iu ineir peculiar nr—'-J-Hi -v-" u_
Prof. Paul _
Lehman 0
It ought to meet wii 'contemplated"-*"
cess everywhere the beginning' Musical
Musical'P^gogild
Pedagogical CongrsM
congress next"October'
next October in Berlin.
Arthur Abell. ’
Of the"Ehrlich music school.
; Epstein,
XAVER SCHARVENKA, Royal Prof
;d) PROF. THEODOR LESCHETIZKY
Reguli “ ’
'"
14.
Berlin. Jan. 12,
taining letters from the most representative musicians ot America
This system is not taught by correspondence, as there is too much of
___describing the Dunning System will be mailed upon application.
general knowledge given also which is invaluable to the teachers. Teacher’s
The SUMMER COURSE for the Teachers' Normal Training Class in Buffalo July Sth,
normal training classes will be held in Chicago, Baltimore and New York
accommodate teachers in the locality.
and in Chicago August 30th.
nd endorsement from her former teacher H

prizes Also this which

__s most
Instruction of

Mrs. Carrie L. Di

_

Address MRS. CARRIE L.

DUNNING, 225 Highland Avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Burrowes Course of Musk Study.

KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY-INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHERS BY HOME STUDY.
zszadeacriplive booklet
will be n

KATHARINE- BURROWES,

Church-Parsons’
Illustrated Music Study

Kindergarten and Graded Course for Children
Illustrated Harmony and Theory for Adults
Normal Centers Established for the Training of Teachers

Send for Correspondence Course Circulars and Dates for Special Personal Work
FALL TERM OPENS THIRD TUESDAY IN SEPTEMBER
For further announcement see December or April Etudhs

Address F. C. PARSONS

610 Fine Arts Building, Chicago, Ill.

Musical Moments With Children
Correspondence Courses for Mothers, Kindergartners and Music Teachers.
For circulars and terms, address MRS. DAISY FAIRCHILD SHERMAN,
227 Irving Avenue, Providence, R. I.
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SUMMER
MUSIC

THE

SCHOOLS
Grand Conservatory of Music

You Will Hear
More

UNDERSTAND

You Will Enjoy
More

68 WesT 83d Sfod
For 23 years in 23d Street

...MUSIC...

New York

You play. You listen. You teach. Do you comprehend ? Do you get
at the meaning ? Do you gain the stimulus and inspiration ? Are your
pupils filled with the beauty of your Art ? Music is a Language. Musical
Culture is worth more than Technique.
The Meaning and Structure of Music, as Dr. Henry G. Hanchett has revealed
them for years by hundreds of recitals, are now available to all music lovers by
his new Correspondence Course. Send for circular.

The only Music School, empowered by Act of the
Legislature, to confer the degrees of Bachelor of Music
Master of Music, and Doctor of Music, and the kindred
arts. Thorough and systematic instruction in all branches
of vocal and instrumental music, as a science and as an
art, by the most eminent artists and teachers. The full
course leads to the degree of Bachelor of Music. The
Opera Company and Concert Company are open to stu¬
dents for membership.
OPEN A.LX, SUMMER

You Will Play
Better

Dr. Hanchett’s Music School
No. 40 West 85th Street, New York City

H. W. GREENE, Founder and Director

ASBURY
PARK VOCAL SCHOOL
(ASBURY PARK AND OCEAN GROVE, N. 1.)
June 10 to September 15
S.

Combines the advantages of Special Musical Culture with a
delightful Summer Home in a healthful rural New England village.
Courses in Voice, Piano, Organ and Theory. Celebrated New York teachers in each department.
Interesting Lectures and Recitals, Normal Classes, and Concerts, all of special value to Teachers
ana ct-.,Hnn*c
and
Students. Send for Illustrated Prospectus.
Address

DR. E. EBERHARD

You Will Teach
Better

The Brookfield Summer School of Music

H. W. GREENE, 504 Carneg'ie Hall, N. Y., r Brookfield Center, Conn.

Fall Term Begins Sept, agtti

C.

Under the directorship of
BENNETT, Carnegie Hall, N. Y.

Voice Culture, Repertoire,
Lectures, Recitals, Etc.
Asbury Park is the most musical rammer resort In America
The great oratorio and orchestral concerts ; the mi st re¬
nowned singers at the numerous concirls, musical festivals,
etc., make it a most desirable locality for music students.
For Terms amt Further Particular*, aildrr.s

S. C. BENNETT, Suite 92-3, CARNEGIE HALL, N.Y.

FOR TEACHERS
AND OTHERS
June 26th to July 29th

VIRGIL

Summer School
Write for Catalogue to

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL

Voice Culture

19 W. 16th St., New York City

Summer Session of Six Weeks for AH Branches, Beginning June 19, 1905
A Special Course for Teachers in the Pedagogics of the Synthetic Method
id fnr
Twentieth Year Begins September 25, 1905.
culars and Catalogues._KATE s. CHITTENDEN, Dean of the Faculty

AT

ROUND LAKE, N. Y.
Edmund J. Myer, Director,
Assisted by a corps of Competent Instructors.
OPENS MONDAY, JULY 10th.
TERM SIX WEEKS.
The National Normal Course; the only course of the
kind in America.
A Sixteen-page Illustrated B >oklet, giving par¬
ticulars and important information, sent free to
any address.
Address EDMUND J. MYER,
318 West 57th St.,
■
■
New York City.

SALTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
SUMNER SALTER, Director

554 West 149th St„ New York (Washington Heights)
Vacancy for two Resident Pupil? for Summer
study. COOLEST LOCATION IN NEW YORK.

SAN FRANCISCO
BOSTON
July 21~Aug. 1 7
Autf. 24-Sept. 15
FIRST YEAR COURSES

Summer, 1905
I. Lectures. Education, Music-Education,
Teaching, Elementary Outline of
System, Processes and Technique.
11. Children’s Class. Illustrative demon¬
stration with children.
III. Music Analysis. Elementary study of
the rhythmic, harmonic and melodic
system of Music-Education.
IV. Demonstrative Class. Practical dem¬
onstration, by the teachers, of the prin¬
ciple and processes of Music-Education.
V. Material for Study.
(Five Lectures.)
openonb'to students'^vlroliaveTOrapteted th« flraf yearivor”
Announcements will be sent on application. Address
CALVIN B. CADY
511 Huntington Chambers, BOSTON, MASS.

1013-14-15 [
Mr. Miller
vatiun.

through the si
nl branchis of voice c
studios, able assistants.

Dirge, airy
■Send for particulars

GEORGE LEHMANN

SUMMER SESSION
CEDAR RAPID S, IOWA
5th to August 12th, 1005
A. K. VIRGIL, Director
The continued demand for an oppor¬
tunity to study the VIRGIL CLA¬
VIER METHOD under Mr. A. K.
Virgil’s directorship in the great
Middle West has made it seem ad¬
visable to hold the Summer Session
at Coe College,Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

A. D. JEWETT, Manacjer
11 West Twenty-second Street,

-

NEW YORK

PUSTAV L. BECK1TR
Concert -Pianist, Teacher. Composer
A targe proportion of Mr. Becker’s pupils are themsqiq„ .
F F
inemseives teachers.
Send for circular with press; notices to1 West 104th Street
. .
New York CUy

Violinist
Concerts and Instruction
Hotel St. Andrew
Broadway and 7 2d St.. New York. N. Y.

training

At Chautauqua, N. Y.
JULY 8-AUGUST 18
For teachers in any department of music. Attention girt®
tn'J'ctoner facts o[ ^lusic rath„r ,him „:t. outBvd signs
MELODY—Hearing piteb ami quality.
BHVTi?£lV-K,q-"ioiM"tr nil chords and tlicirrctaUomIlip*
KtlYTtIM—lt« reiutinii to hutii Mriq.lt ami Harmony,
nla--'' *° hiyoriniinute between the good and the commeup
Transposition. Memorising.
AlUI
Dculars write to The Chautauqua Institute or to
nttss Alehin. Cincinnati, Ohio. Station I.

WIRtz

PIANO SCHC

“Moon roni00^£:U2::h8tl,;tVV^oY°aRccoCONRAD WIR?2°DmEcmri'CT,0"

“'ToTem.

BUSH TEMPLE CONSERVATORY.

KENNETH M. BRADLEY, Director, North Clark Street and Chicago Avenue, Chicago.
The Leading Conservatory of Music, Dramatic Art and Languages.
SPECIAL SUMMER NORMAL, beginning June 26th, ending July 28th.
BOARD OF EXAMINERS.
Fannie Bloomfield Zeialer
Mrs. Stacey Williams,
OttokarMalek,
George Dasch,
Dr. Chan. E. Allum,
Frederick A. Stock,
Francis Campbell,
Carl Brueckner,
Kenneth M. Bradley,
Mme. Justine Wegener,
Clarence Dickinson,
Emile Leclercq.
The Bush Temple Conservatory announces the exclusive teaching engagement of FANNIE BLOOITFIELD ZEISLER.
Weekly Lectures on Orchestra Programs by FREDERICK A. STOCK, Conductor.
Applications for Catalogs and Announcements, address to Q. SCHMIDT.

Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.

School of Music
COURSES IN MUSIC
Leading to a Degree.

With Studies In College of Liberal Arts

The Thomas
Normal Training School
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
-Public SchoolMusic, Drawing,
Penmanship,
Physical Training,
Domestic Science and Art,
Manual Training

LOUIS A. THOMAS, Secretary
.

Detroit, Michigan

SHERWOOD
MUSIC

SCHOOL

Wm. H. Sherwood
Walter Spry

Genevieve Clark-Wilson
Georgia Kober

DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC and METHODS
LETHA L. McCLURE, Principal.
There is a demand for better music in the Public Schools.
Good positions are open for the thoroughly trained Supervisor.

Summer Courses in Singing'
July first to twenty-ninth
Miss EDITH E. TORREY, Boston, Mass,
614 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
Also Instructor in Singing at Welle^W Cnr«nrM«
in Voice Technique, Repertoire, ai
ormal Work. Circular sent on application.

Teachers and Students of Music
Special Low Rates5

BEGINNING JUNE FIRST

A Higher Music School
with University
Privileges a.nd Aimy

PREPARATORY
DEPARTMENT

For Beginners.
P. C. LUTKIN, Dean
Music Hall, University Place and Sherman Avenue
Send for Catalogue

ALL BRANCHES TAUGHT
SHERWOOD & BEACH, Managers

Fine Arts Building,

Chicago, III.

Wm. H. Sherwood—Concerts and Lecture Recitals
Arthur Beresford
Adolph Rosenbecker
Daniel Protheroe
Eleanor Sherwood
lane
And Others

Dingley-Mathews School ot Piano
3638 LAKE AVENUE,

the equipment of such teachers. ^
Season of 1905=1906 opens September 26, 1905.

SUMMER COURSE

THE CROSBY ADAMS SCHOOL

FOR TEACHERS

MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Special courses for piano teachers for the study of critically
material for that important period “the very first work at the
piano,” and on through the grades to advanced work.
Write for particulars to CROSBY ADAMS, Director

W. S. B. Mathews
Mrs. Blanche Dingley-Mathews

Lectures, Recitals, Children’s Work
Mason’s Technics, thoroughly taught
The Higher Literature of the Piano
Dingley-Mathews System with children

1
WALTER

July 3-28, 1905

SPRY

Announces a

Boston Correspondence School of Music
Franklin Square, Boston, Mass.

Summer Piano Term

Klindworth Conservatory of Music

July 3‘ to August 19, 1905
Send for Prospectus

Summer Session, June 15 to July 27

Address: Fine Arts Building, Chicago

Kimball Hall Building, 239 to 253 Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL.

JL

SPECIAL SUMMER

Faculty Second to None

ear

SCHOOLS
CHICAGO

LITERARY-MUSICAL
COURSES

Art of Singing

Clavier Piano School
OF NEW YORK

NATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

CHICAGO
June 26-July 20

550 Woodward Avenue .

(THE METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)
OAR 0. SILVER, President.
212 West 5<JtK Street, NEW YORK CITY

MUSIC

MUSIC-EDUCATION
“Music teaches most exquisitely the art of development ’’

pHE. PRESSON MILLER-^

American Institute of Applied Music

FOR SINGERS AND TEACHERS OP SINGING.
SUMMER OF 1905.

SUMMER
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ET^DE

American
Conservatory

Delightful Climate

Kurt Mueller, 235 Courtland St., Atlanta, Ga.

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
Normal courses for teachers will be given at the
SUMMER SESSION, June 26—August 4

NORMAL SESSION
TWENTIETH YEAR

Western Conservatory

E. R. KROEGER, Director
FROM JUNE 15th Especially for
TO august 1st TEACHERS

Steinway Hall. Chicago
Principal Teachers—E. H. Scott, W. C. E. Sehboeck
Clarence Dickinson, D. A. Clippinger, W. W. Kennett,
Geo. M. Chadwick, Herman Braun, Elbert N. Ripley,—
with full staff of competent assistants.
SUMMER SESSION
Eig'Rt Weeks—June 6th to July 29th
The regular Faculty will be in attendance during the Summer
Session and all departments will be open.
Special Normal Instruction for Young Teachers
For catalogue and full information, address

The ODEON, Grand & Finney Aves., St. Louis, Mo,

E. H. SCOTT, President, Western Conservatory, Chicago

CHARLES A. SINK? A?B., Secretary.

The Kroeger School of Music
SUMMER
SCHOOL

of five weeks, beginning Monday. J une 26, and endint
Saturday, July 29, 1905.
Lectures, Concerts, Recitals, etc.
The American Conservatory is the leading school o
Music and Dramatic Art in the West
Send for Catalog and Circular
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President

WILLIAM ERHART SNYDER

CONCERT PIANIST
Teacher Teschelizky Melhod of Technique and Inierpretalion
Director Piano Department Kemper Hall Seminary, Kenosha,
Wisconsin
Special Summer
Chicago Studios! —,,A2$t0,rium (bv apt
1350 WInthrop Avenue (Headquarters)
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SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOLS
southern MUSIC TEACHERS
Broad St. Conservatory orM,Kii
Philadelphia*/. Loading Mualcaj

fteen Daily Sosslons. Class Instruction and Privs
CONDENSED COURSES for Busy Teachars in

1329-1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET '

Mason’s Touch and Technic

Classes from

and many new Touches not yet published, with the practical
application of the Touches for Artistic Effects in
COURSE IN PHRASING AND^XPRESSION."5 Round Table Talks
ana Da.Iy Lectures on Musical Psychology and Pedagogy, Low Prices.
lanbon methods

June 27th to
July 14th, at

MUSIC. DRAMATIC ARr
MODERN LANGUAGeI
PIANO
TUN |N
RESIDENCE DEPARTMENT^
for young ladi?!

Dallas,Texas

KINDERGARTEN COURSE
FOR
TEACHERS
AT A REASONABLE TUITION RATE

address, landon
CHAS. W. LANDON, Instructor t

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS. Dw
Iv.te and
-nrf Class
a... i|„.,rucl,01|
‘ ““***
Private
FacultyV of 55 Artist Tea"hcre b'1

conservatory

brenau conservatory
GAINESVILLE, GEORGIA
Will begin its SUMMER SESSION JUNE 14, and continue eight weeks.
Analysis
‘Advantages in Piano, Organ, Voice, History,
naiysls, Composition and Pedagogy. Fifty NEW Practice Pianos.
C0ncert HaI1- Splendid Home for Students.

the personal direction of the lollwin?%j£Z!ta*ns mi
Gilbert R.ynold.
Henry Schradieck
Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Doc
A department for Public School Music ewt t.
has been established under Enoch W
SP'hiwi
Music, Public Schools oI Philadelphia! Pe*r,on' Director!)
Illustrated Catalogue Tree
Corre.nona
MENTION •• THK ETTrUE^ ““

Lamperti Summer School of Vocal Ito

’jAssociate Presidents

lmm0ST CONSERVATORY

DS9?L conservatory OF MUSIC
the oldest, largest AND best pn.,n> J!9°3’°4 ~7 5 Pupi,s- 1260 Recitals
^THE FACULTY in c.udessulhno!dZttrd!rcEQU'PFPED C°NSERVAT°RV
™H,GAN
^ free advantages''; En'LmbTe'pitt PS
• ■ Cer,5: narmony;
H~y: Orches
kin AUOUST
AimiTPT
SESS'Oni-JOLV AND
r a corps of the besTinVtm«o?s.Toachers of 811 branches of m

= *-■ To,.,
Playing; Musical History and

IAMPERII

_b Minrliw ?<, Berlin
.
. „
—Addrew until June ut_Z
Oaonlz School. Pa., or 408 S. 18lh SI, PhiU, Pi

krederjck
OrmnilAt Hrrt n«pu,t t fc

max son"

THE PENNSYLVANIA
imernatjo^ REPUTATION.

1

^s*SI OKr

MISS CLARA1,M„ k

-

—

Teachers in THE» VIRGIL
ricsuiL
,00

COLLEGE OF MUSK
1B11 GIRARDE1w°F ““"I
tjTT__----_K, H. CHANDLER, Ml.

ijUGH A. CLARTCF

...
iti

Ea;;

1,, I

Beuinnl ...
.
June 15th and C

TEXAS

Fa,ii,7Hl£r|“-0»s3th iWJT- ***
ghlS SeP‘eraber 13th“,$05
aan

Texas

South 38th Street
Philadelphia

N harmony, counterpoint, a
p . ..-—---—
COMPOSITION

tD.yL,HARM0NV BE TAUGHT BY MIL!

£ si
0---—.

S,S ANAdLdEr^f^AL WORK.
4*D|BAXTBP PE

.H°w

ACHERS

°,re" TEACH
piano
Lessons in Mode... ,ucas .

6U“ ’ C c*» and How to Apply Them
JOHN ORTH, 146 Boylston St., Boston, Mass-

0n)S/or any of^these Methods will be sent “ On Sale”
to any of our patrons who may wish them.

First Steps iiv Piaaoforte
Study
on our catalogue. Under the gui(
carefully graded, and might be us
Price, $1.00
40.000 SOLD

Method for the Piano
CHAR-LES W. LANDON
No piano instructor, during the last twenty-five years, has met
with such success as this one. The authors ^practical tocher,
^nintroduceddin1tseshnp1erforms.a YA11 dry, technical exercises
are discarded. Copious directions are given the teacher.
Price, $1.50

Foundation Materials for
the Piano

Twenty Lessons to a Be¬
ginner in Piano Playing
W. S. B. MATHEWS
Art Epoch-making Workjn the Art of Teaching
A Wide Departure from all Previous Methods
A distinct departure from the ordinary orthodox way of teachbefore reading it.

LEconlVOC
4^

EM

youhya°v“ r'th •o««d-tl1in0^ «e fr«d°C't wrteu'nK
mean bu.lne!£roU*h b'»>«dcdge it the rStail of'£*!*

Edward^ baxt

TE
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CiNcivM.^ Ave.oaiid Oak St.
__~*FiWiNINATI,

,SIark Conservatory of MusicSAN AN™^
.Specfa^Normar'^niryc1 for^TMrA,’ Dramatie Art and a

CLAVIER
TECNKL
.—•-mmhuu.

*n A change of text-books broadens the teacher and
relieves the drudgery of routine teaching. If you
ere wedded to other methods, break away once, it

-S’mm 5, World Bldg.. New V.rk
V.rkCity.
City.

arm°ny and Counterpoint
taught by mail
Newell l. wilbur
_■yn.tn
Exchamqe. Paoviciucc,
__W. I.1
r——-*"
BuTt-ta CxcHAwac.

KINDERGARTEN MVS
Feb^a!yC1^STat,Stu<!i0 be?inr>mg in October,
during

.
Price, $1.50_

Easy Method for the
Pianoforte
A. R.OMMEL, A. C. M.
ing dull. The work is thoroughly interesting, containing easy
duets for teacher and pupil, carefully graded, and is one of the
best guides for a pupil of the piano in the first year of instruction.
Price, $1.00__

The Art of Pianoforte
Playing

FINEST

EDITIONS

FIRST RECITAL PIECES
ANDRE, Op. 142, Christ! Kind'l, Gavotte . . . Kramer
A SC H E R ,°0 p! 40, Fanfere M*ilifaire
tiiriert
BERLIOZ, Marche Hongroise .
Alder
BEETHOVEN, Turkish March.Slreabbog
BELLINI, Norma, Overture ..Herbert
BACH, E., Awakening of Spring.Herbert
BACHMANN, Sorrento.Beyer

BEHR, Birthday Gavotte .. • ■
BRAHMSP,3Iluneariai^liances Nos! i and 2 . . . Czerny
0
Hmigarfanlyances Nos! 3, 4, and 5! ! f/Jr7y
7! . Czerny
Hungarian Dances Nos. 8
CLARK, Torchlight Procession, Marc
FLOTOW, Martha, Fantasy.
FONDEY, Girard Gavotte .......
GABRIEL-MARIE, LaXin^uantaine
GAUTIER, Secret.■ ■
■
GOBBAERTS, Op. 58. Marche Triom
GURLITT, Husarenmarsch.
“
Op. 192, No. 2, Gavotte, .
•■
nh ™
fmr cc ettl
GOUNOD, FausLFantasy.,,KlUS,
HAYDN, Two Menuets . ..Herbert
“
Gipsy Rondo.Kramer
HORVATH, Vis-a-vis, Children’s Quadrille.
HOFMANN, March with Trio.
KELER BELA, Op. 73. Lustspiel Overture . . . Kipke
KRAMER, Op. 19, Glockenspiel . ..
“
Op. 7 Jubelfeier, Polonaise.
Op. i8, Pensionatsfreuden, Waltzes.
“
Op. 9, Im Fliigelkleide.
LIFTL, Polonaise...
LORTZ1NO, Czaar uud Zimmermann, Fantasy . Krug
Petite Parade Milit
“
Repos du Berger .
MAYER, Op. 117, Galop. Militaire . .
MENDELSSOHN, Hunting Song and V.
MOZART, Magic
Magic Flute, Overture.Burch
M.MI'l in I'. Hat.
MENDELSSOHN, Hebrides Overture . . . . Herl
“
Wedding March.Hen
OESTEN, Op. J75, Alpine Bells.Hen
“
op. 1Q3, Alpine Glow.Hen
“
Op. 305. Three Sisters ..fieri
“
Op. 319, Arrival of Spring.Hen
RAVINA, Op. 69, Tyrolienne Var.ee.• •
ROSSINI, Barber of Seville, Overture.Hen
“
La Gazza Ladra, Overture.Hen
“
Tancredi, Overture.Cze
SANDRE, Op. 54. Marche de Fate.
“
Op. 55, Bleue Matinee.
SUPPd, Boccaccio, Fantasy
All
SPlNDLER, Op. 264, No. 1, Waltz ....... Hen
SCHUBERT, Op. Z7, No. 3, March til D ... He>
“
Op. 27, No. 1, March in IS minor . tier.
SPlNDLER, Op. 140, No. 3, Charge of the Hussare^
STREABBOG, Op.; :oo, No.
**Valse; No. 3, Galop; No.
No. 5, Polonaise; No. 6, Boil
Op. 183, No. 2, Valse.
Op. 75, March .
..j, No. 7, Le Depart; No. 8,
Amazones ; No. 9, La Fileuse; No,
Rondino; No. n. Chanson Napolitai
No. 12, Echo des Montagnes . . e;
TUTSCHEK, Op. 37. Friihlingsmarsch.Her
VERDI, Trovatore, Fantasy.B
VOVE", Op. 24, Roses of Spring.Kra
WEBER, Euryanthe, Overtur“
Freisrhi'itz Ov#»rtin
Herbert
Oberon’ Fantasy.Liebic/i
Freischutz, Fantasy.
Invitation to the Dance.ntrbtrt
Op.eio?Not6rRond'o in' E fiat . . ’. Horvdth
. Buret
Herbert
rend for Lists of Music for
Two Pianos, Eight Hands
Two Pianos, Four Hands

PRICE, 75 CTS.
A collection intended for recreation and for public
performances, containing both popular and semiclassical works. It is a continuation of the senes
begun with the First Parlor Pieces and is a volume
that any pupil will appreciate and enjoy.

ALBUM OF INSTRUCTIVE PIECES
PR.ICE, $1.00
These pieces are intended to create a taste in the
pupil for better music, and have been most carefully
chosen and arranged in progressive order. A work
invaluable to every student who has had one year s
instruction._

PARLOR AND SCHOOL MARCHES
PRICE, 75 CTS.
A collection that will be pleasing to everyone.
The marches are some of the most popular, stirring,
and attractive of the day, and are suitable for ex¬
hibitions, schools, and parlor use.

FIRST DANCE ALBUM
PRICE, 75 CTS.
Containing 80 pages of dance music for the parlor
or ball-room. Embraces nothing of greater difficulty
than the second grade.

FIRST STUDIES IN THE CLASSICS
y CHAS. W. LANDON
PRICE, 75 CTS.
A compilation of pieces ranging from the second
to the fourth grade in difficulty and represents the
works of the various composers from Bach to
Mendelssohn._

SIGHT READING ALBUMS
By CHAS. W. LANDON
TWO VOLUMES.
PRICE, $1.00 EACH
This work is the product of years of thought and
study. Its introductory brings forth thoughts of
great value regarding the progress of the student’s
mind when learning to read at sight. The 120 selec¬
tions of easy, good music are progressively arranged
and contain that which is purest and best in the
music of the great composers.

SONATINA ALBUM
PRICE, $1.00
An invaluable collection of formative pieces. A
favorite with progressive teachers and pupils every¬
where, and indispensable for the formation and cul¬
tivation of the best musical taste. Compiled by
Theo. Presser.
__

Standard First and Second Grade Pieces
Standard Third and Fourth Grade Pieces
Standard Fifth and Sixth Grade Pieces
Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS
EACH $1.00
These pieces are intended to accompany the cele¬
brated and universally used Standard Graded Course
of Study. They have been culled and selected from
the best teaching material in all piano literaturepopular, classical, and semi-classical, and are not
only most pleasing, but formative of the best musical
taste.
- .

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION

THEODORE PRESSER
1712 Chestnut Street,

505 HJOSEPH,NE A
JON1
Huntington Chambers. Boston, Mass.

FOR. VARIOUS PURPOSES

THE

HUGH A. CLAR.KE, Mus. Doc.
/oTtcj^^frr^raded^lusuch^wa^tha^thelTi^cuUr^thL 'teset
'beginners are'almost insensibly overcome.
Price, $x.50
_

Piano Collections
of Selected Compositions,—Revised,
Edited, and Fingered; Containing
Both Popular and Classical of all Grades

The following works for beginners at the piano are
among the latest and best on the market They are
widely used by our best teachers, are first of all,
modern, with crisp and fresh ideas. The authors
are all musicians of experience in elementary teach-

CHAR.LES W. LANDON
The author's best efforts have gone into this work, and we can
safely say that a more pleasing and interesting, yet practical,
piano Method has never been published. It does not progress too
Sng^^
Each
page has a motto bearing on thorough and earnest work.
Price, $x.oo

Incorporated 1900

0

for. the pianoforte

COLUMBIA HOtTl‘PORTLAND. MAINE

nd^tako advanced work

" RSLE;““BffJ J

PIANO MUSIC

37 Y. M. C. A. Building. Portland, Me
BEGINNING JUNE 15th | IOA,
CLOSING SEPI. I5lh / 1905
Asslsl.nl .1

nFTDnTT " nmm!!C“"'S

SIX-HAND^

Elegant

isooXr’RSf™fTidud”rAltitude
-_H. J. PEARCE,

MODERN
Instruction Books

-

Philadelphia, Pa-

THEODORE PRESSER
1712 Chestnut St.
PHIL A. PA-

Theodore Presser
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

/

There are Many Imitations of

Baker’s

NOW READY

Th EODORE Th OMAS

Baker’s Chocolate

A MUSICAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Edited, by GEORGE

P.

Cocoa

Pont be misled by them!

UPTON

Our trade-mark is on every package
of genuine goods.

The

Autobiography —An

work by the
Editor.
Two Articles c
Music in America by Mr.

Under the

Reprt

decisions of several United States

and explai
Mr. Thomas upon “Pro; - making," “ En‘‘Late Comers,” etc.

cocoa

Courts,

Co.’s

With 36 Illustrations
Regular Edition, $6.00 net. Large-paper Edition, $25.00net

no
than

is

Baker’s

other chocolate or
Walter

Baker

&

entitled to be sold as
Cocoa”

or

“Baker’s

.Chocolate.”

Our handsomely illustrated
recipe book sent free.
A. C. McCLURG & CO.,

Walter Baker & Co., Ltd.

CHICAGO

Established 1780

Dorchester, Massachusetts

45 Highest Awards in Europe and America

Fundamental
Principles of

The Isschelizky Method
THE MODERN PIANIST
By MARIE PRENTNER

A Graduate ol, and the ablest Assistant for many years to

THEO. LESCHETIZKY

This system bas made
more great artists than
any other:
PADEREWSKI
ESSIPOFF
HAMBOURG
GABRILOWITSCH
BLOOMFIELD-ZEISLER
PRENTNER
SLIVINSKI
SIEVEKING

Issued with his unqualified endorsement.
Illustrated with twenty plates, drawn from
nature by celebrated European artists
English and German Text throughout. Price, $1.50
w .The Le3cheti'^y ^tera of Piano Technique and Execution, of which this
C?ernv nnH ^
,Iuc,d ^position was founded by Beethoven, fathered by
Crerny and enlarged and perfected by the keen personality of Leschetizky
This great pedagogue believes only in personal instruction, and it has therefore
devolved upon h,s assistants to give to the world in general the great underlying
prindples of a system, of which there are but few of the great artists now bjforc
the public who are not his pupils.
e
This system forms a complete, comprehensive and extremely practical treatise
as can be made. While thoroughly technical, the artistic is never lost slghtof’
It is intended for those who are earnest and ambitious, for young teachers and De¬
gressive amateurs. It recognizes the weakness of the hands, fnd sets its Usk to
overcome all the natural disadvantages of the fingers and muscles.
,
a ithC P'uan0 teachf,s °f the country to examine this work. It will
not adojitefj;

' ^ZtureYSZlS?

£

With English and German in parallel columns; the work appears simultaneously m America, Germany, Austria, and Englandit is being translated into the Polish, French and
Russian languages; we point with no little pride to
Fraulein Prentner
the fact that the original edition of such an imtort“You being my pupil 0
many years’ standing an*
pubiuhLgashoU^rhou,d appear from an American
fled to write and publish a
school after my principles
and system of teaching. ’ ’
Prof. Theo. Leschetizky.

PIANOS
To Music Teachers.
We desire to get in touch with
every music teacher in the United
States, for it is to the musical pro¬
fession and those who appreciate
the finer points and delicate tone
shading that Ivers & Pond pianos
especially appeal.
The superiority of the Ivers &
Rond Pianos musically and me¬
chanically, as well as from an
economical standpoint,
makes
them remarkably well suited to
th® use of piano instructors.
.We can arrange to furnish our
pianos to the profession for their

.. -

°Pia°not buiMing* has6 never Creache^a^hL °h COnve"iel!t ‘crms of payment,
models of Ivers & Pond Kanos Th
Vghf- standar(1 than »> the latest
average pianos. Several recent'
7 Stand
*u?e twice as long as the
especially those in any wav famiWPw°iriem-entS °f lmportance wlM interest
invite correspondence from Sst Lachers,an° COnStructlon' We cordially

linn *ha.mi"n,i0*? °! *5is work win leave an impresS'on that will affect all future ideas of piano-playing

THEO. PRESSER, PUBLISHER
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

vosep,ANos
▼

IVERS & POND

IVERS

POND PIANO

COMPANY,

HI Boylston Street. Boston.

have been established 50 YEARS R
family m moderate cirrnmc*Q«
°Y our system of payments 'very
instruments in ezdiZ™ ?Wn a VOSE piano.P We take o’d
expense. Write for Catalogue n ,3
DeW Piano in your toJle lree o{
VOSE <a SONS
SONS PIANO CO
160 BT. .
ePan
nS'
. 60 Boylston Street. Boston, Mas*.

